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Pressers Musical Magazine

FEBRUARY,

PRICE 15
$1.50 PERYEAR

The Music and Musicians of Poland

■■HWoShUf

an 5EmTerS°n PIa>rer Piano both
gh and cry? It will carry you into the
heights with the thunderous crashes of the
great composers and it will lull you to comp ete rest with the simplest, softest melo™*
18 no expression of which it is
not capable.
■

Yv d° n0t ,need t0 be a Earned musiYou ..nee,d only to love music and
nretat-n 63817 Pf™
?ive k any interpretatmn you wish—if you have an Emer¬
son Flayer Piano.

FOR WOMEN’S CLUBS
|
|
|

Edited by James Francis Cooke

PICTORIAL
REVIEW
cieubsyfoarnnOUnCeS 3 C°mpetition’ °Pen to a11 ^derated

Bosto

THE BEST DEFINITION

Piano Company
Established

l0angu!gemOSt W°nderful of a11 words in the English

1849
Mass.

HOME
WHAT DOES HOME MEAN
TO YOU?

[Three Exceptionally Useful Books
By JAMES FRANCIS COOKE
experience in the teaching field and long association wfc
s-'rnr' » nr, ~

t0 their clearness, their value in
author's wide

Recently Published

GREAT PIANISTS ON PIANO PLAYING
.
Price $1.50
A senes of personal conferences with our most d;,,*. , ,
Busoni, Godowsky de Pachmann R
r
stinguished virtuosos
tj°ods°n. Zeisler, Bachaus,’ Sauer and othersTre Ca"eao’ Scharwenka Rachmaninoff,
valuable ideas upon Technic, Interpretation ExoreTsi™ a c? three hundred Pages of
biographies of all pianists included, Alf ^tyle Fme jicr^aits and
introduced at once by Dr. Frank Damrosch fn his Tsi °!
r?adin* * was
Musical Art and by Miss Mary Venables att£ cLinnad Colhge
°f

MASTERING THESCALES & ARPEGGIOS

aeZ*Z dail-tea-

—-

system. Contains scoreToforisfnal^Vl a^un<^nt emanations. May be used with anv
Wilhelm Bachaus,'oEg££&4&
o eachers who have made it a regular part of their caching T'"6 A n°ds°? and hundred*
P- practical American efficiency and Euro^
^

THE STANDARE) history of music
Price $1.25
A First History for Students at All Asres

■■ * Hi-“- C|“1 ^

sk ts.is'r
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PRESSER COMPANY

.

.

PK.Lelphl., Pa.

EXPERT INFORMATION
ON VITAL SUBJECTS

By request of the Chairman of the Home Economics
Departments of the General Federation of Women’s
Clubs

Dealers in principal cities and towns.
Send for catalog.

Emerson
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ETUDE

$500.00

One of Thomas Nelson
Page’s
AcadiaH characters could “make a fiddle
laugh and cry.” Do you realize that you

THE

What is Home? What is the
purpose of Home? What
™ b?the aim of Home?
Why do Homes exist?
The American coming back
from Europe is thrilled at
the first sight of the Statue
of Liberty.
America is
Home to him. To the New
York society woman, Home
means Fifth Avenue and
Broadway — life, electric
lights, fashions and society
A multi-millionaire goes
back to the iittl! country
town where he was born,
liie tumble-down hack
reaches 'the old .farmhouse
and within is rest and qiiiet
and peace.
This m e arn s
Home to him. To the little
child, Home means Mother.
You see Home means 1
whole lot more than jufet
the place you live in. Whht
does it mean to you ?
For the best, most interest¬
ing definitions received
according to the following
conditions, Pictorial Re¬
view will pay 3500.00 as
follows: First Prize, 3250.00Second Prize, 3100.00; Third
Prize, 350.00; Four extra
Prizes of 325.00 each

3100.00.

w

each,

Subscription Price, $1.50 per year in United States, Alaska,
Cuba, Porto Rico, Mexico, Hawaii, Philippines, Panama,
Guam, Tutuila, and the City of Shanghai. In Canada)
$1.75 per year. In England and Colonies, 9 Shillings; in
France, 11 Francs; in Germany, 9 Mahs. All other
countries, $2.22 per year.

REMITTANCES sh
or'cash! IettMoneym8ten
msible for its safe arriv;
DISCONTINUANCE.—Write us a definite notice if you
wish THE ETUDE stopped. MoBt of our subscribers do not
wish to miss an issue, so THE ETUDE will be continued
with the understanding that you will remit later at your
convenience. A notice will be sent subscriber at the

If you employed a very successful author of
Musical and Uplift Books to show you how to introduce
efficiency in your musical work by using modern scientific
methods which will make your whole career from 18 to 80
a glorious climb from one success to another how much
would you value such advice? Mr. Thomas Tapper in his
coming series will put new zest, new life into every one
who follows his advice. It is coming in THE ETUDE.

>r your subscription
■ addressed to THE
ETUDE. Write on one side of the sheet only. Com_
p1U8|b"lteaCfl'n? a°k mh8*C 8tblf^i
8c^‘ckcd' Although e
ADVERTISING RATES w
CO., Publishers,

This competition is open to
all federated clubs. It will
be decided by a committee
under the direction of the
Chairman
of the Home
Economics Department of

iss
f HFREQF with the understandingthat the money
is to be used for club pur¬
poses
Call a meeting of
your club right away and get
to work.
Each club may
submit one answer only. 7
All definitions must be
origina2 and should be
typewritten on one side of
the paper onjy. Be sure to
fhl ,nre and addr«s of
^ .club y°u represent. Do
not send stamps, for no
manuscripts submitted
this contest will be returned
Contest closes March 1,'

If you employed the man whom George Bernard
Shaw has hailed as one of the very greatest writers
of our times to make a detailed review of Famous Piano
Studies for you how much would you value that review?
Mr. James Huneker has made such a review. It is com¬
ing in The Etude.

RENEWAL.—No receipt is

READ THESE CO?
CAREFU1 '
These prizes ai
the best definii
word “Home,”
by an article not ei«
one thousand
length, taking your"
tion as a text.

If you employed the leading Piano Teacher in a
great European Conservatory to make out a plan of
practice for you, how much would you value that ? Isidor
Philipp, the leading Professor of Piano at the Paris Con¬
servatory has made such a plan. It is coming in THE
Etude.

JOHN^rHATTSTAEDT^Pres? ^

The INTERLAKEN SCHOOL
ROLLING PRAIRIE, INDIANA
A school for real boys under the per¬
sonal supervision of Dr. Edward A. Rumley. Here you will find a school that is
different,—where the boy learns by doing.
In addition to hU studies he learns to be
resourceful, learns all about the big 670
acre farm, the fruits, grains, animals, trees,
flowers and birds. Give the little chap a
chance,—he gets it at Interlaken, and he
likes it. Classes small—individual work—
admission- any time. Spring term opens
April 1st. Summer camp session June
!nd. Send now for attractive booklet.

671 Kimball H

Beethovei
One of the oldest and be
NORTHWESTERN

PIANO
h Year.
Diploi
D. O. BETZ, Director

Albert Tea
623 S. WABA

BURROWES COURSE
Kindergarten and Primary—Correspondence or Pers
Happy Pupils Satisfied Parents—Prosperous Teachers. Classes are doubled by
sent1 oil ^ppncaSrTo KATHARINE
D. 502 CARNEGIE HALL, NEW YORK CIT1
Dept. D. 246 HIGHLAND AVE., HIGHLAND PARK, L1
BREWER TEACHERS’ AGENCY
has had THIRTY-ONEyears of experience, co-operatSUPERIN‘ JS‘- !
luildinw, Chicago, Illinois.

TIIK EXCEPTIONi
42-44
Eiobtb SI., S.

MIN
OR/I

If you employed a famous Virtuoso Pianist to
spend several hours in preparing an analytical lesson upon
such a famous work as the Schubert-Liszt Serenade how
much would you value that lesson?
Miss Katharine
Goodson, the eminent English pianist, has prepared such
a lesson. It is coming in THE ETUDE.
If you tried to purchase any one of these features you
would .find that the price was almost prohibitive. Yet
these are only four of innumerable features, to say
nothing of the wonderful value to be found in The Etude
music, the departments, etc.
Yet features, an abundance of music, special depart¬
ments do not make a Journal indispensable. It is the
whole policy of the magazine; the spirit of the con¬
tributors, the traditions, the life interest of the men
who make the magazine, the earnest interest in the
reader, the judgment, the “knowhow.” All these
factors are working every day of the year to make THE
Etude what it is.

A REASONABLE REQUEST
All that we ask of our Etude friends is that they will
assist us by entering our work with the same spirit we
have in endeavoring to help them. Just the little phrase
“I have gained by being an Etude subscriber and I believe
you will find it of great value” has made many an Etude
subscriber. We are always glad to reward those who send
• us new subscriptions. It will pay you to write for par¬
ticulars of our “Special Coupon Offer.”

THE ETUDE
“Always in the Lead

”

w
THE
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Conservatories—Schools—Teachers

QeeeD

THEODORE PRESSER CO., 1712-1714 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, Penna
Chicago College of Music

The Quickest Mail Order Music Supply House for
Teachers, Schools and Conservatories of Music
The best selected and one of the largest stocks of music. The most liberal “ON SALE” Pjnn‘he best
i„ our stock or published by us sent freely on inspection at our regular low
Professional Rates. The best discounts and terms.

ESTHER HARRIS, President.
Students may enter at any time.
CHICAGO COLLEGE OF MUSIC
Dept. 23, 304 3-uth Wabash Ave., Chicago, Ill.

Compiled by W. S. B. MATHEWS
10 Grades
10 Volumes
$1.00 Each Volume
A complete course of the best studies selected for every purpose. The
Graded Course idea is original with the Presser house, but imitated m
than any other system or work ever published. This Course is being
proved constantly. It combines the best elements of all schools, the
greatest variety from the best composers. It is simple and practical;
’ i teach, always interesting. We invite comparison.
MORE THAN A MILLION COPIES SOLD

MASTERING THE
SCALES AND ARPEGGIOS

BEGINNER’S BOOK
SCHOOL OF THE PIANOFORTE
By THEODORE PRESSER
Price, 75 cents
A book for the veriest beginner planned along modern
lines, proceeding logically, step by step, making.everything
plain to the youngest student. All the material is fresh and
attractive and full of interest. An extra large note is used.
Special features are writing exercises, and questions and
answers.
LATEST AND BEST INSTRUCTION BOOK

A SYSTEM
OF TEACHING HARMONY

SELECTED “CZERNY” STU^-J^ '
Avenue and
In Three Books
'
Price, 90TJ', ~ ]ife> electric
A noteworthy addition to the technical literature of the
and society.
practically every volume of Czerny’s works will be foujl-ni lllion aire goes
Mr. Liebling’s selection and editorial work are masterly. . the little country
Opus numbers and many less known are represented, comhere
k
*
tractive and convenient form for general use. These are t
C
was born
contributed to the making of all the world’s great pianists.
THE INDISPENSABLE STUDIES

ROOT'S TECHNIC
AND ART OF SINGING

JOHN J. HA1LTTSTAEDT,Cf

a7 * ?ommittee

your club right away and get
to work.
Each club may
submit one answer only. 7

especially for people of L:„L
who appreciate the J:a_ . J a

Pi

_

DANA’S MUSICAL INSTITUTE
WARREN, OHIO

forl64Vage\rtabSeab“eCbe<5k and'hfsSriS^etch “‘ml. DAN A? R. AM,'ta! ^

1 Kimball Hall, CHICAGO, ILL.

Special Low Rates for _
lend for handsome Catalogue to th<
BROS. EPSTEIN
States N. W. Cor.Taylor and Olivo Sts., Si. Louis, Mo.

Beethoven Conservatory
One of the oldest and best Music Schools in the U
NORTHWESTERN OHIO SCHOOL

PIANO TUNING
10th Year.
Diploma.
D. O. BETZ, Director :

:

Free Catalog.
s ADA, IO.

Lyceum Arts Conservatory
Offers courses in Piano, Voice, Violin, Public
School Music Dramatic Art, etc.
"ft is
different.” Catalog explains. Ask for it.
KATE JORDAN HEWETT, Sec.
Box K, 523 Fine Arts Bldg.,
Chicago, III.

Albert Teachers’ Agency
623 S. WABASH AVE., CHICAGO

BURROWES COURSE ° study*0
Happy Pupils—Satisfied Pa

Correspondence or Personal Instruction
rous Teachers. Classes are doubled by use of this method

DETROIT

JAMES H. BELL, Sec.

Ei.hih'si., s.

42nd Year

courses in Piano Voice, Violin Organ,
Theory, Public School Music, etc. Academic
Department. Send for Catalog.

1013 Woodward Avenue

MINNEAPOLIS SCHOOL OF MUSIC
ORATORY AND DRAMATIC ART

DETROIT, MICHIGAN

SUMMER SCHOOL
ANNOUNCEMENTS
WILL BEGIN IN MARCH ISSUE
Ask for Special Advertising Rates

!E NORTHWEST
TUESDAY,
SEPTEMBER
1
dRKKT^1 W,T”
——-

UNIVERSITY SCHOOL
OF MUSIC

Cosmopolitan School of Music
and Dramatic Art

Students May Enter at Any Time

CALVIN B. CADY

FINEST CONSERVATORY IN THE WEST

Students may enter
.•
at any time

ing wfth'rTAci^R^^I’RINCIP^f^and^UPERINTENDENTS. Write for our free booklet.

F al?e TErme"

SUMMER NORMAL
PORTLAND, OREGON

CONSERVATORY OF MUSIC

FRANCIS L. YORK, M.A., President

’nLTU« exceptional' rlam'nMnarura organization and’ compkiiubbiye courses

....

MUSIC EDUCATION

Colleges, Conservatories,
teachers of Music in ColI
State Normal Schools, etc. Send for booklet.

BREWER TEACHERS’ AGENCY

Assisted by eminent faculty of 50 artists.
Offers to prospective students courses of
study based upon the best modern educa¬
tional principles. Diplomas and degrees
conferred. Many free advantages.

used
f Suite 950-955 McClurg Bldg.

pu^fs^'Brildfngs for^practic^Oiew)1' &Pure water^beautlfu^chy’and^ealtlfy^Not a'death’in’jortj
vears. Superior faculty. Every state and country^ North America ^tronizes the^school. Fine r

ROLLING PRAIRIE, INDIANA
A school for real boys under the per¬
sonal supervision of Dr. Edward A. Rumley. Here you will find a school that is
different,—where the boy learns by doing.
In addition to his studies he learns to be
resourceful, learns all about the big 670
acre farm, the fruits, grains, animals, trees,
flowers and birds. Give the little chap a
chance,—he gets it at Interlaken, and he
likes it. Classes small—individual work—
admission- any time. Spring term opens
April 1st. Summer camp session June
22nd. Send now for attractive booklet.

Mrs. W. S. Bracken, President

^

the West on the shores of Lake Michigan, a
half-hour from the heart of Chicago.
Send for Summer Bulletin with full particulars to
Secretary, School of Music, Evanston, Ill.

KATHARINE BURROWES

n ° 1 send stamps, for no
manuscripts submitted in

md Rolls, Musical P

LEARN HOW TO TEACH

harm

The INTERLAKEN SCHOOL

Kindergarten and Primary

Teaching System and how to blei
Keyboard Harmony with Meloi
Building may be studied with
Normal Teachers in the large
cities and finished with
Effa Ellis Perfield
the originator.

special course in Piano Teaching Methods
™„1i„es definite systems of instruction
i teaching material for both elemen-

D. 502 CARNEGIE HALL, NEW YORK CITY, or
Dept. D. 246 HIGHLAND AVE., HIGHLAND PARK, DETROIT, MICH.

AH definitions must be
original and should be
typewritten on one side of
the paper only. Be su„ t
give name and address of
he dub you representt Do

Headquart^

THEODORE PRESSER CO. , SHEETSlfER" -MP

i

derstanding That the money
is to be used for club purCCall a meeting of

part of the trade of every teacher and school is solicited.

UNIVERSITY

INOrgan,
addition to expert private teaching in Piano,
Violin or Voice the school offers a

d1 Music, Drama
colleges. Desirabl
For Catalog and ,

Chairman of^th" Ho^6
Economics Dsno .
-'tne
the Gen
1
THF PT> T'Jito * ec*eration.
.
T TvlZiiS WILL RF
A wr \ r> t\ t, ^
^

Accounts Are Solicited “St75

NORTHWESTERN

Summer School of Music June 21 to July 31, 1915

AMERICAN CONSERVATORY

fcjlfif-SR ?herS4L
members
1HEREQF with the un¬

...
Tbismeafis
him. To the little
re means MotheV.
A Series of Educational Works In Singing Home means ,a
FOR THE PIANOFORTE
on Scientific Methods. By FREDERIC W. ROOT
more than jufet
By 1SIDOR PHILLIP
Price. $1-50
I. Methodical Sight-Singing. Op. 21.
you live in. What
Three keys, each
...
The last word from the great living authority. M. Phillip
II. Introductory Lessons in Voice Culture
to you?
is the leading professor of pianoforte playing in the Paris
III. Short Song Studies. Three keys, eacl
Conservatoire, and this work embodies the result of years
IV. Scales and Various Exercises for the
Voice. Op. 27
- - of experience both as teacher and player. M. Phillip is adV. Twelve Analytical Studit , Op. 20 vanced in thought and methods, thoroughly abreast of the
VI. Sixty-eight Exercises in re Synthetic
times. This work may be used in Daily Practice.
Method. Op. 28 to the following
VII. Guide for the Male Voic< "Op."23
COMPREHENSIVE, EXHAUSTIVE, PRACTICAL
VIII. Studies in Florid Song
Pictorial Repay 3500.00 as
rst Prize, 3250.00;
STANDARD HISTORY ofMUSIC
^,3100.00; Third
By JAMES FRANCIS COOKE
Price, $1.25
► free upon application.
: constantly making real
00; Fopr extra
A thoroughly practical textbook told in story
are Piano Compositions and
catalogues. Our
— specialties
x
form. So clear a child can understand every
"
and Vocal "Studies,
Works oii Theory and Musical Liter
word—so absorbing that adults are charmed
1 riicris of Music.
with it. All difficult words “self-pronounced.”
The Presser “System of Dealing” is thoroughly exp 1
ISO excellent illustrations, map of musical Eu¬
r general catalogs.
_
t"
rope, 400 test questions, 250 pages.
Strongly
Special suggestions and advice are freely given by
bound in maroon cloth, gilt stamped.
Any
pondence by the best authorities on the subject.
teacher may use it without previous experience.
PERMANENTLY ADOPTED BY FOREMOST TEACHERS

COMPLETE SCHOOLS TECHNIC

PUPILS

Chicago’s Foremost School of Music and Dramatic Art

S
under

CLARE OSBORN

Piano, Voice, Violin, Dramatic Art, Har¬
mony, Public School Music, Theory and
Business Training. Fall term opens Sep¬
tember 1. For catalog address:
Sec., Box 8, 20 E. Jackson Blvd.
CHICAGO, ILL.

By DR. WM. MASON

Mailers Bldg., Chicago

Special Training Department for Teachers
Pu blic School Class Limited Account of Practice School
MAY ENT ER AT ANY TIME
For Catalog and Programs, Address
Sixty Teachers. Ideal Equipment.
Dorm itory Facilities.
J. B. HALL, Business Manager, OHIO BLDG., 509 S. Wabash Avenue, Chicago

VOCATIONAL EDUCATION

TOUCH AND TECHNIC

Pres. E. H. SCOTT

Piano—Voice—Violin—Thetory—Public School Music

Gertrude Radle-Paradis

By JAMES FRANCIS COOKE
Price, $1.25
In Four Books
Price of Each, $1.00
PART I-The Two-Finger Exercises (School of Touch).
This work contains all the necessary prac-|
of B
PART I I-The.._
Scales Rhythmically ,T sated
* J (School1 -*
tice material fully written out, carefully
graded and explained, also very extensive^ UJ Home? What the best definitj
new and original material, making it the! be the aim of Home?
word “Home,”
strongest, clearest work of its kind for thej0 Homes exist?
by an article n
very young beginner, as well as the highly
advanced student. It may be used withmerjcan coming- bark
housandi
anv student,
,’--- •
, “■ le^th’ taking you?
any
student, at
at anv
any age.
age, with
with anv
any method.
method.^
rigcdat
A REAL NECESSITY FOR TRAINING SUCCESS 1(- ■ .h\ _r \
, ° at t;orl „ „
®
ight of the Statue tl0n as a text>erty.
America

By HUGH A. CLARKE, Mus. Doc.
0/t/pRICE,°. $L25Mm<i
The standard textbook of musical theory.
The object kept in view is how to enable the
pupil to grasp, in the easiest, most interesting
and comprehensible way, the mass of facts and
rules which make up the art of harmony. For
class or self-instruction.
50 C t
CONCISE0 ANDmEASiLY'UNDERSTOOD

Centralizing
School of
Music

By D. BATCHELLOR and C. LANDON
Price, $1.50
A concise, practical manual, a logical exposi¬
tion of the art of teaching music to the young
in a pleasing and attractive manner.
This method uses various devices to awaken
and to hold the interest of the little child. The
aim is to develop the subject in conformity with
the natural bent of the child’s mind, largely in
the spirit of play. There are a number of rote
songs ; also music for marching, drills, etc.
ONLY COMPLETE MUSICAL KINDERGARTEN METHOD

iiiiiiiiiiiiiii

By M. G. EVANS
Price, 50 Cents
This little work is more than a primer; it is
a compact musical encyclopedia, the subject
matter being presented not alphabetically but
progressively, beginning with the rudiments of
music and ending with a tabulated summary
of Musical History, each subject being ex¬
plained through the medium of a series of prac¬
tical questions and answers covering the
Elements of Music, Notation, Time, Scales,
Intervals, Chords, etc.
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS ON ELEMENTS OF MUSIC

Private Teachers
regular Conservatory Advantages^ Home^witn Cer-

OF MUSIC
THE COLUMBIA SECHOOL
REED, Director

MARY WOOD CHASE, DIRECTOR—Autftor of “Natural Laws in Piano Technic.”
Endorsed by musicians as one of the foremost Am erican Schools for training professional students. Its
graduates are holiing high salaried positions in prc.minent Schools of Music, Colleges and Universities.
Its artist students are playing with success with fame>us American Orchestras and other well known organirations. Artists of international reputation at the hea d of every department. Year Book furnished upon
request. Address the Secretary, E. H. LOGAN, Ft ne Arts Building, Chicago.

BATCHELLOR MUSICAL
KINDERGARTEN METHOD

“

42ND YEAR—STUDENTS ACCEPTED AT ANY TIME.

THE MARY WOOD CHASE i>CH00L OF MUSICAL ARTS

FOUND IN THE STUDIOS OF EVERY PROGRESSIVE TEACHER

STANDARD GRADED COURSE OF
STUDIES FOR THE PIANOFORTE

8

Anything

THE MOST MODERN TEACHING PUBLICATIONS IN MUSIC
PRIMER OF
FACTS ABOUT MUSIC

Valparaiso University

The University School of Music offers courses in Piano,Voice Violin, Organ, Theory and Public School Music.
Students may attend ffieMusjcSdiooUn ^o^ta^e^e regi^wn -

CINCINNATI CONSERVATORY of MUSIC,

established issr.
CLARA BAUR, Foundress
Faculty of International Reputation
All Departments Open Throughout the Summer

Elocution—MUS IC—Languages
Also Special Summer Course in

PUBLIC SCHOOL MUSIC
For Catalogue andCircular Address”10
MISS BERTHA BAUR, Directress, Highland Avenue and Oak St., Cincinnati, 0.
Please mention THE ETUDE when addressing or

ALBERT A. STANLEY, A.M., Director
Ann Arbor, Michigan
Highest grade instruction under faculty of artist
5000. Concer
ns. Chorus of
Splendid women’s g;
nces Feb. 8, 15
Send for Anno.
CHARLES

50.

84

THE

ETUDE
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THE ETUDE
easTern'1
easternj

EASTER MUSIC

CONSERVATORIES
SCHOOLS-TEACHERS

Shepard School of Music, Orange, N. J.
Training School for Piano Teachers
and Public Performance.
Piano Teachers* Course also by Mail—prepared by
Frank H. Shepard, Au thor of “Harmony Simplified”,
“Key**, “Graded Lessons in Harmony”, etc Even
fine pianists do not know how to teach-come and
learn, or learn by correspondence.
A. AGNES SHEPARD, Artist Teacher.

The foremost school of fine arts
in the South. Advantages equal
to those anywhere.
ATLANTA, GA.

Courtright
System of Musical Kindergarten
MRS. COURTRIGHT CARD Will PSWONAllVTClru
™
lus^wor/d^Telch^PiM
rid are taking this cours
ne system guaranteeing res ts. Write for particu

Th

’

reel, ATLANTA, GEORGIA
■rary. Racolty of Enropean
tUoataa, Diplomas, Dormitory

source of profit.
pianoforte tune
Send for FREE Te or Book giving fuU inform,
OliterC. Faust .Principal,27 GainsboroSt.,Bost

t^or Sfbaritone, and the Choruses, all for
“ ' re, well within the range of the average choir.
r effects
In addition to the following new 1915 publications, we have a large ar
for the Choir and Sunday School—Solos, Duets, Quartets, Antnems, v-u.o,.,
...
Send for our complete catalogues and special Easter lists.
ANTHEMS
As it Began to Dawn .P. D. Aldrich.... $0.15 I Come, Ye Faithful.
,.L. F<
E. S. Hosmer.. .10
As it Began to Dawn .R. M. Stulls.12
God Has
Ha, Sent His Angels.
Ange r
HowCahnandBeautifulthe
Morn, F. L. Percippe.. 12
Awake, Glad Soul.G. L. Bridge
~
"
"
Jesus cti.t i. Risen Today
W H.Neidlinger .12
Christ is Risen.F. H. Bracki
»Lift
:t. v.
Vnlee.
FF. L.
I. pprrmne
Per<..„ . .12
Yourn.j
Glad V.
Christie Risen.R. S. Morris
B. M. Chase
Risen to Reign
Christ is Risen.T. B. Starr.
T. B. Starr
S.ng Ye Heavens
* e, See the Place “
C. Hotchki,,.
. S. R A
ji«u. l.;: '

ESTABLISHED 1857

Complete Easter Services for Sunday Schools

OF HOPE
THE
RISEN KING DAWN
Words end Music by R. S. Morrison and Others
By R. M. Siults and Others
A brilliant, tuneful and easy service:
carols, recitations and readings.
Thor¬
oughly enjoyable throughout, and one of
the best of services, by popular American

Single copies, 5 cents.

THEO. PRESSER CO., 1712 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Penna.

Its endowment enables it to of a exceptional advantages in music culture in all grades and branches
MR. & MRS. CROSBY ADAMS
Annual Summer Classes lor Piano Teachers
for the Study of Teaching Material will be held in
Montreal, N. C., June 17-30, 1915
Lincoln, Neb., July 15-28, 1915
Chicago, Ill., Aug. 5-18, 1915
Writefor booklet containing outline and atrnm,
letters from Teachers who hnve tSen the Oo^e 8
MONTREAT, NORTH CAROLINA

Hugh A. Clarke. Mus. Doc.
LESSONS BY MAIL

In Harmony, Counterpoint
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4618 CHESTER AVE., PHILADELPHIA, PA.

Combs Broad Street Conservatory
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YOU MUST SUCCEED
TOME§.
^°ur8e* LADJES- DORMIGILBERT RAYNOLDS COMBS, Director_1327-29-31 S. Broad St„ Philadelphia

Per dozen copies (prepaid), 55 cents.

Two-Part Hymns in Honor
of the Blessed Virgin Mary
By N. MONTANI
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ALL BRANCHES TAUGHT BY EMINENT PROFESSORS
Boarding Accommodations for Students in Building
VICTOR KUZDO
WRITE FOR CATALOG

The American Institute of Applied Music

N a foremost library in a great eastern city where the number
of books purchased depends upon the number demanded by
. Ahe Pat,r.oni’ one ma7 find five copies of The Standard Historv
of_Music (A First History for Students a~a'll Ages. Bv Tames
Francis Cooke) for every one copy of any other musical history.
The genial easily understood style, the interesting, concise pre¬
sentation of the important facts and the practical usefulness of
popularityagC

New York City

OF THE CITY OF
NEW YORK
Frank Damrosch. Director
AN ENDOWED SCHOOL OF MUSIC
The opportunities of the Institute are intended only for students of natural ability
with an earnest purpose to do serious work, and no others will be accepted. For catalogue
and full information address SECRETARY, 120 Claremont Avenue, New York.

Institute of Musical Art
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agency
MRS. BABCOCK
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or Southland Seminary, St. Petersburg, Fla.
Learn Harmony and Composition

L Beginners Makes You a Specialist
Practical and Artistic in Theory and Application
Presenting a new world in music alike to beginners and advanced pupils. “Progress”
the 20th century slogan along every line of human endeavor and interest has
never been more thoroughly and practically exemplified in educational lines than in
~
ing System of Music Study for Beginners.
ng this more' each year, also that there is a demand for experts along this
Leschetizky,Busoni, Carreno, Gadski, De Pachmann and many others who
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CHARLES VEON, Pianist.
STEREOPTICON LECTURE RECITALS
“MOZART AND HIS MUSIC”
Mr. Veon is prepared to furnish an entire program,
or to deliver a thirty minute lecture to precede a
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1911,1912,1913 and 1914—$3.35 each, postpaid.
1893, 1894, 1895, 1899—$2.75 each, postpaid.
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56-58 West 97th Street, New York City
RALFE LEECH STERNER, - - Director
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Teachers’ Training Courses
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The

BLANK MUSIC COPY BOOKS

Granberry Piano School

Two connected buildings delightfully situated between Central Park and the Hudson River

Clarke s Harmony Tablet, 100 leaves 7 x 10K inches in size.
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Crane Normal Institute of Music

STUDY HARMONY
and COMPOSITION
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gives aU instruction and corrects all
lessons. Number of pupils limited.
A simple, concise and practical
course. Send for prospectus and
rates. Composers' MSS. corrected.
ALFRED WOOLER, Mm. Doc.
322 W. Utica St., Buffalo, N.Y.
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BALTIMORE, MD.
HAROLD RANDOLPH, Director

For PIANISTS and
PIANO STUDENTS

DEVELOPER.” hjkL

Complete courses in Voice. Organ, Piano, Stringed Instruments, Public
School Music, Theoretical and Historical branches
29 th Season—September 29, 1914
Send for circulars and catalogue
JOHN B. CALVERT, D.D., Pres.
KATE S. CHITTENDEN, Dean

iPFAROny CONSERVATORY
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Sight Reading

THEODORE PRESSER CO.,

A brilliant, tuneful and easy service:
carols, recitations and readings. Thor¬
oughly enjoyable throughout, and one of
the best of services, by popular American
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THE DAWN OF THE KINGDOM, by J. Truman Walcott
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Dormitories in School Buildings and Proper Chaperonage
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TRAGIC POLAND AND ITS
MUSICAL GLORY.
The centuries old morning hymns, the quaint Hajnalys,
chanted from the towers of old Cracow, waken the people to a
new day in the pathetic history of one of the most wonderful coun¬
tries of the world. Within her borders the sons of Poland are
now fighting, blood against blood, for those very powers which
only a few score years ago robbed’ Poland of its national rights,
to leave it to-day the Belgium of the East, the bitter spectacle of
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the centuries.
Thousands of Americans, warmed by the valorous assistance
of able Poles who came to America to take part in our own strug¬
gle for freedom, pray for the restoration of Poland. If you would
gain an idea of the potentialities of the Polish people buy that
remarkable book entitled “Poland, a Study of the Land, the Peo¬
ple and the Literature,” by the brilliant Danish Jewish critic, George
Brandes. You will leave its pages burning with good old-fash¬
ioned indignation. To think that such a people should be ruled
over by any other government than one of their own, no matter
how great, how good or how powerful that government might be!
Those who now feel that the tragedy of Poland is ending and
that a new Poland may spring from the ashes of what that daring
writer, Michael Monaghan, has called “The Last War of the
Kings,” must realize that Poland has gained its greatest renown
during the latter part of the nineteenth century through its won¬
derfully able musicians. While there have been great men in large
number in other branches of Polish accomplishment—among them
giants like Hendrik Sienkiewicz—the world at large has not failed
to note that music is the art in which the genius of Poland has
received its greatest recognition. Who can estimate music’s debt
to the land of Chopin and Paderewski?

Lib*ral <*«—
publishers, importers, dealers,
SHEET MUSIC AND MUSIC BOOKS

Sent on inspection Tpon appIicationT^^

s PHILADELPHIA, PENNA.

CAPITALIZING LEISURE.

James A. Garfield, teacher, soldier, President of the United
States, said at the Chautauqua Assembly in 1880: “The American
people are gaining leisure; upon the use of this leisure the future
of the nation will depend.” Are you impressed with the far seeing
wisdom of our martyred statesman? Do you perceive that some
thirty years after Garfield’s day we are getting more and more
leisure all the time ? Do you realize that it is little more than a
half a century since the household art of spinning, weaving, baking,
tailoring, etc., were taken from the home to great factories where
for years employers ground the very lives out of men, women and
children to make fortunes for themselves? Do you know that the
bronze arm of labor has taken hold of legislators and forced them
to provide an eight hour day, better care of women workers and
freedom for the child at school age ? Have you observed that there
is a still greater force than labor at work making for more leisure
for all of us?
Scientific business training has shown business men that leisure
is invaluable, that profits are greater where workers have more time
they “can call their own.” Of course there are certain businesses
which demand long hours and close attendance for their successful
conduct, but there are others where the same work can be done
in fewer hours provided the workers are enthusiastic enough. On
the 11th of last July merchants in some eastern cities concluded
that it would pay them to close their stores all day Saturday during
the summer. Accordingly thousands of workers had eight glorious
days of leisure added to their lives. Such a course, in other busi¬
nesses would have been ruinous, but for these merchants those eight
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days meant that their workers would be reinforced for a more
exacting business campaign during the coming winter.
Indeed everything points to more leisure for all workers in the
future. Every musician should see that he commands a certain
time away from his regular work in which he may recreate his
body, refresh his mind and advance himself along some line apart
from music. Selling time as he does he hesitates to reserve any
for himself. All of his stock in trade is parceled out to some one
else and he does not even take time to make proper business plans
or adopt some study that will put him ahead in the world. One
might safely say that success depends upon the proper utilization
of leisure. Capitalize your leisure and you will be drawing big
dividends before you know it.
To those whose businesses allow them ever increasing leisure
may we not suggest music as one of the most profitable occupations
for self advancement. More leisure, more music, make that your
motto and life will be better for you.

A PURLOINED EDITORIAL.
Sometimes we see something so good that we want to share
it with our readers. This happened when we took the July 6th,
1914, edition of The Independent out of our mail box and read the
leading editorial. The Independent has been issued for sixty-five
years.
Its outlook is broad and its policy uplifting. We have
purloined part of the editorial we mentioned. We endorse every
word of it.
“It is well to be graduated from the grammar school. That
gives something of an education. It is very desirable then, if
possible, for a boy or girl with the least bit of ambition, to pass to
and through the high school. If then it is anything more than
a ten-dollar boy or girl, it is a privilege to be allowed the thousanddollar education which the college will allow. It is a further ad¬
vantage for the choice student to take the post-graduate instruction
which the universities and professional schools offer. Then the
privilege of a period of study in a foreign institution and in another
language is no waste of time. Fortunate is the boy or girl, with
brains and will to make it worth while, to whom such manifold
advantages are given.
“But all this is not necessary in order to get real culture and a
genuine education. Shakespeare did not have it. Milton did have
what corresponds to it. Milton had the culture of books and schools
and travel. Shakespeare had the mental training which came to
one who made the most of contact with men and rubbing against
the world. A student he must have been, a reader of books, a
listener to the addresses of statesmen and the converse of the best
culture of his day. His was an anticipative Chautauqua education.
“We have now evening schools and correspondence schools,
and university extension courses, the Chautauqua lectures and
books of instruction in various branches of learning, which will
give to the student at home very much of what he would otherwise
miss by his inability to go to a university.
“All that we can learn at a university we can learn from
printed books and journals. It is from books and journals that
college professors get their knowledge, or most of it. In a good
public library the same sources of information are open to any
one who cares to look for them. -He zvill not find it on the ball-field
or in the best selling novels. It means real study, and study is not
confined to schools. One can be a worthy and successful student at
home.
“We do not expect many of those who pursue home courses of
study to be like Shakespeare or Edison, or to add by their investi¬
gations to the sum of human knowledge. But what they can expect
is to be competent, intelligent, or even learned men and women.
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The Cathedral at Rheims possesses a
organ built by Oudin Hestre in 1481,
is considered a masterpiece of its kind.
Louvain was the birthplace of Charles
Auguste de Beriot, the famous violinist
(1802-1870). De Beriot’s latter years were
spent in much misery due to loss of sight
and a withered left arm.
Liege was the birthplace of two musi¬
cians of first eminence, Andre Gretry
(1741-1813), and Cesar Franck (1822-90).
Gretry was a special favorite with Napo¬
leon Bonaparte, who bestowed upon him a
pension of 4,000 francs a year and made him a Chevalier
of the Legion of Honor.
Liege may also be regarded as the centre of the
famous Belgian school of violin-playing. Among the
eminent violinists born there are Hubert Leonard,
Cesar Thomson, Ovide Musin, Francois Herbert Prume
and Eugene Ysaye.
Francois Joseph Gossec (1734-1829), the famous Bel¬
gian composer, was so fond of music as a child that he
is said to have manufactured a fiddle for himself out
of a sabot (a wooden shoe), making the strings of
horse-hair.

To Develop “Pearly” Runs
BY E. A. GEST.
The adjective "pearly” as applied to music is not a
very accurate term, and is somewhat overworked, yet
it is used to describe a certain quality, and every one
understands the quality referred to where the word
is used.
One very good way to acquire this quality in runs
and rapid passages is to play such passages at various
rates of speed, but very soft—not the degree of tone
that p or mp would indicate, but \vhat might be under^
stood by ppppppp.
It is very difficult to play a passage with this light
tone, and keep it under perfect control. Some keys
will be struck with an ffz bang, while others will not
be sounded at all. On this account we can more
readily tell which are the weak fingers and the awk¬
ward hand positions—the object being, of course, to
strike all keys with a perfectly even, light tone.
A few moments spent in this manner every day
will go far towards making the runs and scale pass¬
ages sound even, liquid and pearly.

Do You Know?
“Father Kemp,” the founder of the "Old Folks’
Singin’ Skewl,” was a shoe dealer in Boston. He was
born at Wellfleet, Mass., 1820, and died in Boston
1897.
Rev. Charles Wesley, author of Jesu, Lover of My
Soul, Love divine, all love excelling. Hark, the herald
angels sing, etc., wrote in all over 6,000 hymns.
Handel’s Largo has come to be regarded as a sacred
melody. As a matter of fact, however, it is a tune
from an opera. It is the aria Ombra mai fu from
Handel’s Xerxes.
Probably the first person to employ a gong in a
modern orchestral work was Francois Joseph Gossec,
the Belgian composer contemporary with Gretry and
Rameau. He employed it in music written for the
funeral of Mirabeau.
The rasping effect on a violin or other stringed
instrument when a string is defective is known as a
“wolf.” The same term is sometimes applied to a
discord produced when playing in certain keys on an
organ not tuned in equal temperament. The harsh
squeak produced on a reed instrument, such as the
clarinet, by bad blowing is known as a "goose.”
A flute is not usually an expensive instrument, but
it can be made so if necessary. Probably the most
expensive flute on record is that bought by Ismenias
of Thebes, a city in ancient Egypt. This gentleman
is said to have paid three talents—approximately $2,700—for a flute.
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A Pair of Devices for Maintaining
Interest

Facts About Musical Belgium

BY W. OLIVER.

Mendelssohn’s Interested Listener
In his extremely interesting volume of reminis¬
cences, Pages from an Unwritten Diary, Sir Charles
Villiers Stanford recounts the following Mendelssohn
story which he got from Joachim, and which Joachim
heard from Mendelssohn in person. When Mendels¬
sohn visited Italy, in 1831, he had an introduction to
the wife of the military commandant at Milan,
Dorothea von Ortmann, the intimate friend of Beet¬
hoven. Her name is immortalized on the title-page of
the Sonata, Opus 101. Mendelssohn was invited to
her house, and had played her own special sonata and
a great deal of Beethoven besides, when a little modest
Austrian official who had been sitting in the corner
came up and said timidly, “Ach! Wollen sie nicht etwas
vom lieben Vater spielen?” (Won’t you play some¬
thing of my dear father’s?)
Mendelssohn: “Who was your father?”
Austrian Official: “Ach 1 Mozart.”
“And,” said Mendelssohn, “I did play Mozart for
him, and for the rest of the evening.” This little
touch of filial jealousy moved him deeply.

Haydn, Dvorak and the Anglican Chant
The Anglican chant has endured the acid test of
time for so long that it is now well established among
us. One of the greatest of its admirers was Josef
Haydn, who happened to be in London at a time when
the Charity-School children were to be at St. Paul’s
Cathedral on their annual festival. The children sang
the following chant in unison:

“This simple and natural air,” said Haydn, “gave
me -the greatest pleasure I ever received from music.”
On the other hand we learn from no less than Sir
Charles Villiers Stanford that when Dvorak visited
Cambridge University and went to church, he “was
nearly driven crazy by the chanting of the psalms,
which he thought simply a barbarous repetition of a
poor tune.”

Masonic Symbolism in the “Magic Flute”
The last opera of Mozart, Die Zauberflote (The
Magic Flute) is supposed by many to be of Masonic
import. The work was composed at a time Masons
in Austria were suffering much oppression at the hands
of Marie Antoinette, and Mozart was known to be
an ardent Mason. The character Queen of the Night
is supposed to represent Marie Antoinette, and the
three chords with which the overture opens, and which
also occur elsewhere, are supposed to have Masonic
significance. The plot of the opera is so inane that
it is almost impossible not to believe that it is of some
symbolic significance, otherwise Mozart could hardly
have lavished so much enthusiasm and’so much genius
upon the score. The libretto is usually ascribed to
Schikaneder, but it is also said that Schikaneder prac¬
tically stole it from Gieseke, an actor and singer from
Brunswick. This is quite in keeping with the char¬
acter of Schikaneder, who, it will be remembered per¬
mitted Mozart to die in miserable poverty while enjoy¬
ing huge profits from this very opera, Die Zauberflote
which owed its success almost entirely to 'Mozart.
’

When the little pupil becomes indiffer¬
ent as to practice and lesson preparation
you might try one of the following ex¬
pedients :
First: A “Growing Measure.” Take a
paper ribbon like that upon which ribbon
is wound. Mark it into inch lengths with
a pencil or pen. Each lesson well ren¬
dered entitles the pupil to color one inch space. ^ If
it is especially well prepared a flag or star “sticker” is
placed on the space.
Second: “Around the Clock Face” is more fun.
On a large card trace a clock dial, and affix a pair of
cardboard “hands.” A perfect lesson marks the ad¬
vance of good work one “hour” further on the clock,
while lessons less perfect are graduated accordingly.
An especially well prepared lesson thus means a longer
advance on the dial. There is a real anxiety on the
part of each pupil to reach the twelve o’clock sign be¬
fore another of the class can do so.

How the Chinese Sang to their Ancestors
The Chinese veneration for their ancestors is well
known. Carl Engel in his Music of the Most Ancient
Nations quotes a Chinese Hymn which is very old, and
which is used “in honor of the ancestors.” The cere¬
mony took place annually in a large hall of the im¬
perial palace, in which the portraits of the former em¬
perors were ranged upon the walls. Near the entrance
on the right and left, stood the instrumental perform¬
ers ; opposite the entrance stood the singers; in the
middle of the hall, the dancers, whose office it was
to perform at a given signal some sacred evolutions.
Upon a table were placed various articles used as
offerings and libations. When everything was thus
duly prepared, the emperor, amidst the deepest silence,
entered the hall. Then at a signal on the large drum,
taokou, the hymn, slow and solemnly sung, commenced.
During the performance, the emperor knelt at assigned
places, brought his offerings, and burnt incense in
honor of his ancestral relations, whose spirits were
supposed to be present during the solemn ceremony.
All was conducted according to strictly prescribed rules,
and the three parts of the hymn did not immediately
follow each other, but there were intervals of silence
between, until a signal directed the recommencement
of the music.

The Soul of Robert Schumann
The music of Robert Schumann is not for musical
babes and sucklings. Even the pieces specially com¬
posed for children express much that is not obvious
that is far beyond the child mind. The following
extract from a letter of Schumann’s to his beloved
Clara shows us how many subtle influences went to
the makmg.of the great master’s music:
Everything touches me that goes on in the world
-pohtics. literature, people. 1 think after my own
musffino°r ceanerything
many of m
escaP?

Ca" eXpres* itsclf through
means of it. This is why
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theJ afre bound UP with very remote assoations, and often very much so because everything
must «Drre bin’the timC takes h0,d of ™
why so W
m mUSkal form' Aud this, too, is
rPart frni'!1,TfP0SU’OnS satisfy m>- "find, because,
selves are often^Vl Crafts™anshiF tlle 'deas themis

often commonplace

theJ exPression

a!mtdedatSinarm 7
the
“of wha^l
latter
^ The former
be a flower,
one
an impulsed S° ™Ch the "10re «al; the
of poetical consciousness^’natUfe: thc‘'°th*r the W°rk

[Editor’s Note.—A biography of the distinguished pian¬
ist is presented in tile "Master Study" pages of this issue.
The Etude feels especially honored by having Mr. Paderew¬
ski represented in oar Polish number through the follow¬
ing interview, in the biography given we huve endeavored
to draw the attention of our readers to this masters work
as a composer. We are confident that lie has already given
to posterity works which can not fail to rnnk with the
very great permanent masterpieces of all time. Ills wide
fame as 'a pianist has, in a way, drawn public attention
from his genius in composition.
ills own intellectual
breadth must lend even greater interest to his observations.]
“The call for breadth in musical art has been in¬
sistent since the earliest days of its history. Yet one
can not help being conscious of the fact that the public
in general is inclined to look upon all art workers as
idealists confined to a narrow road very much apart
from the broad pathway of life itself. As a matter of
fact, the art-worker never approaches the great until
he has placed himself in communication with life in
all its wonderful manifestations. Take, for instance,
the case of the remarkable Florentine painter Leonardo
da Vinci. The average reader would probably re¬
member him as the creator of the much discussed
Mona Lisa, but he was far more than a painter. He
Was an architect, an engineer, a sculptor, a scientist, a
mechanician, and he even made excursions into the art
of music, to say nothing of that of aerial navigation.
Da Vinci lived over four centuries ago, and-yet even
in our own time, one now and then finds well meaning
individuals who fail to realize that unless the artist
has the element of breadth in all his work, his pro¬
ductions must be, to say the least, transient in value.
“Again, we encounter the case of another great
Italian artist. Michelangelo, painter, sculptor, architect
and poet. Could the creator of so many amazingly
beautiful art works have been as great had he not
possessed the universal quality of mind which must
have compelled him to develop the technic of expres¬
sion in many different forms of his art. This can not
be attributed so much to a kind of natural versatility
as to his great breadth of vision, his communion with
life in many different forms. The case of Richard
Wagner is likewise one in which our attention is
drawn to a remarkable exhibition of breadth. In his
earliest works Wagner followed the traditions of the
Italian and French opera composers. Ricnd is quite as
spectacular in its wise en scene as anything that Meyer¬
beer ever wrote, but Wagner’s broad outlook upon life
soon led him to reach out for larger works. While it
is frequently averred by man-critics that Wagner’s
music is greatly superior to his verse, we must never¬
theless remember that the music of one of his earlier
operas was rejected at the Paris opera and the libretto
accepted for the use of another composer. In Wagner
one finds not only the composer, but the poet and the
creator of immortal stage pictures.
“Many of the great composers of the past have been
men of such pronounced musical breadth that they
could not have confined themselves to the creative
branches of their work.
Bach, Handel, Mozart,
Beethoven, Weber, Mendelssohn, Brahms and others
took great pride in their public performances. Indeed,
in the early days of musical art, when the literature of
the piano, for instance, was insignificant in comparison
with its great present wealth, the interpreter was in
many cases identical with composer. Interest centered
in him because of the fact that he was gifted with the
creative faculty. Bach, indeed, was not only a
masterly organist hut could play the violin and the
clavichord in a manner which attracted wide attention,

Since the time of Bach, however, the score of music
has increased so enormously that if one masters the
literature of one instrument he will have accom¬
plished a great task. But he should not, however,
permit this accomplishment to obliterate everything
else in his life, as so many apparently think he must
do. If he possesses the mind of a creator he owes it
to himself and to society to develop that as well. He
must keep in touch with the great movements of his
time and of the past in art, science, history and
philosophy, The student who sacrifices‘these things
can neve! hope to climb to fame on a ladder of
technic.
SERIOUS INTEREST IN STUDY.
“The need for technic must, nevertheless, not be
underrated. Technic demands patient, painstaking,
persistent study. Art without technic is invertebrate.

shapeless, characterless. You ask me whether the Poles,
for instance, are a musical people. I can only say
that one constantly meets in Poland young men and
women with the most exceptional musical talent—but
what is talent without serious, earnest study leading to
artistic and technical perfection?
“For more than one hundred years Poland has been
woefully restricted in its development.
Without
national resources and with limited school facTt’es
little progress of a broad character has been possible.
In the conservatory at Warsaw, for instance, we meet
at once a decided difference between that institution
and the great music schools at Moscow and St. Peters¬
burg. In the Russian conservatories general educa¬
tional work goes hand in hand with music, and the
result is that the students • receive a' comprehensive
course leading to high culture. If the same studies
were introduced in the Warsaw schools, instruction
would have to be in the Russian language and the
Polish.opposition to this is so great that such a plan
could only meet with failure. One can but take pride
in a nation that has been divided for a century, yet
still maintains the integrity of its mother tongue.

“As a consequence,, of the educational conditions in
Poland there has been in the past what might be
described as a lack of ambition to develop serious
works of art. The people strive to be light-hearted
and much of the music one hears in the home takes
its complexion from this spirit. However, there has
developed in Poland during the last twenty or twentyfive years what many now regard as the new Polish
school of music. Much of this is due to the efforts of
that remarkable man Sigismund NoszTkowski.
“Noszkowski was born in 1848. He was early fired
with an intense zeal to develop the melodic resources
of his, native land. For a time he studied under ,Kiel
and Raif at Berlin, but in the late eighties he became
a professor ^at the Warsaw Conserva tory. His noble
attitude toward his art may be estimated from the
fact that his efforts for a time were confined to the
invention of a system of musical notation for the blind.
His example soon inspired many younger men to work
at musical creation and as a result we can point at the
present moment to distinguished younger composers
with really remarkable accomplishments as musicians.
Among the best known I may quote such names as
Szymanowski, Rozycki, Melcer. The composer Fitelberg, is frequently classed among the members of the
new Polish school, despite the fact that he is properly
of Russian Jewish origin.
“By the use of themes suggesting those of the folk
music of Poland, these younger men, ajl finely equipped
for their careers through exhaustive technical training,
have produced new musical works which must contrib¬
ute much to the fame of Poland and to the pride of
the Poles. This has been accomplished, it should be
remembered, despite the political and educational re¬
strictions and notwithstanding the fact that the scar¬
city of means for promoting musical culture in Poland
is almost ludicrous. The conservatory, for instance,
has a subvention of only about four thousand dollars
a year.
BREADTH THROUGH PRACTICE.
“While there are many extremely gifted musicians
in Poland, the young people, like the young people of
many lands, are far too inclined to look upon music as
a pastime rather than as a serious study. .This does
not mean that the student should eliminate the joy
or the pleasure from his work at the keyboard, but heshould rather find his true happiness in labor of a
more serious kind. In Poland the general state of the
musical development is not very great, but this is not
due to lack of talent. In fact the quantity of talent
is in some cases surprisingly high. This ,-is particularly
the case among executive artists. They have rich
imaginations and great temporary zeal but lack the in¬
clination or abil.ty to regard music as a serious art
worthy of a great life struggle.
“Students spend .too much time in playing and too
little in work. It seems beyond the comprehension of
many that hour after hour may be thrown away at the
keyboard and little or nothing accomplished. The-very
essence of success is, of course, practice. But students
who are gifted are very likely to be so enchanted with a
composition that they dream away the priceless prac¬
tice minutes without any more definite purpose than
that of amusing themselves. It is human to crave
pleasure and -the more musical the student the' more
that student is inclined to revel in the musical beauties of a n v work rather than to devote the practice
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time to the more laborious but vastly more productive
process of real hard study.

PRACTICE THAT LEADS TO BREADTH.

MLfSICAL CULTURE IN THE HOME.
“Music in itself is one of the greatest forces for
developing breadth in the home. Far too many stu¬
dents study muijic with the view to- becoming great
virtuosi. Music should be studied for itself without
any great aim in view except in the cases of marvel¬
ously talented children. Again, many children might
be developed into teachers or composers who would
never make virtuosos. This should be very carefully
considered.
Most of the students assume that the
career of the virtuoso is easier, more illustrious, and
last but not least, more lucrative than that of the
composer. But is it not better to start out to be a
great composer or a great teacher and become one,
rather than to strjve to' be a virtuoso and prove a
fiasco ?
“The intellectual drill which the study of music
gives the child is of great educational value. There is
nothing which will take its place and it is for this
reason that many of the greatest educators have advo¬
cated it so highly. In addition to this the actual study
of music results in almost limitless gratification in
later life in the understanding of great musical master¬
pieces.
I am yery much impressed with the educational
value of the mechanical means for representing music,
such as the best piano players with the best rol's and
the sound-.reproducing machines with the besf records.
I know of one instance of a man who possessed a high
class player-piano. At first he refused to have any¬
thing to do with music except that of the most popular
description such as popular songs and light operas.
Gradually his taste was revolutionized and now he will
(lot permit any trashy music in his home. This was
accomplished in such a short time that I was aston¬
ished. Naturally such a man would want his children,
or anyone in whom he was interested, to attend the
best concerts, the best operas and secure instruction in
,music-. In other words, a person addicted to
, - . '.V’a m^.,C was won over to music of the best
description.
His whole outlook upon the art was
changed and he was made a broader man in this sense.
“I can not but feel that these mechanical means of
to'thnnsa" A "T’ in addition to carrying masterpieces,
to thousands who might not otherwise be able to be¬
come acquainted with them, will at the same time
dolf 3 IT6 w,desjPr€ad demand for musical instruchon, for the mysteries of the most beautiful of arts
will always have their fascination as well as their
educational benefits.”
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Prince von Bulow, Chancellor of the German Em¬
pire from 1900 to 1909, in an address to a Vocal
Teachers’ Association once declared that he did not
know much about music, but that, nevertheless, the sing¬
ing of the society had deeply moved him. This all too
mpdest avowal from the lips of one widely known as an
appreciative patron of art no doubt meant simply that
the prince was not a skilled practitioner in any special
branch of music.

EARLY INDICATIONS.
The earliest indication of musical talent, as Dr.
Billroth justly remarks, may be detected chiefly in a
spontaneous ability to grasp and retain a melody. In
this we have no longer a mere sensual perception, but
the actual production of a small art work, not only
rhythmically formed but fashioned of symmetrical
parts. A knowledge of the manner in which a musical
composition, large or small is constructed, is an essen¬
tial element in what is properly- called musical under^
standing. Many people are able to make their own a
melody characterized by marked rhythmic movement
and clearly defined structure, to recognize it whenever
it is heard, even to hum or whistle it correctly from
memory. Thjs constitutes the first stage of musical
understanding. Whoever fails to attain it is unmusical.
It is, of course, far easier to have and to hold melodies
with words than those or absolute music, especially
when the words are adapted to popular comprehension.
Gradually to develop this primitive musical under¬
standing to larger proportions is no easy task, and
can only be accomplished by listening to artistic com¬
positions carefully, attentively and very frequently.
No art demands so much repetition as music. Unques¬
tionably one of the principal reasons for the popu¬
larity of Richard Wagner is the fact that in his great
music dramas extraordinarily plastic melodies are
repeated over and over again in a way to stamp them
indelibly upon the memory.

“I AM NOT MUSICAL."
“I am not musical” is a phrase often heard in society
when an opinion is sought in regard to some promi¬
nent concert or opera performance. It is apt merely
to signify: “I do not play the piano or violin, I do
not torment my fellow creatures with vocal exercises,”
or perhaps ‘T have no knowledge of the laws of
harmony or counterpoint.” For reasons of this kind,
thousands of people consider themselves forever ex¬
cluded from the Temple of Art, who yet have a far
greater right to enter its Holy of Holies than~the
vast majorities who because of their superficial culture
and their empty piano-playing or singing, fondly
believe they possess authority to pass judgment on
any work of art whatsoever, “who is musical?” To
this question the celebrated surgeon, Theodore Billroth,
was the first to offer a serious answer, which may be
found in a posthumous collection of noteworthy essays,
edited by the late musical writer and critic, Dr. Edouard
Hanshck. Dr. Billroth maintains that the fundamental
physiological requirements for what we now call being
musical are an innate sense of rhythm and a capacity
to recognize various degrees of pitch, volume and
quality of tone, with the ability to recognize these
properties in rapid alternation and in different com¬
binations. Should it he asked if every individual
having these qualifications should be pronounced
musical the answer would have to be decidedly in the
Does not every person not born deaf actually possess
these attributes? This question cannot he answered
unconditionally in the affirmative. There are people
who are utterly incapable of marching or dancing in
ll™e’ i°r Wll° at best can onl>’ d0 so with the utmost
difficulty. A remarkable instance of the kind may be
found in the case of Beethoven, who although one
of the most distinguished pianists of his dav. as well
?s a great composer, is said .to have-been unable to
keep step in dancing. It is also told of the famous
prima donna, Mahbran, who was passionately fond of
dancing, that she could never succeed in falling into
the right step. In neither case could the trouble have
been in faulty sense of rhythm; it proceeded rather
iom a species of diffidence, or from physical awkward¬
ness or inflexibility.
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they may have a strong predilection for music, a sort of
childish delight in rhythmic motion and musical sound
for themselves alone.
So Then the question “who is musical ?” should really
be formulated thus: “How can we tell whether a
person is musically gifted, or musically trained.” A
brpad field is covered by the conception of music,
starting with rhythmic monotone and leading to the
symphony. Sense of rhythm and instinctive percep¬
tion of pitch, volume and tone-coloring can scarcely
afford a right to be called musical, for these attributes
are found not alone in most human beings, but also

BY DR. EDGAR ISTEL.

MUSIC STUDY IS WORK.
“This is often especially true of exercises, scales,
arpeggios, etc.
Students with monstrous technical
shortcomings neglect all exercises with the sublime
conceit that they are different from other mortals and
can afford to do without them. They are quite willing
to attempt the most difficult things in the piano reper¬
toire. The highest peaks are nothing to them. They
will essay anything before they are able to climb and
the result is almost invariably disastrous. Music study
is work. Those who work are the only ones in any
aft who ever win the greatest rewards. What could
be more obvious? Still it is one of the greatest truths
in all music study. It is very delightful, to sit at the
keyboard and revel in some great masterpiece, but when
it comes to the systematic study of some exacting
detail of fingering, pedaling, phrasing, touch, dynamics:
that is work, and nothing but work. One can not be too
emphatic on this point.

"One is often importuned for suggestions to help
Spiring pianists in their practice.
While one may
welcome pn opportunity to help others in this particular,
there is very little that can be said. System is pfrhaps
the most essential thing in practice. I do not mean a
system that is so inelastic that it can not be instantly
adapted to changing needs, but I do refer to the fact
that the student who wishes to progress regularly must
have some system in his daily work. He must have
some design, some chart, some plan for his develop¬
ment. A bad plan is better than no plan. In his daily
practice, however, he should see to it that he does
not narrow himself. His plan should be a comprehen¬
sive one and should embrace as many things as he can
possibly do superlatively well, and no more.
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WHO IS MUSICAL?

THOSE WHO ENJOY MUSIC.
Any one can enjoy music who will take the pains
to listen many times to each fine composition lie mav
have the opportunity to hear. To understand a musical
work in the .highest sense of the word, is only possible
tor those who have gained a thorough knowledge of
its construction. There is scarcely an art unless it
may be architecture, that is so entirely dependent upon
formal laws as the seemingly unfettered art of music
that appears to flow smoothly onward like a shoreless
sea, without destination or boundary lines. To pass
from mere sentimental enjoyment to thorough under¬
standing of music should be considered a noble goal
tTuuWe0cituVe.V,nS f°r' ^ eVery ind,Vidual aspiring
maintaining a high standard of
EFFICIENCY.

THE PEOPLE WHO CAN NOT KEEP ON THE PITCH
uusiness to be carried on bv the same
• More, ,freC|uently we encounter people who find it
impossible to sing correctly a given tone that has been
sung for them, and who insist that they cannot detect
false notes even when heard in combinations. An
wo. cl.; or'"time °r
° T’" ,,oint without waste of
incorrect reproduction of a tone, especially in the
difficulties of cadi htdhddhal ra°se-al?orthes°hti •
case of beginners in vocal art, is not always a proof
of being unmusical: it is more apt to result from inat¬
the taker'"1"1
,h'
<“*« .. they 'are'for
tention, or from lack of skill in controlling the vocal
apparatus. When musically trained vocalists sing false
”."7 .*«* the »«*.
it is usually due to physical causes, such as stage
•tres. is i„
TS T','/ ”?!
fright, or undue strain. Most people can tell whether
a tone he. strong or weak, or whether it proceeds from
an oboe, violin or some human voice, and yet I recall
witn considerable amusement, having a noted musical
critic speak to me of a beautiful clarinet solo, in a
certain Beethoven symphony, when it was in reality
an oboe solo to which he desired to call my attention
Even a musical critic, it would seem, is not immune
trom certain unmusical traits.
Still worse is the condition of individuals who '
receive the remuneration when she kn
* T”
a"d
have no conception of the larger tone intervals, 0r of
give value in return.
he knows shc cannot
high and low ranges, who fancy they are reproducing
a song when they accurately preserve its rhythm
of Mary, who^when^her Wr°ng‘ *°ll°W thc examP,e
while merely making a stab at its notes, or singing
they should stop and pray tl™[npamon . s"ggvsted that
unconcernedly in monotone. Such people are totally
for school, replied “Y™
at tkey ,TI,sht not be late
lost to all possibilities of musical culture, even though
keep on hjkt/J’
^ «*« to
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The Music of Proud and Chivalrous Poland
With special contributions from Mme. Marcella Sembrich and Leopold Stokowski

THE BEAUTY OF POLAND’S NATIONAL
MUSIC.
BY MME. MARCELLA SEMBRICH.
The Renowned Prima Donna.
[The Etude invited Mme. Sembrich to contribute to
this issue, because of all the Polish singers who have
come to America none has a warmer place in the hearts
of the American people than this great artist. Mme.
Sembrich whose real name is Praxede Marcelline Kochanska (Sembrich was her mother’s name) was born
at Wisniewczyk, Galicia (Austrian Poland). She studied
violin and piano at the Lemberg Conservatory with
Prof. Stengel, who later became her husband. After¬
wards she studied with Epstein in Vienna. She then
found that her future lay ih her voice and studied with
Rokitansky and Lamperti. For thirty years she has
been one of the foremost singers of the world. ■ Her
charming soprano voice and her exquisite skill in
using it have never been excelled by any singer. Mme.
Sembrich is the president of the American Polish Re¬
lief Society. Her article is filled with the fine, highminded spirit of her country.—Editor’s Note.]
We Poles are an old people, although modern civil¬
ization has not given us much consideration in this
regard, but insists on associating us more with politi¬
cal trouble than with culture. What can we do—thrown
about as we have been by the Great Powers of Europe,
who have no consideration for the ties of Race? But
we are proud of the part we have played in the civil¬
ization of the past and hopeful of our future.
Of course we do not know what the awful war, now
going on, will result in for the Polish people, hut every
true Pole, whether he was born and raised under
German, Austrian or Russian domination, keeps alive
his love for his fatherland and its pride in its literary
and musical glories. We are proud of what we have
done in music. We have kept alive our love for our
old hymns and our old folksong and perhaps even our
enemies, whether arrayed on tlie one side or the other,
just now, will forgive us some of our pride, when they
think how they, like all the world, have profited by
some of the things which the Poles have given them.
Just now, when everybody is dancing to the rhythms
which Africans introduced into America, it might be
worth while to recall how much artistic music owes
to the Polish dances which have made their way into
modern concert and opera music.
Think of what
the Mazurka, Polonaise and Krakowiak have meant to
the cultured music of the last century; and their forms
and spirit have come out of the songs which the
simple people of my country sing now and have for
hundreds of years.
Then also, because all the world is waking up to
the beauty of national songs, it is to be hoped that
more attention will soon be given to Polish composers.
We Poles have not had much to think about that

makes us happy, except those things that our people
did long ago when we were a nation; recognized as a
nation or striving to maintain ourselves as a nation.
When Liszt tried to tell what Polish music was like,
he used the word £al, meaning pain and sorrow and
such mournful things. If Polish songs, whether they
be true folksongs or songs written in the manner of
the folksongs, reflect those feelings, it is because of
Poland’s political history, for by nature, the Poles are
a proud and chivalrous people.
We tell you that, in the rhythms of our dances,
which rhythms also color all of our folksongs, not
all is sorrowful. When our dancers leap into the
air and click their heels together, they are not thinking
of their troubles, nor trying to forget them altogether,
like their Russian kinsmen, but showing the old joy
of the. Slavic people when they were great in the eyes
of the world, as they still are in their own.
From this you will realize that I am hoping that soon
the world will awaken to the realization of our. Polish
composers, Sowinski, Wielkowski, Zarzycki, Moniuszko
and the rest. I need not tell about Chopin, for all
the world knows about him, though, perhaps, only a
Pole can feel all that his music has to say. I might
add a word in the same spirit about my friend Pader¬
ewski, who is an eloquent Polish musical poet, as
everybody knows who has studied or heard his songs
and instrumental pieces.

CHOPIN—POLAND’S NATIONAL POET.
BY LEOPOLD STOKOWSKI.
Conductor of the Philadelphia Orchestra.
[Mr. Leopold Stokowski’s grandfather was forced to
leave Poland because of his part in the fight to gain
freedom for Poland. Mr. Stokowski’s father married
an Irish lady and the'conductor himself was born in
London somewhat over thirty years ago. After gradua¬
tion from Oxford University he spent many years on
the continent making his home in Germany. As. a mu¬
sician he was decidedly precocious, playing the piano,
violin, organ, viola and tuba. At the Royal College of
Organists in London he took highest honors and was
shortly thereafter appointed organist of St. James in
Piccadilly. His sftjdies in composition were conducted
under Parry and Stanford. Ten years ago he came
to America as organist of St. Bartholomew’s Church,
one of the finest positions of its kind in America.
After leaving St. Bartholomew’s he toured Europe as
a guest conductor and was then selected as the con¬
ductor of the Cincinnati Symphony Orchestra, serving
for over one year. His next appointment was as con¬
ductor of the Philadelphia Orchestra in which posi¬
tion he has been immensely successful. The orchestra
is now ranked as one of the finest in the world. In
1911 Mr. Stokowski married the well-known pianist

Olga Samaroff. When invited to participate in this
issue he selected Chopin as his subject claiming that
the average musician and even the average Chopin en¬
thusiast was not unlikely to fail in giving Chopin his
rightful place because the great Polish composer con¬
fined himself largely to one instrument. Chopin’s posi¬
tion in musical art is not to be measured by the medium
he chose for expression. The close student will find
in Chopin a creative genius in whose works new won¬
ders occur on almost every page.
Nations, like men, contrast vividly with each other
through their opposing characteristics. Although poli¬
tically grouped under the same government, how dif¬
ferent is the national life and art products of Bohemia
and Hungary, or of Prussia and Bavaria, or of Eng¬
land and Ireland.—Editor’s Note.]
Probably no country in all history has been more
torn and crushed in the political grinding together of
powerful and warring neighbors than Poland. And yet
how clear-cut and sharp-edged is her national character.
Formerly, in Poland’s flowering time, the more power¬
ful aristocrats, each surrounded by a group of lesser
nobles, who formed at once their army and their court,
lived a life of martial activity, but were at the same
time lovers and patrons of literature and the arts. Their
life formed the soil out of which the national character
grew—impulsive, generous, noble, careless, imaginative.
Later the pressure of the great political forces sur¬
rounding Poland became too great. Although politically
subjugated, her spirit remained defiant and yearned
always for freedom, as the unexampled series of revolu¬
tions in Poland testify. No sacrifice of self was too
great for freedom and the Patria, and the fires of
political hatred, war, self-sacrifice, failure, burnt their
deep brand into the national chafacter adding new quali¬
ties of intensity of emotion, melancholy, brooding.
How are national ideals and characteristics nourished
and kept alive from generation to generation in a com¬
munity? And how are they best portrayed to other'
nations and periods?
Mainly through the national
literature. Poland lias an unusually rich literature,
which had reached maturity when the Russian and
German literatures were still in their infancy. Unfor¬
tunately, with the exception of a few unsatisfactory
translations, this immense literature is lost to all the
outside nations. The spirit, beauty, and fiery chivalry
of Poland’s poetry would be forever non-existent to
millions were it not that one of Poland’s greatest lyric
poets wrote in a universal language—music.
. Chopin has expressed the pure essence of the Polish
national character. The combining in one person or
art-work of the violently contrasting hauteur and chi¬
valry of the aristocrat with the careless impulsiveness
°f .the artist is essentially Polish. Another national
trait is the sudden transition from the most naive and
joyous gaiety to a brooding melancholy, which is almost
painful in its intense and emotional longing for an
ideal which seems unattainable. Again, who ever ex-
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pressed with such overwhelmingly power the frenzy of
protest which leads to revolution as Chopin has done
in the Prelude in D moll, Opus 28? Sometimes in
playing or listening to a Mazurka or Valse of Chopin
one seems to see through a mist directly into a Polish
salon of the old times. One feels the warmth and
spontaneous gaiety, one sees the bright lights and the
aristocratic bearing of the dancers—so strong is the
imaginative impression made by this unrivaled poet.
Chopin was the greatest composer for the piano¬
forte. But he was much more. Poland is again being
ground between two great stones—Germany and Russia
—but no matter what her future be, she is immortal in
the annals and poems of Chopin.

POPULAR FALLACIES REGARDING TONE.
BV EARL DELOSS HAMER.
Tone is the gold for which the true artist mines
deepest. He knows that it is impossible to produce
artistic effects with a tone that is. unresponsive, dull
or uninteresting. However, many very sincere players
are, in the opinion of the writer, misled in the matter
of seeking effects in touch which are delusive. For
instance, I was admonished to try to get certain effects
through what was described to me as the pressure, or
"kneading” touch. Accordingly, I tried my best, un¬
der the direction of an exponent of this idea, knead¬
ing, pressing and drawing my. fingers over the keys for
weeks at a time. 1 was assured that the tone I pro¬
duced was much improved, but my own ears told me
a different story. I opened the piano and took out the
action for the purpose of studying it carefully. I then
came to the conclusion that I was trying to do some¬
thing that was altogether impossible.
I explained this to the exponent of the “pressure
method” and he attempted to prove what could be
done by sitting down and playing some chords first
with what he termed the “two-liammer stroke” and
then with his “pressure touch.” There was a differ¬
ence, but it was a difference in volume or quantity of
tone only—the second chords being softer than the first.
I told him that I could not see the advantage of work¬
ing for years to produce something which could be
done at once by the use of the soft pedal. His claim
was that the soft tone produced with the pressure
touch would carry farther.
About a year later the following solution presented
itself. The action of the soft pedal in the upright
piano is to move the hammers closer to the strings.
In this manner the distance the haijtmers have to travel
is shortened and the tone is thereby lessened in inten¬
sity.
When the pianist uses his pressure touch, the draw¬
ing pressure or touch, which he applies just an instant
before he draws the tone, moves the hammer a little
nearer the string, just exactly as the damper pedal
does; then an instant later, when he gives the final
touch, the hammer will have a shorter distance to
travel; will acquire less momentum, and will produce
a softer tone, but not necessarily a better one, or one
that will carry as far as a more brilliant one.
A given pressure (weight) upon a key will produce
a given tone and no amount of kneading or drawing
will change that tone without changing the weight of
the touch. Of course, there are a thousand gradations
of piano touch which will produce a thousand grada¬
tions of tone volume, and the different volumes of
tone have different values of color and warmth, but
these are proportionate entirely upon the amount of
force used upon the key excepting where the tone is
effected either by a staccato or legato touch, or bv the
pedal which adds greatly to its warmth and beauty.
It is a physical and scientific impossibility to make
a drawing movement upon the key affect the ham¬
mer in any way excepting to make it travel faster or
slower; any such touch would be lost long before it
could reach the string, because it has to pass through
so many levers and hinges. The piano is an instru¬
ment of percussion; the hammers being securely fas¬
tened in their places, they absolutely cannot move any
way except in the one fixed path, to and from the
string. The different levers connecting it with the key
are also immovable except in the one fixed direction.
You may exert any amount of drawing pressure on
the key. but you cannot move it. or any of its connec¬
tions, except in one way. I do not mean to belittle
the pressure touch, when used along common sense
lines; it is very valuable to the pianist in singing a
melody or in producing relaxation, but surely it cannot
affect the tone, except to decrease its volume.
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CONCENTRATION, THE SECRET OF PROG¬
RESS IN MUSIC STUDY.
BY HARRIET A. SEYMOUR.
“Bring every thought into captivity" II Cor. 10: 5.
Charles Fillmore, in one of his remarkable books,
says, “Music makes a unity between the universal con¬
sciousness and the individual. Thought is the gate.
Thought is the gate!" The whole world is talking
about the power of thought and yet the average pianist
appears to be especially deficient in the power of con¬
centrating his-thought upon his work. Perhaps it is
because playing the piano is in a sense a physical
thing; that is, we play with our hands and arms upon
a tangible instrument.
The trouble is that most people who practice, prac¬
tice entirely with their fingers and think about some¬
thing else; the great ones, concentrate their thought
upon the music, forgetting everything else, hence their
greatness. “Concentration is the secret of strength in
politics, in war, in trade, in short, in the manage¬
ment of human affairs.” One of the high anecdotes
of the world is the reply of Newton to the inquiry
“how he had been able to achieve his discoveries”—
“By always intending my mind.”
Has concentrated thinking been left out of the pian¬
ist’s schooling? Apparently it has.
Let the reader who plays begin to practice naturally,
and at the end of the hour, faithfully report his
thought. Here are a few such reports:
Practicing a Beethoven Sonata;
Thoughts of a ride on the omnibus!
of a visit to the country!
Practicing a Bach Gavotte;
Thoughts of Hop Scotch!
Practicing a Debussy Arabesque;
Thought of a nice little cake shop where you
can get little French pastries!
Practicing a Chopin Waltz;
Thought of catching a train to-morrow!
Practicing a Bach Fugue;
Love affair* of—
M’s coming
Who sent the paper?
Children—what vegetable?
Tea party here for M—
Going back with M—
When will she go to L— for sing'\ mgt I Mr. C. has never sent his bill—I
I wonder why?
11 ought to have invited him to
I
dinner last winter.
\ I’ll send the children for a drive
\ this P. M.
Practicing a Chopin Etude;
Did G. pick enough cherries for

(

(

Was —-— great because he was
courageous, or what was the
-. great point in his character?
JI haven’t had a bill for the carI pentry work.—
I Wonder whether we can get a car\ penter today!
Is practicing an accompaniment to vagrant thought,
or is it an ideal mode of concentration, or listening?
Practicing a Bach Fugue and trying to concentrate
on the words “Be still and know that I am God,” sug¬
gested by the theme, began with mind centered on,
“Be still and know”—after first moment or two, wan¬
dering off to. "We must have a clean centerpiece at
dinner. I must borrow that book from R—, etc., etc.”
I believe that we can grow both mentally and spiritusually through thoughtful practice, and I also believe
thoughtless practice to be mentally and spiritually dis¬
integrating. It is safe to sayf that most people prac¬
tice thoughtlessly and that they therefore lose the
real and lasting benefit of music. One young girl who
disliked her music lesson and everything connected with
it and had studied for years, explained her mental
process in this way. “Why it never occurs to me to
think when I practice. I plan to write my school
composition mentally (you see she was neither lazy
ngr stupid) while I practice!” The study of mum'"
had a positively bad effect in this case, and yet this
young girl now tells me that the study of music
since she has learned to concentrate in her practice
hour, has helped her both in geometry and in “being
happy,” since she has discovered that it is possible
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to concentrate your mind on beauty and harmony “even
when things are going all wrong in the house.
Another young girl, whose circumstances were very
mne.. being be, daily „„r„o„-i, ,
good example of the right sort of prac >c.ng. This
gffl was able to play quite brilliantly; yet having noU,
fug back of it, her playing was never really applauded
and she was unsuccessful unhappy and Pessimistic.
It was hard to get her to face the fact that the
root of all her trouble was in her own mind. The
first steps were taking away difficult music and giving
very simple things, such as one of Mendelssohns
simpler Songs Without Words. Then, talking over
her problems with her and asking for more energetic
mental practice. “Better practice a half hour and think
than three hours with a wandering mind.
Little by
little she understood. The Mendelssohn began to glow
with life and meaning; the girl’s expression altered.
Her point of view, from that of blaming outside forces
for her condition, was changed to bravely facing the
fact that she herself was .largely responsible, and must
therefore work to change her state of mind through
right thinking. She also took her body in hand and
cured herself, by proper exercise and bathing and tem¬
perate living and thinking. Last year she was a failure
—unpleasant to look upon and to have about. This
year she is a success—smiling, energetic, neat and
happy. Music has taught her to think.
A little girl of twelve, noted for timidity and gen¬
eral weakness, was playing Grieg’s Sailors’ Song so
softly that one could scarcely hear it. “Of what are
you thinking, dear?” "Oh, just thinking of nothing!’
answered the child. “Well, imagine that I am a poor,
depressed, sorrowing person, wanting someone to give
me hope and courage, and try to give it to me through
that Grieg Song.” The child’s response was electric
and I, myself, astonished at the power of her touch
and the conviction that the music brought.
Her
thought, concentrated on something definite and con¬
structive, had inspired her to play as she had never
played before.
“ZAL” THE WORD THAT EXPRESSES THE
SOUL OF POLAND.
Every language contains untranslatable words—more
than that, every nationality has them. An Englishman
cannot possibly make clear to Americans that peculiar
product of his own peculiar civilization to which he
refers when he speaks of a "bounder.” Neither can a
German make clear all the good-fellowship implied in
“gcmuchtligheit.”
The Italian dolce far nientc. the
“sweetness of doing nothing,” we have found so un¬
translatable that we have simply adopted it wholesale,
being willing to sense its vague suggestiveness rather
than to define its meaning. The same applies to the
French word “debutwhich we have summarily cap¬
tured from our Gallic friends and adopted fur our
own use. The Poles also have a word which defies
translation. It is the Polish word sal and represents
a condition of mind peculiar to fair Poland
Once
the Countess d’Agoult asked Chopin “ly what name
he called that which he enclosed in his compositions.

s&arsassf-1" “"rb—* -« -««“•*
"Conquered by the appealing tears which moistened
the beautiful eyes,” .continues the flowerv Liszt “with
a candor rare Jrw-WH
H
this
susceptible upon
b ri d in th
t0 thE tec.rets of thc sacred relics
n ed twu g°rgcouf shn"« ^ his music, he rePhed. that her heart had not deceived her in the
gloom which she felt stealing upon her. for whatever
might have been his transitory pleasures, he had never

s*:; t” trti,; “™ rT'r,,o "r

">• «* Wrutab'e dwfas

"TT

tetrsrr -SAJWxjs
excitement, agitation
,to man> 11 si?n,fics
premeditated vengeance
rCV° * ful1 of rci,roach’
threaten if retaliation shcnZ'T™ "eVer ccasing t0
itself, meanwhile with a
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How Poland’s Inspiriting Dances Have
Enriched Musical Literature
By the distinguished Polish Piano Virtuosa,

MME. ANTOINETTE SZUMOWSKA-ADAMOWSKI

[Kmtor's Note:—Those of our readers who have listened
to tile playing of the charming Polish pianist, Antoinette
Szumowska-Adamowski, will read the following able article
with especial pleasure. Mme. Szumowska-Adnmowski was
born at Lublin. Poland. She studied with Mlchalovskl and
Strubel In Poland and with Paderewski at Paris. Iler
career in America began in 1805 when she played in Boston.
Since then she has made regular appearances in conceit in
all parts of the country. She is the wife of the noted Polish
’cellist, Joseph Adamowski. and together with her husband
and her brother-in-law, the gifted violinist. Timothec Adam¬
owski, has given many noteworthy concerts of - chamber
music written for trio. Mme. Szumowska-Adamowski. like
most of the contributors to this Issue, is taking an active
part In the work for the relief of Polish war victims.]
There were two factors most intimately associated
with the development of the musical art, which cre¬
ated two distinct currents in the musical work of the
early period; these were the religious ritual, invariably
accompanied by music, mostly vocal, and the dance,
which naturally depended on instrumental music ab¬
solutely.
Poland, which became converted to Christian faith
in the tenth century, adopted the music of the Euro¬
pean Catholic churches, and did not produce anything
origirial in sacred music. Not so with the dance form,
however; here the national spirit shows itself In all
its distinctive character and originality, and creates
dances of its own, unlike any other nation’s, presenting
well defined characteristics reflected in the music of a
separate type, with a peculiarly Polish national flavor.
NO FUNCTION WITHOUT MUSIC OF DANCING.
Song and dance are an essentially integral part of
life in Poland. Among the peasantry no function ever
happens unaccompanied by music in one of these forms.
In the fields you may hear the laborer sing at his
plough, or a peasant girl when tying sheafs of corn,
feeding her chickens, or milking her cows, has always
a song on her bps. And these songs are often charac¬
terized by the dance rhythm, like that of a Krakowialc,
Koloniyjka, Mazourek or Kui'awiak (a variety of ma¬
zurka).
Songs and dances are also mixed together
at all the village festivities. The peasants when danc¬
ing a Krakowiak or Kui'awiak have a way of stopping,
at intervals before the musicians, and each couple in
turn improvise a little ditty, set on the dance tune
which is being played, and thus the singing is inter¬
mingled with dancing. It is only natural, then, that
the dance forms and rhythms should creep into the
work of Polish musical composers, giving them a
peculiar national stamp, and from these spread further
and influence the compositions of the representatives
of musical art in other countries. The two principal
Polish dances are the Polonaise (literally: Polish
Dance) and the Mazur (known outside of Poland
under the name of Mazurka). Next to these in popu¬
larity comes the Krakowiak (Cracovienne). The two
first may be called square dances, though the Mazur
is full of vivacity and fire not found as a rule in this
type of dance, while the Krakowiak is a round dance
somewhat like the polka. While the Mazur was the
chief favorite and played a very important role in the
production of serious Polish music, -we, see the Polo¬
naise more frequently introduced into the work of
other nations’ composers, especially in the French,
German and Russian music. The Mazur can be also
met here and there, in the general European musical
baggage, but its character was never understood or
felt keenly outside of its home country and it was
not treated as a serious musical form, until it reached
its apotheosis! in the immortal work of Frederic Chopin!
THE DANCE OF THE ARISTOCRACY.
The Polonaise was essentially an aristocratic dance—

the dance of the nobility. The primitive aim was the
marching of Polish nobles before their king on state
occasions. It was invented in 1574, at the festivity
prepared by the Polish nobility for the reception of
the French Henri Valois of Anjou, newly elected king
of Poland. It is a very stately dance, full of dignity
and even majesty, combined with chivalry and tinted
with a somewhat martial quality, the Polish nobles hav-

Mme. Antoinette Szumowska-Adamowski.
ing always formed their country's knightly staff of
armed defenders. It is especially effective when danced
in the rich Polish national costume which lends itself to
attitudes of martial gravity combined with courtly grace,
as an emblem of chivalrous and polite manners. It is
essentially the dance of older, distinguished people, of
kings, or heroes, a sort of solemn, triumphant
march, differing from the ordinary march in hav¬
ing its rhythm in 3 instead of 4.
Soon after
its first appearance in the sixteenth century its fame
went all around the world, it was danced and played
everywhere^ and beginning by the eighteenth century
we find its influence on the international musical litera¬
ture. In Poland the early composers. Kurpinski and
Dobrzynski, have written Polonaises, and Oginski was
later the author of the famous Death Polonaise inspmed by ffie tragedy of Poland’s second dismemberA ■ celebrated Polish operatic composer, Stanislas
Moniuszko, gives beautiful examples of this Polish
dance in his operas notably in Halka and Hrabina (The

Countess). Among the composers of other races we
come across this dance form in Beethoven’s work, for
instance, in his trio for strings alone. Schumann seems
to have been also quite fond of it—we find two inter¬
esting Polonaises in his Papillons (Nos,. 5 and 11).
Liszt, Weber, Saint-Saens, all caught the spirit of this
dance, and either wrote polonaises or used the rhythm
Alla Pblacca.
THE MAZURKA.
The Mazur presents greater difficulties to musical
composers of other than the Polish nationality. The
charm, the spirit of this dance is quite elusive, and
it takes the influence of many generations, the inti¬
macy with the country’s traditions, to give one the
right feeling of it ; one needs to be of Polish blood,
born on Polish soil, and fed since early childhood by
the national folk-song to feel the Mazur sufficiently
to be able !o dance it, and still more to be able to
compose one. Even other Slavs like Russians and
Tscheques, in spite of their race relationship, and
though their appreciation of the character and meaning
of the dance is keener than in the other nations, fail to
grasp it sufficiently to dance it with the required per¬
fection, or to compose one which is sufficiently charac¬
teristic. We find a spirited Mazur in Glinka’s opera
■d Life for the Czar, and Tchaikovsky's Eugene One¬
gin, but both these Mazurs lack something in the pre¬
cision of their national color, even though both the
composers happen to have Polish blood in their veins.
Rubinstein wrote a brilliant and quite characteristic
Mazur for the piano, a good virtuoso piece of music.
The best bit of a Mazur in the Russian literature is,
however, a variation written in that form by Tchaikov¬
sky in his famous great piano trio; it has more Polish
flavor, more characteristic grace, than can be found
anywhere outside of Poland.

wuo me uoionaise, me must aristocratic aance,
au“ >n common with the Mazur and Ku'iaviak (a
variety of the Mazur) it is the dance of the people, all
three lively, energetic, full of a capricious grace. These
three dances are in three-quarter time, Krakowiak being
a round dance, and in its primitive form as a folkdance, being like the Mazur and Kuiaviak, mixed with
singing, stanzas being especially improvised for the
occasion. Considering how intimately the folk-song
and folk-dance are blended with the Polish national
life, it is not to be wondered at the strong attraction
the national dance rhythms have for the Polish com¬
posers, influencing their musical inspirations and per¬
vading their creative production. In the modern Pol¬
ish musical literature the most characteristic mazourkas
of the strongest individuality, outside of Chopin were
those composed for the violin by Wieniawski and’Apollmaire Kontski. There is also a quaint and charmilw
mazourka for that instrument by Zarzycki. The Krako¬
wiak is also traced quite frequently to recent words in
the Polish musical literature. Paderewski has written
two krakowiaks, among which the especially brilliantand full of character is his Cracovienne Fantastique,'
trom the 'Humoresques de Concert.” It deserves a
place among the more popular concert pieces, as it is
full of dash and spirit, combined with charm and
poetry, while being written very pianistically, is an
effective bit of a virtuoso character.
We find this dance also among the work of other
composers of the present time, like Noszkowski and
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Zelenski, and the younger ones like Stojowski, who
has written an interesting set of variations on the
theme of a krakowiak, taken from among the Polish
folk-song literature.
This particular dance form seems to have impressed
Chopin less powerfully than the others; his composi¬
tions with the rhythm of a krakowiak do not bear
the hall-mark of genius as strongly imprinted as his
other words. There is only one krakowiak, treated as
a separate composition written on a larger scale, the
Krakowiak for Orchestra, an early work (Op. 14) full of
youthful charm and poetry, but somewhat thin in or¬
chestration and not representative of Chopin at his
highest and best. The other krakowiaks traced in his
compositions, are the Finale in his E minor concerto,
and also the last movement of his Trio, both of these
being compositions more in his usual vein, more “Chopinesque.” The Polonaise has been lifted by Chopin
to the highest pinnacle of musical perfection, he meta¬
morphosed these dances into exalted musical poems.
The most characteristic, as well as the most dance¬
like is the Polonaise A major (Op. 40, No. 1). Rather
martial in mood, while simple and not complicated,
lacking somewhat in contrasts, as far as its form is
concerned. The most popular among the concert pian¬
ists is the Polonaise in A flat major, Op. S3. This one
presents a larger scope, running through a whole gamut
of emotions, from a stormy introduction, through a
triumphantly majestic first theme, full of virile force,
it becomes fnore and more warlike, giving effects as
of horses tramping, cannon and rifle shots, etc. It is
interrupted by the lull of a contrasting Trio, full of
calm, tenderness and moonlight beauty, broken into
in its turn by the onrush of the martial principal theme
and wound up by a coda also forceful and triumphant.
Another fascinating Polonaise, among the less famil¬
iar ones, is the one in F sharp minor, Op. 44. It is
very grandiose, but mournful and melancholy in op¬
position to the other two above mentioned. It has a
beautiful contrasting effect of the middle Trio part,
coming like a ray of sunshine, in the form of an ex¬
quisite, gentle and serene mazourka brighter in mood
in spite of a certain dreaminess.

Or the Op. 33 No. 2, more coquettish and dainty and
also full of joy of living and cheerfulness.

TWO TYPES OF MAZURKAS.
They may be roughly divided in two groups, each
presenting a different type. The first, a more robust,
vigorous and joyous mazourka, full of exuberant spirit,
more dance like in character, often rustic and peasant¬
like; the second, a delicate, dreamy, sentimental one,
further removed from the typical dance and a more
ideal, ethereal conception of this dance. From those
belonging to the first type we may cite as an example
the Op. 7 No. 1, full of brave, youthful spirit and
buoyancy:
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coda, Jhffirsh drmmy'motive mppeirsand ends in a

No. 5.
Lento, ma non troppo ■

Chopin made a couple of attempts to utilize the dance
form of other nations; he left us a very brilliant Bo¬
lero and a fiery Tarantelle but this was an exception;
his whole being was so saturated with the spirit of
his country, his heart filled so completely with love for
everything Polish than he could not feel the strange
charm of other peoples folk lore with anything like
the same intensity. As Balzac said of him, Chopin
was more Polish than Poland, and as such he has left
an immortal memorial to the Polish dance form, trans¬
lated by him into musical language of transcendent
beauty, which will be a source of joy and inspiration
to many generations to come.

THE CLIMAX OF CHOPIN’S CREATIVE GENIUS.
But it is in the mazourka perhaps that Chopin’s
creative genius reaches its climax, where he is most
original and most subtle at the same time. He really
created the mazourka as a serious musical form, he
lifted it to unapproachable heights of perfection, ex¬
hausting its possibilities to such an extent that it is
seemingly impossible for any of those who came after
him to produce anything except a more or less suc¬
cessful imitation of this ideal conception. The mazur
is as characteristic of the youthful element of the
Polish nation, as the Polonaise is typical of its graver,
more aristocratic portion. It is a very spirited, fiery
dance, most interesting on account of the endless
variety of its figures, and the individual character in¬
troduced by the different way of dancing through the
difference of sex of each partner, the man’s dance
being full of vigor, while the woman’s is more softly
graceful and coquettish. The 3d beat is energetically
accentuated, being emphasized by the dancer through
a clicking sound, produced by bringing his heels sharply
together. Chopin kept the characteristic rhythm of the
mazur, but he went far away from the pure dance,
into the highest regions of musical art. In spite of
the unity in the underlying character, and of the well
defined form, there is an endless variety among Cho¬
pin s mazurkas. We find in them an inexhaustible
mine, a true treasure cove, containing the most per¬
fect gems in harmony, modulations, melodic design and
a bewildering variety of moods!
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chopin’s dream op Poland.
Op. 56, No. 2, is quite peasant-like and a little rough.
It gives at the start a very interesting effect of dronebass in a repeated quint, which is very characteristically

Among the melancholy ones Op. 33, No. 4, is of an
exquisite beauty and full of a rare delicacy and refine¬
ment, with a sad and - tender motive repeated many
times alternately with a contrasting, energetic little
passage. The middle Trio presents a long drawn melodic
phrase of great depth and nobility, where the rhythm
of the mazur is only vaguely felt, until a playful little
bit brings it back again to our notice.

CHOPIN’S DREAM OF POLAND’S GLORIOUS
ACHIEVEMENTS.
Many stories have been told about the great C Minor
Etude (the Revolutionary Etude) of Chopin.
One
writer (the late J. Cuthbert Hadden) points out that
it was written in Stuttgart in 1831 when Chopin was
on the way to Paris. In the same year Poland, made
another futile effort to gain its national freedom, but
Russia overwhelmed the country with troops. Chopin
had just completed a somewhat lengthy concert tour
made with the intent of introducing his works. It is
hard to draw at this day a proper picture of the
struggle of the great Polish composer to induce the
musical public of his time to listen to anything so
radically new as were his compositions. The “musical
public” as a. rule seems to prefer to pasture in barren
fields. The newcomer almost always has a bitter
experience. Chopin’s tour was a financial failure and
resulted only in convincing the publishers that the
sole Chopin works which they might be safe in pub¬
lishing were the waltzes. Chopin was in despair and
when he reached Stuttgart and learned of the down¬
fall of Warsaw and the prospective Russian domina¬
tion over Poland, he reached the greatest depths of
despondency.
It was at this time that he wrote the Revolutionary
Etude with its wild, passionate outbursts, its tragic
force, its violent emotion. Difficult as tin
many students look forward to playing it as one of the
great moments in their careers. To hear this work
played by a mechanical device is wonderful, but to
live through the glorious experience of playing it is
something big and ennobling. We Americans who owe
the greatness of our country to those men who fought
for our own Freedom can estimate what the failure
of the Polish Revolution must have meant to Chopin.
Norman Prices beautiful picture from the Day with
Lhopm which we present here represents the composer
dreaming h,s powerful C Minor study in which the
last wild groan of a dying Poland is uttered. At this
time when poor Poland is being torn again by War,when all who love Poland are praying for the rebirth
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The Development of Music in Poland.
By JAROSLAW
[.Taroslnw de Zielinski, who has been a resident of the
United States for fifty years, was born in Galician (Aus¬
trian) Poland, March SI, 1S47. lie received his general
training at the military school at Vienna and at the gov¬
ernment school at Lemberg. Ills musical instruction was
under the care of Schulhofif, Mikuli, Cerutti and Frye. In
186.3 lie took part in the Polish revolt against Russian
rule and shortly thereafter came to America where he
entered a Massachusetts regiment and served until the end
of the Civil War. Thereafter he taught with great success
in New York, Grand Rapids, Detroit and P.iiffalo until 1910
when he moved to Los Angeles, California, where he now
conducts a music school and is engaged in tile musical
advance in tile great southwest. Mr. de Zielinski has given
tile following phonetic pronunciations, which are as near
as possible to the real pronunciations of the Polish proper
names in this article. _Pronounce “c” like “ts"; “ca" as
like "jv"; “sz” like :sli" ; “w” like’ “v”. Itoguchwal like
l’.ogoo'ti val ; Jaglello, Yagyello ; Wierzbkowski, Vyejb'kovski;
Gomolka, Goniiilka; Kocbanowski, Ko'hnnovski; Cliyiinski,
llylinski: Mielczewski, Myelchevski ; Rozycki, Rojytskl;
IVuiie Kochanku. Panye Ko hankoo : Paehulsld, I’nwlioolski, Paderewski, I’aderevskl.—editor op The Etude.]
The history of origins is in all things uncertain and
subject to controversy, especially so with musical his¬
tory ; nevertheless the existence of Polish music can
be easily traced to pagan times when descendants of
the original Slavonians began to unite and establish
governments that became known as Bulgaria, Moravia,
Bohemia, Poland, Servia and Ruthenia.
The Slav who in time became known as a Pole, and
inhabited the wild, open spaces in the marshy lands
and forests, was a fighter when necessity required it;
but he loved also peace and domestic pursuits. We
turn to those times when pagan worship still prevailed
on both sides of the Vistula or south of the Baltic Sea,
to get a glimpse of the ceremonies in which song, in¬
strumental music and dances
played a very important part, for
they were the typical ways in
which the people took their
pleasures.
Theophylactus, a Greek his¬
torian of the seventh century,
wrote in a rather doubtful
fashion of two instruments, a
“kitaras” and “lirais,” which has
been spoken of by another writer
as in the possession of some
Slavonians who had been cap¬
tured and brought to the camp
of Flavius Tiberius (about 590).
Both of these instruments be¬
long to the lyre family, the
kithara being of higher and
smoother pitch than the lyre
GqSl.
proper, which in turn was con¬
sidered as masculine owing to
its low and rough tones. This kithara resembles some¬
what in design a small, horizontal harp; in reality it
was a resonant box over which were stretched from
three to six strings that were plucked with fingers.
The folk songs, legends and fairy tales of the Slavs
abound in descriptions of the Gesl (kithara), its con¬
struction, the manner of playing it, etc., though strange
as it may seem, there is not an example of that old
Slavonian instrument in existence. It was out of use
in Poland toward the end of the tenth century. Excel¬
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lent specimens of Lithuanian, Livonian and Finnish
all classes of people with deep regard and feeling.
instruments of that order, but of much later date, are
The Cracow manuscript of the fifteenth century gives
still in existence in European museums. Like the
the melody and text of part one; it is the hymn that
primitive music of other nations, that of the Poles was
led many times the Polish ‘ cavaliers in their charges
homophonous, i. e„ melody sung in unison, the melody
against the enemies of their country. This first |«irt
moving within a certain fixed scale. The pentatonic
in the form of a prose, and in the ecclesiastic mode Ii
scale which was the earliest musical scale of ancient
is a song to the Virgin Mary (first verse) and (second
Asia, and is still in use in China, India and Nubia,
verse) to Christ; the melody is taken from the second
was also the earliest musical scale that was known
part of the sequence Arc pracclara accredited to
among the Slavs. Many melodies built on those five
Albertus Magnus; both parts were united ihto bnfc
tones reveal interesting varieties of structure and
about 1280 by Boguchwal, a Franciscan confessor to
intensely penetrating rhythmic inflections; these melo¬
Kinga, wife of Boleslas The Chaste. The second pari,
dies are ordinarily short, oftentimes of but two
that is the Easter song, is taken from the Gregorian
measures which are repeated as many times as the
responsorium Triumphat Dei Fillius, and the lijnin
text may require. To this day the country people sing
Rex Christe primoganite; it was joined to part one
melodies that served different purposes before the gods
toward the end of the fourteenth century, but was
of the fields, forests and seasons made way for the
never used as a battle hymn; its ambitus is that of
God of Christianity. Many of these melodies, how¬
the ecclesiastic mode VI (third Plagal, do-*-do). The
ever, lost much of their peculiar charm under the
third part is a series of stanzas based on fine melody
pressure of Gregorian music, and later, when Netherin major, developed unquestionably after the fifteenth
landers, Italians, English, French and German's sent
century when all the Gregorian modes becanfe nterged
forth into' the world their conceptions built on the
into the major and minor tonalities that form the basis
modern scale, the Hindoo-Chinese pentatonic limitation
of our modern system.
was practically lost sight of.
The fashion of dramatizing the principal events of
With the acceptance of Christianity came gradually
the nation became quite universal with the last years
the administration of the Roman Liturgy and with it
of the thirteenth century, and in 1296 took place a
developed the opposition to Byzantium, leading gradually
public production of a dramatic piece with vocal
to the merging of the country’s religious worship with
numbers,, the first of its kind, presented fearlessly
that of western Europe, leaving Russia, the land of
before King Przemyslaw whose cruelty toward his wife
the Ruriks, to the influence of Greece. The clergy,
Ludgarda served as text. Such dramatic recitations
mostly of German, Bohemian, Italian or French origin,
interspersed with music found much favor with the
were not very considerate of the people; they destroyed
gentry as well as commoners at banquets when pro¬
the pagan gods and their altars; old songs, inspirations
fessional singers and reciters of verses, following the
of unknown authors were forbidden; evening feasting
fashion set by French trouveres and German minnein sacred orchards, strictly prohibited; so were all sorts
ssengers, became the interpreters. Dazzled with their
of ceremonies, religious dances and amusements, and
success, many of them began to overstep the bounds
nothing that could be understood by the people was
of polite language, in consequence of which the head
offered as a substitute. Under such conditions it took
of the Cracow community forbade in 1363 entertainers
time before the people became sufficiently friendly
to attend such festivities. Evidently these people were
with the clergy (the orders of Cistercians and Bene¬
a source of some annoyance fof the privilege granted
dictines being favorites) to learn some of the church
by Casimir The Great and recorded in 1336, allowing
melodies, while an absolute dissimilarity between the
the employment on festive occasion of as many as eight
Latin and Slavonic languages made the task of learning
entertainers (comedians, musicians and mountebanks)',
the principal liturgical sentences of the Mass and the
was curtailed in 1378 to not more than four players at
Vespers doubly difficult. Complaints to Rome were
the wedding of a commoner, also prohibiting the giving
not slow from the clerics as well as the people, but the
of money to people wearing masks who thus bedecked
latter won out, for with the dawn of the eleventh cen¬
wandered from house to house at Christmas time
tury the use of the Slavonic language became prevalent
singing “kolendy” (Carols). It is needless to add that
in religious songs.
melodies built in the style of the monotone psalmody
Tn order to dispel the deep sadness that spread its
of their German prototype had no influence on the
mantle over the entire country when Casimir The Just
development of musical art in Poland, not till these
passed away in 1194, the gentry evolved dialogues with
melodies began to breathe of the folk song which told
scenes of “pleasure,” “sorrow,” “freedom,” “wisdom,”
of Poland’s great activity, military glory and of local
“justice,” etc., in which the numerous virtues of the
advantages. Leaving the portal of a city for the
deceased monarch were extolled in speech and song.
country, it stands to reason that when the peasant ac¬
This semi-theatrical movement once launched found its
companied by wife and children wanted lively un¬
way even into churches, which was strongly disap¬
restrained music, he would go to the kermess. weekly
proved of by Pone Innocetft III in a letter to Henry,
or monthly, gatherings at a village, when alj sorts of
Archbishop of Gniezno (Danzig). To this period
trade transactions would be followed with dancing and
belongs the famous battle-hymn “Boga Rodzlca” horn
Whfre tr,°Upes of itinerant musicians,
at the very dawn of Polish literature and accepted by
pipers and others, knew how to liven up with folk tunes
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a „1v Bach is already made evident in such
great and only Bac >
his five-part responclavicembalist Marek, though Wirowski, a famous
typical works of
} H th five-part motet Haec
of different districts the songs and dances that were
artist of the sixteenth century, was preferred on the
sorium In
Adoramus. Then there
not exactly favored by the Church.
clavicembalo (harpsichord), for whenever he played
Of consequence, as one of the first composers of
dies, or the four-p
(1539-1609), unique in musical
on it the future King rewarded him with two ducats.
sacred music, was John from Lodz, known all over the
was ^0^
till the end
It is told of Marek that conscious of the Prince’s in¬
literature, without p
ljk paiestrina, Orlandus
country as a lover of music and a famous virtuoso on
difference to his playing on the harpsichord, he per¬
ot the «i?h,een,h
wrote —«»
the lute; by the time that he rose in 1324 to the dignity
fected himself on the lute to such an extent, that one
of Bishop of Posnan (Posen) and had written several
Lassus, Isaak or
created the Polish national
day, when playing upon it, he so surprised his master
masterworks, Gomol
;
f Kochanowski’s
sequences, responsoriums, etc., his early detractor had
that both his heart and cash box opened up to the
diminished in numbers, while travelers in foreign
delight of the performer!
lands did not hesitate to say that they preferred listen¬
Psalter ot one
chor(1 Gf the ninth, an
The wife of Sigismund
ing to his sequences (Benedicta, Salve salulis jauna,
I brought to Poland all
in those ,d„», also the domtnen,
etc.) rather than hear foreign singers who with their
her love of intrigue and a
wanton discanting, breaking and dividing the notes
number of Italian, artists,
more than is ^desirable (vide: Cousse'maker, Scripwho spread rapidly among
lores, II, 349), disfigured the religious service.
students the theoretical as
Examining the characteristics «f this early Polish
well as practical musical
music we find that they were most evident in freedom
culture of their land. In
of form and the development of national melodies,
1520 the court band was
wealth of rhythms and original harmonies, although
OTen,h, attributed by certain historiographers to
completely reorganized
greater attention was being paid to rules prescribed
and in a short time ac¬
by the early Italian, English or Netherlandish theorists,
quired the reputation of
especially such rules as relate to counterpoint. Here
being equal to that of the
too was making itself felt an ever-increasing number
French King, Louis XII.
of scholarly composers who invariably worked for the
Giovanni Bali, its director,
glory of Polish national art known but very little by
Side a collection
was succeeded by Caetani,
the world at large. Indeed, recent publications of some
and the latter by Rev.
of manuscripts of incalculable value wh“*^
of these works have aroused the astonishment of
John Wierzbkowski; in
off to Saint Petersburg during the past centu y •
European musicians and even the incredulity of some.
1543 the King founded a
Lack of space will preclude anything but mentioning
As early as the fourteenth century, the generosity of
chapel of Jagiello on
,u* ™ i Chylinski, Peukiel, Mielcrew.ki, Rosyckc
the King and magnates who maintained private
Wawel with a generous
Kozlowski, remarkably talented musicians among whom
orchestras began to be noised among musicians in
endowment for the estab¬
stands Szarzynski, an inspired melodist and highly cu
foreign lands, and it was not long before Italians,
lishment of a choral col¬
tured mah, whose sonata in D for two violins and
Bohemians, but mostly Germans were finding their way
lege in which the singers
organ could be accredited to John Sebastian Bach.
into the land of the Jagiellos. Thus in 1389 we find
played very much the same role as those of the Sistine
at the court of Ladislas V an eminent singer and lute
chapel in Rome.
player Handslick; four years later, several flutists by
This was a century when church compositions were
name of Lincz, Aulon and Nespech, while in 1405 a
greatly in vogue, and pre-eminently first among com¬
harpist, Hopanas, and others filled important places in¬
posers of that class of music stands Sebastian from
different orchestras where a suitable musician was
Felsztyn, a musician who Opusculum musices noviter
sure of good remuneration and a place for life. Un¬
cogestunt, etc., was joined in 1534 and '39 as an addenda
fortunately while the names of these instrumentalists
to Kromer’s De musica figurata; there were others
had. been preserved, those of the composers whose
who wrote on similar subjects, and in one of such
works they played do not appear ^in public records.
works, in Latin, and of the year 1540, devoted to
At the beginning of the fifteenth century the orches¬
elementary fundamental and especially Gregorian
tra of the city of Cracow numbered some twenty-five
singing, the unknown author gives examples from
players: flutes and string instruments, trumpets to
foreign composers, and the following harmonization
excess, trombones, oboes, clarinets, psaltery, portable
of the descending scale closing with a deceptive
organ, kettle drums and other percussion apd noise¬
cadence;
making instruments. In this city, the laws for the
government of those people were confirmed in 1549
by Sigismund Augustus, and the brotherhood was
divided into elder and younger men (fratres seniores
et juniores). Unlike other communities the brother¬
hood was not restricted to city residents alone; out¬
siders living in the city were expected, after two weeks,
to obtain the privileges of city residents, from which
■■ r
law however were exempt musicians in the service of
princes, bishops and other dignitaries of the land.
These outsiders, among whom were often noblemen,
Another was Martin from Lemberg, a famous
were exempt from the local laws of the brotherhood
organist and composer, pupil of Sebastian; Waclaw
though they were obliged to attend the musicians’
Szamotulski, a contrapuntist of remarkable talent and
gatherings. Jews alone were excluded, and members
originality who among other things wrote the wedding
of the brotherhood were forbidden to serve them, to
music for the nuptials of Sigismund II with Catherine
play at their weddings, or to play with non-members.
of Austria (1553) ; Thomas Szadek, John Brandt,
An exponent of musical art at the Cracow Academy
born in 1551, whose chorus for women’s voices quoted
in 1492 was Stanislas Obolec for choral music, though
below, suggests melodically as well as harmonically
there is no record of his activity. Ten years later the
some phrases from the first act of Lohengrin.
active professor of music was Stanislas Malek, while
in 1512 the theory of music, according to the system
of Jean de Muris, was taught by the professor of mathe¬
a scholarly and prolific composer, and Anton Miiw
matics, and in 1522 by one Bartholemy, professor of
the first who aimed at symphonic evolution in co
positions which, if lacking in contrapuntal dcvclopmc
philosophy.
Dancing was now a constant amusement, and often¬
are nevertheless rich in melodic invention.
times when a favorite tune was being played there
In 1724, during the reign of Augustus 11. was bi
would break forth a song by a single voice, afterwards
in Warsaw the first opera house ; it was closed on
repeated in chorus, and while the people danced and
death of Augustus 111 and reopened two years la'
sang, following the customs of the day, after break¬
in November 1765.
The first Polish opera. Mis
fast, dinner or supper, and after any kind of feasting,
Made Happy, in two acts by Mathew Kamienski. i
the clergy were prohibited from attending not only
produced May 11, 1778; the score calls for a <tr
these occasions but even theatrical events, these scenic
quartet, two flutes, two oboes, one bassoon and I
forms intended for the eye and ear, sacred representa¬
French horns; there is an overtur,
each act. :
tions, spiritual representations and sacred melodramas
of vocal numbers five in the first and eight in
i nc greatest musician oi tnose days was .Nicliol
which had been forerunners of the oratorio in Spain
second act, while the vocal parts are assigned to I
Zielenski, particularly in secular style of compositic
as well as in Italy.
women and three men. The production took place
He was a pupil of Joannes Gabrieli in Venice, ai
With the advent to the kingdom and later the ascen¬
the palace of Prince Anton Radziwill. nick-nar
like bis teacher who was first to do so among t
sion to the throne of Sigismund I (1506-1548), brother
Panie Kochanku”
(Beloved
Sir).
arranger*,
and successor of Alexander, we get a better glimpse
Italian masters, he introduced in Poland accompai
having been made to use his palace for public thcau
of matters. Among his personal entourage and a
ments of string and wind instruments to vocal worl
favorite, was the young man’s aged lute player and
Much that was admired a hundred years later in t
km
,nCeS-: but the owner- who had left his na
land to live m Paris, changed his mind of a sud
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and returning, when within a few miles from Warsaw
sent his representatives to prepare the palace for his
reception. Only two performances of the opera had
taken place, before enormous audiences, but the plead¬
ings of Montbrun the manager and his artists were
useless; they' had to vacate inside of forty-eight hours,
and as the King wanted to hear the opera, the Prince
had it given at his theatre on Princes’ street, where
to-day stands St. Lazar Hospital.
In 1779 was inaugurated the National Theatre, just
completed, where the second Polish opera Sophie, or
Bucolic Love-making, by the now universal favorite
Kamienski, was given seventy-six times inside of a
year.
Other Polish composers of this period who
beeame prime favorites with the public were Anton
Wejnert, Stefani, Eisner, Kurpinski, Kozlowski, Prince
Cleofas Oginski, Witkowski. An interesting incident
of this time is told of the well-known character, Ernest
Theodor Amadeus (.rede Willhelm) Hoffmann, famous
author of fantastic tales, also a musician, lawyer and
painter, who was married to a Polish lady. Transfer¬
red as councillor, from Plock to Warsaw in 1804, he
undertook to reorganize the existing German Harmonie
Gesellschaft and succeeded beyond all expectations.
He brought together some hundred-and-twenty musi¬
cians and amateurs, Germans and Poles (including
Eisner and other leading professionals in Warsaw),
and secured enough funds to lease for the use of the
society Prince Oginski’s palace, to-day the Hotel de
l’Europe.
Of executive artists the Poles have supplied the
world with their quota; in the early years of the nine¬
teenth century Frederick Chopin, Joseph Nowakowski,
Thomas Nidecki, Joseph Krogulski, Stanislas Moniuszko, Oscar Kolberg, Charles Lipinski, Mary Szymanowska a distinguished pianist and composer, whose
daughter Celina married the Polish bard Mickiewicz
in 1834; among the favorite singers can be mentioned
Magdalene Jasinska, Caroline Stefani, Constance
Pietrasz, Sembrich-Kochanska, Boguslawski, Dmuszewski, Mierzwinski, Szczurowski. Among those of the
latter half of the nineteenth century whose artistic
personality left its impress in the great book of
records, were the Kontski brothers, Anton and
Apolinarius, Paul Kuczynski, Henry and Joseph
Wieniawski, Alexander Zarzycki, Princess Marcelina
Czartoryska, Julius Zarebski, Adam Minchejmer, Joseph
Hofmann.
The music of a nation is far from being decadent,
even if its representative men fail to maintain
scrupulously the ancient style in all its purity, when
it can present such talented composers and executive
artists as Bandrowski, Gall, Godowski, Jarecki,
Mlynarski, Nowowiejski, Opienski, Pachulski, Paderew¬
ski, Stojowski, Zelenski, Kaszowska, Sobolewska,
Paulina Szalit, and others, men and women of to-day,
all of whom have worked scientifically with much selfdenial and great perseverance in the education of
students and the world at large.
In Poland as in Russia, Hungary, Bohemia or
France, musical life stands on a high plane, for com¬
posers show earnestness in work, ambition, facility of
invention and a tendency toward learning and artistic
refinement. The recent movement of the “Young
School” represented by men like Karlowicz (recently
deceased), Fittelberg, Melcer, Rozycki and Szyman¬
owski, blends the classic and romantic theories with
the devious ways of Richard Strauss; their works, for
example Rozycki’s Ballade for piano and orchestra,
also his Symphonic humoresque Pan Twardowski, the
Faust of Germany, or Fittelberg’s Symphonic Poem,
show talent, for they breathe strength and virility, even
if the development of Polish drama is not sufficiently
broad and deep in their musical presentation, though
impressive and promising.
The reader is referred to the following works deal¬
ing more fully with the above subject:
A. Bruckner
—History of Polish Literature (in Polish) ; Ladislas
Gorski—Discourses on Musical conditions in Poland
in the XVIII century (in Polish) ; M. Karasowski—
Historical sketch of the Polish opera (in Polish);
Pawinski—The young days of Sigismund The Old (in
Polish) ; W. Sowinsld—Dictionary of Polish Musicians
(in Polish) ; C. F. Tencajoli—Musica e musicisti
Italiani in Polonia (in Italian) ; Jaroslaw de Zielinski—
The Poles in Music (Vol. 18, The Century Library of
Music).

Profits of the Accompanist
By EDWARD ELLSWORTH HIPSHER
The qualifications for a good accompanist are:
first, that he be able to place himself in sympathy
with the soloist; second, that he be a good reader;
third, that he be able to transpose.
The ability to keep one’s self in sympathy with the
soloist is of the first importance because on it depends
the esthetic quality of the whole performance. It is
the musical instinct dominating; while the other quali¬
fications are purely mechanical. And it is among the
things which may be acquired and developed. With¬
out denominating the “gift”’ idea as a fake, there is
no doubt that it has been greatly overworked. True,
there are those naturally talented as accompanists.
And it is also true that there are many very excellent
accompanists who, born with no particular gift, have
achieved victory by patient and persistent endeavor.
First and last the accompanist must be willing to
take a second place. An accompaniment should be a
support, adding strength and color to the solo. What
the soloist (and the public) wants is an accompaniment
which will furnish a background to bring out in strong
relief the beauties of the solo. If an accompanist
wishes to make any reputation for herself, she must
keep this in mind, always striving to keep in perfect
sympathy with the soloist, to supply a reliable support,
and yet to do it in such an unobtrusive way that her
work will seem a part of the solo. Now this faculty
may be cultivated if only the aspirant will go earnestly
about it. Avail yourself of every opportunity to prac¬
tice. Then, while rehearsing, keep on the alert for
every shading of time or tone of the voice or solo
instrument, and try to fit your accompaniment to it.
You must even try to anticipate what the soloist intends
to do. Gradually it will become easier till some day
you will find youself almost involuntarily subject to
the moods of the soloist; and then you have attained
the most valuable feature of the accompanist’s art.
READING AT SIGHT
The ability to read readily at sight is a great boon
to the accompanist. When the choice lies between the
poor reader who is subjective to the moods of the solo¬
ist and the ready reader who is apt to 0y off to a
tangent to display his brilliancy, any soloist will prefer
the former. The shortcomings of the former may be
overcome by practice, while the latter is beyond re¬
demption.
To develop ability in sight-reading, PRACTICE.
Read everything you can find that is within your
technical grasp. Hymns, anthems, accompaniments,
sonatinas, easy solo music; all these will be valuable
for practice. Take a composition of reasonable diffi¬
culty, at a moderate movement; concentrate your whole
mind upon it; and play it straight through with the few¬
est possible mistakes. The mark at which to aim is no
mistakes at all. Never halt to pick up a lost note.
Read each selection but once, then lay it aside for at
least a week. Frequent repetitions cease to be sight¬
reading. Of course nothing is sight-reading when once

one has played the selection; but few of us have a
library that would last us long if everything was per¬
manently laid aside after one reading. By allowing
long periods between readings almost as much benefit
is derived as from all fresh selections. It is very ex¬
hausting work, and as soon as the mind begins to be
fatigued scarcely any further benefit is- derived. In
fact, bad habits are apt to result. One half hour per
day soon will show very noticeable results in your
reading ability.
HOW TO TRANSPOSE.
The accompanist, thoroughly equipped for profes¬
sional work, must be able to transpose readily. This
presupposes a knowledge of harmony. Select a simple
melody. Learn it thoroughly as written. Play it a major
second, a minor second, then a major or minor third
higher, then lower, than it is written. At first each tone
will have to be transposed separately, but with experi¬
ence you will be able to see whole motives or phrases
in the new key. Gradually increase the difficulty of
the melodies. Then use selections with simple har¬
mony, and repeat the same process. To transpose
harmony readily, one should know all the chords and
their relations in the key. Then, when one sees a
tonic chord before him, it is only necessary to play
the same position of the tonic chord in the key to
which he is making the transposition. Presto change,
the tfick is done. Easy, isn’t it? When one knows
how. Work faithfully at your harmony exercises;
they are the key to successful transposition. Practice
does the rest.
The young musician can employ some time to no
better advantage than in playing accompaniments. To
be skilled in accompanying is a sign of sure musicianship. Your playing of a sympathetic, accompaniment
will raise you higher in the estimation of the true
musician or critic than your most brilliant display of
pianistic pyrotechnics.
Your teacher has very little time to devote to this
' phase of your education. In fact, very little of it can
be taught. Experience and careful attention to detail
are your best masters, Make friends with soloists;
and have frequent rehearsals with them. Strive first,
last and alwavs to have your accompaniment fall into
line with the moods of the soloist, making it a genuine
support to his work. Strive, not to think for yourself,
but to read the soloist’s thoughts and to sink your
individuality into his interpretation. Your first attempt
may not be a glorious success, but sincerity of pur¬
pose will assure final victory.
, For those living in small communities there is little
hope of direct financial returns from accompanying.
Like other public appearances of musicians, such work
is expected to be gratuitous. In the larger centers
accompanists command prices which make their work
very satisfactorily remunerative. Of course this im¬
plies that they will be well qualified. Even in the
smaller places there is compensation in the added
prestige and popularity obtained and, for the teacher,
in, the wider patronage which these will bring.
But the greatest benefit of all will be a wider ac¬
quaintance with musical literature, broader artistic
grasp, and a development of individual powers.

The Pupil and the Artist-Teacher
By MISS HELEN C. VAN BUREN
Every ambitious boy and girl has looked forward
for years to the time when he or she will study with
a master”—an artist-teacher. But how many know
what to expect from one of these teachers or what
they demand from their pupils in return?
First, consider what we expect to find in our artistteacher. He is usually a broad, all-around musician
and a skilled performer on one special instrument, be
it piano, violin or any other instrument. More than
this, he is generally a widely cultivated man, wide¬
awake intellectually, apace with the times, and. above
all, one who is able to express his musical ideas in
such a way as to inspire us to accomplish the best
that is in us. We must not look for a careful, pains¬
taking pedagog or one who will drill us on technical
difficulties and sympathize with all our individual
shortcomings. When the student goes to a ‘Big-Gun’

in the musical world, he must expect big things from
him and it is for these only that he should pay his
big prices.
What should we ourselves bring to such a teacher?
First of all we should possess a sound technic, so de¬
veloped that undivided attention can be given to the
interpretation of the composition being studied. With¬
out this, no matter how musical we may be, the ideas
we receive will have no means for expression. To
derive full benefit from the lessons we should have
had a liberal education and keep an open mind, ready
and eager to absorb knowledge, for it will be given
in abundance. One other thing, often • overlooked is
the necessity for being in good health and able to -five
a great amount of time and strength to the work One
new composition after another will.be taken up and
the amount of mental and also physical labor demanded
for satisfactory results is really tremendous
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charge of the feet.

all notes of the same name which follow it in the
same measure. The fault does not lie wholly with the
pupil: it is very largely due to the composers and
editors who, with the false idea that they are making
solutely needless accidentals.
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observance of rules. _ As things ^are. the pupil

it the inflection is not intended to apply!
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Zakebkki. Julius. Born Shitoinir, Russian Poland, 1854;
died 1885. Pupil.of Liszt, brilliant pianist and composer.
Professor of Plano at Brussels Conservatory, 18T9.
Zakzycki, Alexander. Born Lemberg, Galicia, 1831; died
1895. Noted conductor, composer and teacher.
Zeikleb, Fanny Bloomfield. Born Silesia, 1866. One of
i -brilliant living pianists. Though born in Poland,
•s. Zeisler =- “o closely allied with American life that
is hard to
k of he s anything bi
If this
mtry.
„
j 1837. Professor of
composition, Warsaw Conservatory. Written orchestral
and choral pieces, chamber music, an opera, pianoforte
pieces, etc. One of the most distinguished of modern
Polish musicians.
Zemlinski, Alexander von.
Born of Polish parents,
Vienna, 1877. Noted contemporary conductor and com¬
poser. His works include an opera and a symphony.
Ziele.vski, Nicholas. Polish composer of the sixteenth cen¬
tury, who introduced into Poland vocal works with string
and wind accompaniments. Also a noted contrapuntist.
Zielinski, Jaboslaw de. Born Galician Poland, March 31,
1847. Noted Polish pianist, composer, writer and teacher
educated in Lemberg and Vienna; took part in Polish
revolt against Russian rule and subsequently came to
America. He took part In the Civil War. After that he
taught In New York and other American cities with great
success, finally settling In Los Angeles, Cal.
THE CHILD’S SEAT AT THE PIANO.
BY MRS. ELIZABETH M. ROSSITER.
In order to attain the highest degree of mental effort,
it is necessary to have the body, and its environments,
comfortable and agreeable. No matter in what line the
mental efforts are directed, the best results can not be
obtained, if the physical organism is in discomfort;
the close relation between the mind and body makes
the conditions affecting the one affect the other. This
fact has been recognized by school authorities, and
others engaged in various kinds of endeavor. School
houses are now built with a view to comfortable
seating and healthful surroundings, so as to promote
the best mental achievement. The same theory is also
worked out in many lines of business. A convincing
incident appeared—in the form of an article—a short
time ago, in a leading woman’s journal. Its object
was to emphasize the wisdom of providing comfortable,
rather than ornamental chairs for the home. As an
illustration, the writer gave the case of a very ex¬
clusive, fashionable French milliner, who employed a
large number of helpers. In answer to an inquiry as
to how she succeeded in holding her help, and getting
such good work from them, she said, “The first thing
I do, when I employ a new helper, is to get a chair
fitted to her. I find if my help is comfortably seated,
other things being equal, I get good work, and they
are contented and easier managed.”
It is a well-known fact to all students of music, that
the practice period is extremely fatiguing to both body
and mind, and if the seating is uncomfortable, the
fatigue is increased, while in most cases but indiffer¬
ent results are obtained. Especially is this true in the
case of young child-students. The child usually looks
upon the ordeal of practicing, as something done for
someone else; as a rule it thinks it is doing it for
its parents or teacher, and when the task must be
performed under uncomfortable conditions, it sets up
a protest, making all sorts of excuses to escape the
practice period. Perhaps one of the things that helps
to make this part of the child’s music study. disagree¬
able, is the uncomfortable seating at the piano. Es¬
pecially is this true when the child is quite young, and
too short to allow its feet to rest upon the floor. It
is not an uncommon thing to see one of these little
students hanging, as it were, on the edge of one of
those round, comfortless and often wobbly stools; his
legs dangling in midair, like two weights, thus increas¬
ing weariness, while he looks anything but studious.
Tn too many cases the parents do not give the proper
attention to these little things, that might make the
child s work so much easier. They seem to think their
duty ends, with providing the piano and price of the
In choosing a seat for the child at the piano, let
comfort be thought of first. An ordinary leather seated
dmmg chair, with the legs adjusted to the proper
height, makes a very desirable seat. The back affords
a rest for the child to lean against, when he wishes
to relax for a few moments. A rest should also be
provided for the feet. It should be of the right height
to allow the feet to rest firmly upon it, as well as
strong, and large enough for the feet to shift about a
little, if desired. This gives support to the entire
body; and a f eeling of confidence, security and restful¬
ness to the child. The mind, being thus freed from its
concern of the body’s discomfort, can concentrate on
the work before it Unconsciously the child becomes
interested, and without much trouble will be willing
to practice out the allotted time, because the body is
comfortable and restful.
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A Suggestion to Ambitious Teachers.

I.

By RUTH ALDEN.
(Don’t be indefinite. Take one item at a time as
you know the child and have him give it to you as
exactly as possible. This is an actual science lesson;
npt a Sam Lloyd’s puzzle.)
In the course of time you will have come upon the
actual facts.
The child uses up legitimately so and so many hours
out of a total of 168 a week; and after the lesson
hour and the practice time have been added to his
work he still has a margin. You can never tell a child
all this. But, as we have said, you can make him
find it out for himself. Under these conditions he
is always convinced.

In one respect at least, Fortune makes us all her
favorites. She places at our disposal without favor
to one over another, not the same length of days to
be sure, but precisely, the same length of day. We all
of us have exactly twenty-four hours from now until
this time to-morrow. In that time we may, or we may
not, do a day’s work, but we shall surely make a day’s
record.
There is nothing in our possession that we manage
with less skill than the very moments that make up
life. We feel instinctively so wealthy in this coin,
so well supplied with it, that we are prodigal. And not
that alone. We also forget what we have done with
it. But it never forgets what it has been doing with
us. Mark that!
As a result of this failure on our part to take a
grasp upon the day and make it our own, we are all
forced to become victims of that state of consciousness
called by such technical terms as:
This is my Busy Day
Hurry Up, We Haven’t the Time.
These, and all of their kind are symptoms of a
trouble that spells defeat for us unless we wake up
and realize just what time is and also how to dispose
of it.
y
Children are the most legitimately busy people in
the world. Their interests are varied and their activ¬
ities are intense. It often happens that to add a music
lesson (and the necessary practice) to a life already
full is an embarrassment indeed. We may never con¬
vince the child that this added burden will “bring
b1e?“t.y .,nto bis life”. His life (and the life of every
child) is already full of beauty. We can well agree
to let that take care of itself, but we must not fail to
show the youngsters the fallacy of the “I-haven’ttime” idea. We may be too old ourselves to learn
better, but let us not fail to teach him that he has
about twice as much time as he thinks he has.
Ask a child to work it out for himself. If you
are a good teacher you will certainly interest him. Do
not tell him the facts. Lead them out, this way;
How many hours in a day ?
Twenty-four.
And days in a week?
Seven.
And seven times twenty-four? (Give him a little
time on this.)
One hundred and sixty-eight.
How let him take out of his one hundred and sixtyeight hours, his sleep time, just as if he was spending
so many cents out of a total of $1.68.
From the remainder deduct the hours per week in
school. Again the number taken up by home study
meals, exercise and the like.

II.
It is too bad that we elders cannot convince our¬
selves that a lot of time is contained in seven days.
If we knew this, we should find time for study, new
ideas, inspiration and still have time left. Truly we
have grown old and fixed in habit only because that
mystic number 168 is an unsolved mystery to us.
Here is a real (actual) programme.
The woman is fifty-six and as “live” as she was
twenty years ago.
TOTAL
UNIVERSAL ALLOWANCE
PER WEEK .168
Less 7j/2 hours daily sleep.52V2
Less care of body, meals, etc.28
Less 8 hours daily work.48
Less T/z hours daily travel. 9
T°tal .i&yz

Do you think a wide awake woman, keen to her
opportunities and to the love of life, would be glad
to discover that she possesses 30J4 hours a week to
do with as she pleases. Thirty and a half times fiftytwo! Did you ever try that? Well, it amounts to
1586, a total of about 66 days. Talk about a two
weeks’ vacation in the summer! Here are over two
months’ vacation that slips away from every one of us. '
Suppose, said this woman, that I use up 15 hours
a week in social pleasures and engagements, I still have
left enough margin to learn a new art or sience in
a few years; to develop myself further lr my own
work; to keep up to date, or even forge ahead a little.
1 have found that I have plenty of time to be a live
and happy woman with lots of leisure, busy as I am.
Certainly one hundred and sixty eight is a magic
number.

How Much of You is Really Alive?
It was the late Prof William James, of Harvard University, Merlin among American
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PADEREWSKI'S PERIOD.
Excepting only Frederic Chopin, no character
in musical history has been so prominently iden¬
tified with Poland as Ignace Jan Paderewski.
Considered from a popular standpoint, Chopin
never attained that wide celebrity which attaches
to the great Polish virtuoso of the present day,
whose fame has reached millions who may never hear
him play, but are as familiar with his name as that of
the greatest statesman of the day. Moreover, Pader¬
ewski is wholly of Polish origin while Chopin's at¬
traction to France through ancestry and long residence
need not be commented upon.
Properly to appreciate the life and ideals of Paderew¬
ski it is desirable to refresh one’s memory regarding
the remarkable country of his birth, for while Paderew¬
ski has shown his wide cosmopolitan experience in
his compositions he is nevertheless a most devoted
patriot of his native land.
Patriotism it is that binds American sympathies to
Poland. The services of the Polish patriot Thaddeus
Kosciuszko in our own Revolutionary War will never
be forgotten in the new world. But even the zeal and
skill of men like Kosciuszko were not able to save their
country from the intrusion of the armies of more
powerful countries.
POLAND'S FORMER GREATNESS.
In the third quarter of the XVI century, Polish rule
extended over some 380,000 square miles—a territory
greater than that occupied by all of our New England
states and our Middle Atlantic states, with the addition
of Ohio, Indiana and Illinois.
Now, there is no
Poland save in the hearts of the Polish people. What
was once a great country of thirty-five million people
is now tragically divided into provinces of Russia,
Prussia and Austria; three-quarters of Poland’s former
possessions went to Russia.
Despite every Imaginable effort on the part of the govern¬
ments to exterminate patriotism In what was once Poland,
the Poles of to-day, who have politically ceased to be a
nation for one hundred years, find the love of country burn¬
ing fiercer in their hearts than ever before. They have
witnessed the genius of their great sons and daughters win¬
ning fame in all lands while their own soil has been under
the heel of the despot. The revolutions of the forties and
the sixties failed to bring liberty to roland despite the
intervention of France and Great Britain ; three-fourths of
Poland paid dearly for her revolutions for Russia seized
members of the aristocracy and hurried them off to Siberia
like felons.
Nevertheless, proud hearts still beat firm and strong,
waiting for the day when Fate will bring back the old
glory of the desecrated land.

psychologmts, who first arou^ Americans to the consciousness of the fact that alert
and strenuous as we are, we habitually use only a very small part of on, ,
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1 may be imagined that nothing was left undone
| to instill a love for Poland in the heart of the
fair-haired little boy. During his father’s abce the little orphan did not receive nearly so
much musical education in his early childhood
i the average child of to-day. His musical
tendencies, however, were very manifest. It is said
that when he was little more than an infant, he
clambered up to reach the piano keyboard and pro¬
duce beautiful tones. Another story has it that an
itinerant fiddler took an interest in the obvious talent
of the child and gave him a few lessons now and
then. His next teacher was one who visited the farm
at intervals of one month and taught the boy operatic
arrangements of a semi-popular type.

.“RHYTHM

IS

LIFE.”

Folk Music, was Eisner, the teacher P FrSdfcric
_„ Chopin.
,
Chopin s own part in introducing the charm of Poli
melodies and rhythm to the musical world is well known
to all cogniseenti. Another significant worker in Polish
musical development of the past was Stanislaus, who
(1820), is chiefly known for
PADEREWSKI’S ANCESTRY AND EARLY YEARS.
Paderewski’s father was a gentleman farmer in
Kurylowka (Podolia). Podolia is now a province of
South West Russia. His mother was known to have
been a woman, of exceptional musical gifts but as she
died when the boy was still very young he received no
benefit from this source.
Paderewski was born at his father’s homestead,
November 6, 1860. When he was three years old his
father was exiled to Siberia for suspected connection
with a revolutionary project. When the exile returned
after feeling the iron hand of Russian despotism, it

POLISH HISTORY AND CULTURE.
Polish history may be traced back to origins so
remote as to be largely mythological. In the sixteenth
century it was the most powerful country of eastern
Europe. In this land of valiant knights and brilliant
women, aristocracy flourished. The warring interests
of these nobles resulted for a time in breaking the
unity necessary for the preservation of military force
and this contributed to the downfall of Poland.
It is estimated that over fifteen million people still
speak the Polish language; Polish literature dates from
antique poems said to have been produced in the tenth
century. Doubtless the Polish writers best known in
countries beyond the borders of Poland are Mickiewicz,
Slowacki, Krasinski and Henryk Sienkiewicz. Those
who have read the masterpieces of the last named
writer (Pan Michael and With Fire and Sword) may
estimate the depth and power of Polish literary at¬
tainments.
A GENERAL ASPECT OF POLISH MUSIC.
Polish music is Strongly characteristic in its national
tendencies. At first religious and then moulded after the
folk dances and folk songs of the people, it is verv inti
mately Interwoven with the everyday life of the men and
1 stations. The polonaise of the court is as
a snirit os the mazurka of the peasant. Among
o preserve the beautiful in Polish

AT THE WARSAW CONSERVATORY.
At the age of twelve, Paderewski was sent to Warsaw
where he entered the conservatory as a regular student.
His piano teacher there was Janotha. Janotha was an
excellent routine teacher with some inspirational force,
Janotha’s daughter, Nathalie, later a pupil of Mme.
Clara Schumann, also became a pianist of great note
in Europe. Raguski, Paderewski’s teacher in Harmony
at the Warsaw Conservatory, is little known outside of
Poland.
The early ambition. of the future virtuoso was not
that of becoming a great pianist, but rather that of
becoming a great composer. It was with this purpose
in view that at his early concerts he often played his
own compositions.
One instance pertaining to his
early work as a pianist, is very interesting. He was
engaged to play at a concert in a little rural music
centre and fouhd the piano so antiquated that the
hammers persisted in staying away from the strings
after, they were struck. In order to give the concert
he hired a man with a switch, who adjusted these
hammers after they were struck as the program pro¬
ceeded. This was probably the first piano ever intro¬
duced with a partly human action.
Paderewski
re-entered the conservatory at Warsaw and when he
was only eighteen years of age his proficiency was so
pronounced that he was appointed a teacher in the
institution. By this time he had married a Polish
girl, and when he was only nineteen, the great tragedy
of his life came with the death of his wife, leaving him
with a son bright in mind but paralyzed in body. To
this son Paderewski became the most devoted of
fathers and although the boy died in youth, the great
pianist was wrapped up in his life as in his own.

d of serfdom
i man with Paderewski’s temperament
T,s great ««“» was still that of devoting himself to mush
cal composition. It was then that he resolved to become
a virtuoso in order that he might later have the leisurTtd
become a composer. He determined to go to Leschetizkv at
Vienna, but stopped on the way in order to study' com¬
position with Kiel and Urban at Berlin. Kiel was one of
the most renowned teachers of counterpoint of his day and
was professor of composition at the Royal High School of
!UwC-„ ,Hei5rlch Urban waS the teacher of composition
at Kullaks famous Academy. At the age of twenty-three
Paderewski received the appointment of pianoforte teacher
at tne Strasburg Conservatory where his monthly income
was so insignificant that most American teachers would
have turned up their noses

Paderewski’s Home at Lausanne
Switzerland.

INSPIRATION FROM A FAMOUS ACTRESS.
It was while he was at Strasburg that Paderewski
met his famous compatriot, Mme. Modjeska (Mme.
Modrejewska). This distinguished artist’s father had
been a musician and she immediately took an interest
in the artistic career of the young man with such great
ambition and high ideals. Herself one of the greatest
of Shakesperian actresses of the time, she was ab’e to
give the young man advice of a practical nature which
he was only too glad to accept. She found in him a
“polished and genial companion; a man of wide cul-
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ture;
of witty and
sometimes
biting
tongue; brilliant in table
talk; a man wide awake
in all matters of per¬
sonal interest', who knew
and
understood
the
world, but whose inti¬
macy she and her hus¬
band especially prized
for the elevation of his
character and refine¬
ment of his mind.”
WITH LESCHETIZKY.
When he was twentysix years of age, Pad¬
erewski, encouraged by
Mme. Modjeska, found himself in Vienna under
the guidance of Prof. Theodore Leschetizky and his
equally renowned wife, Mme. Annette Essipoff (Essipova).
This was in 1886 when Leschetizky was
then fifty-six years of age and had been teaching for
forty years, as he began when he was only fifteen
years of age. Leschetizky was what can only be de¬
scribed as a natural teacher. Where Paderewski had
found teaching in a conservatory galling to him, Les¬
chetizky found it his life work. Indeed he taught in
the St. Petersburg Conservatory for over twenty-five
years.
Leschetizky’s wide experience extended fromlhe day
of his own teacher Czerny through that of his con¬
temporaries up to the present. Naturally he took an
immense interest in his fellow countryman, Paderewski,
who remained his pupil for the better part of four
years.
Paderewski, it should be remembered, was an ac¬
complished musician when he went to Leschetizky. He
had already made a tour of part of Russia and had
been engaged in teaching advanced pupils for several
years. It was this spirit of ambition to do better and
still better which led the brilliant young musician to a
realization of his shortcomings and the necessity for
more study.
At the end of his first year with Leschetizky, Paderew¬
ski appeared in concert in Vienna and caused an
immediate sensation. At the time the tendency was to
attribute his great success to the special methods of
Leschetizky. As a matter of fact, Leschetizky has
often denied that he has any method except that
employed by his Vorbereiter in removing the technical
shortcomings of mature pianists whose previous train¬
ing has been more or less irregular. Leschetizky him¬
self has never posed as anything other than an artist
teacher employing any justifiable means to reach a
given end. In the case of Paderewski, he had wonder¬
ful material with which to work as there can be no
question that Paderewski would have been a great
virtuoso irrespective of who might have been his
teacher.
IN PARIS AND LONDON.
Paderewski’s first recital at the Salle Erard in Paris
(1888) was attended by a very slender audience. For¬
tunately the great orchestral conductors Colonne and
Lamoureux were present and realized at once that a
master pianist had appeared upon the horizon. They
engaged him immediately for important orchestral
concerts and almost before he knew it, the artist who
had waited so long and worked so hard for success was
the lion of the hour in Paris. A later appearance at
the Conservatoire established him as one of the great
pianists of the day—the compeer of Liszt and RubinLondon, like Paris, was a trifle apathetic at first but
Paderewski soon became the idol of the hour in England,
and has since been enormously popular with both the public
and the musicians. The attitude of the conservative Eng¬
lish critics of the time was doubtless influenced by the
sensational manner in which Paderewski had been received
in Paris and by the constant reference to his manner of
wearing his hair, a matter due to his own taste and not
to an attempt to secure publicity. The pianist formed the
habit of not reading criticism of his playing or his per¬
sonality whether favorable or unfavorable, and went calmly
along the even tenor of his way, letting the critics fight
among themselves as to his ability.
DEBUT IN AMERICA.
Paderewski’s American debut was made November
17, 1891, in New York. His first audience was represen¬
tative and brilliant but here again most of the critics
were loath to accept the famous pianist at his real
artistic worth. The public, however, found his playing
so remarkable that has success grew “like an avalanche.”
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Here was a pianist with high artistic ideals, abundant
technic, who could speak to his audience through the
keyboard so that they would find a newer and richer
meaning in the messages of the masters. His conse¬
quent success in America is now a part of our musical
history. While this has often been estimated in huge
sums of money, such a criterion is perhaps unfair to
American musical audiences and American musical
standards. It is better to say that people actually went
hundreds of miles in order to be present at his recitals.
Not even Rubinstein was received with such astonish¬
ing favor.
IN GERMANY.
Probably no pianist had more difficulty in breaking through
conventions in Germany than had Paderewski. 11 seemed
a part of the German musical life ta condemn any attempt
to avoid the stereotyped in technical methods. Indeed,
w'hen Paderewski played in Berlin, he followed the per¬
formance of his own remarkable concerto by an encore
from Chopin. Von Billow, it is said, was so disgruntled
at the ovation given to the Polish pianist that he showed
his feeling by sneezing violently during the encore. The
unsympathetic attitude of a few carping critics of the
“Vaterland" affected the pianist so greatly that he refused
to appear in Germany for some years. When he did appear,
however, the public ovation given to him was exceptional
in every, way.
PADEREWSKI AS A PIANIST.'
If one were asked to define Paderewski’s greatness
as a pianist, the best- phrase to employ would doubtless
be, “It is because his grasp of his art is all-comprehen¬
sive.” One does not speak of “the technic of Padere¬
wski,” the “pedaling of Paderewski,” the “bravoura of
Paderewski,” as all these and other characteristics are
merged into his art so that no one feature of his work
at the keyboard outshadows any other. Perhaps one
of the most intelligent of all appreciations is that of Dr.
William Mason, who knew the pianist intimately, and
was in turn greatly admired by Paderewski.
Dr.
Mason writes “The heartfelt sincerity of the man is
noticeable in all that he does, and his intensity of
utterance easily accounts for the strong hold he has
over his audiences. Paderewski’s playing presents the
beautiful contour of a living vital organism. It pos¬
sesses that subtle quality expressed in some measure by
the German word Sehnsucht and in English as in¬
tensity of aspiration. This quality Chopin had and
Liszt frequently spoke of it. It is the undefinable
poetic haze with which Paderewski invests and sur¬
rounds all that he plays that renders him so unique.”
PADEREWSKI THE COMPOSER.
Mr. Henry T. Finck, an intimate of Paderewski, in
his excellent brochure Paderewski and His Art (now
unfortunately out of print), makes the following state¬
ment : “Of Paderewski it must be said as of Chopin,
Liszt and Rubinstein, that great as is his skill as a
pianist, his creative power is even more remarkable.
Although he is a Pole and Chopin his idol, yet his
music is not an echo of Chopin’s.” It has been noted
that Paderewski’s first ambition was to become a com¬
poser ; his whole life work has in fact been focused
upon this firm desire. He became a pianist in order
that he might purchase the leisure for composition.
However, there can be no doubt that his epoch-making
success as a virtuoso has so colored the public mind
that it refuses to consider the master works of Paderew¬
ski while it readily admits those of less worthy com¬
posers not afflicted with a great reputation as a
performer. Serious-minded musicians who have become
intimately acquainted with Paderewski’s compositions
for orchestra, the stage, the voice, the piano, etc., do
not hesitate to declare him not only among the foremost
musical creators of the present, but among the great
masters of all times.
The little Minuet in G, known as “Paderewski’s
Minuet,” although a bagatelle, is probably one of the
five most popular pieces ever written, yet very few of
Paderewski’s other more noteworthy piano pieces are
widely knciwn. His concerto for piano and orchestra
is one of the finest works of its description and readily
ranks with the great concertos of Chopin, Beethoven
and Brahms. The Chants du Voyageur are extremely
melodious and full of character. Many of the piano
pieces in the set known as Six Humoresques de Concert
particularly the Caprice in the Style of Scarlatti and
the Burleska, are singularly distinctive and interesting
The Burleska has a “bite” to it which makes it one of
the most fascinating piano pieces of its class
The
Toccata Dans le Desert is full of atmosphere, but de¬
mands a very skillful interpreter to bring out its full
meaning .Of the four Morceaux-Ugende, Melodie
Theme Vane in A and Nocturne in B Flat the last
named is possibly the most played. The Concerto for
piano and orchestra tn A minor is easily one of the
greases; works in larger forms written for piano. One
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Tc™'»Wle always sincere in their delineation of ,h,
1 :houeht His Symphony in B minor, which first
became known irr the United States through the fine
performances of it given by the Boston Symphony
Orchestra is a work of majestic lines, magnificently
orchestrated and filled with the great composers
splendid melodic ideas and harmonic treatment. It is
said that he has written the woes of his native land into
this masterpiece. His opera Manru should be heard
more frequently as many concede it to be Paderewski s
finest production.
This opera was first given at the
Court Theatre in Dresden in 1901. The libretto is by
Paderewski’s gifted friend Alfred Nossig. The plot
deals with a gypsy subject. The orchestration of this
work is exceptionally powerful but always appropriate.
The Polish Fantasia for piano and orchestra is widely
admired, and some concede to this the place of first
honor among Paderewski’s compositions; wherever the
pianist has played this original and characteristic work
PADEREWSKI’S PHILANTHROPIES.
Paderewski has given lavishly of the wealth bestowed
upon him by enthusiastic music lovers. Upon one occasion
when he had promised his services for a benefit to be held
for the Actor's Fund in America, he found that he was
unable to come. He promptly sent his check for $1,000,
explaining that he was- physically incapacitated. Ills best
known philanthropy in America is the Paderewski Fund,
consisting of the sum of $10,000 to be devoted to the pur
pose of fostering musical composition in America. Once
every three years a prize of about $500 is given to some
fortunate competitor. Among those who have succeeded thus
far have been Henry K. Iladley, Horatio W. Parker, Arthur
Bird and Arthur Shepard. The fund was founded in 1900,
and is a very gratifying evidence of Paderewski's interest
in American musical development.
PADEREWSKI’S PERSONALITY.
The philanthropies of Paderewski represent an in¬
teresting side of his nature. His intense seriousness
at times makes it difficult to believe that he may be
the most youthful and vivacious of men. His friends
are well aware of his quick wit as well as his broad
general learning. Linguistically speaking, his accom¬
plishments are very exceptional even for a Pole. He
speaks English, for instance, with so slight a suggestion
of an accent that it is not noticeable. Paderewski’s
magnetism has been the subject of many discussions.
His fascinating personality, his breadth of vision and
his lofty idealism are well remembered by all who
have known him. At his beautiful home at Morges,
Switzerland, he takes great delight in horticultural and
agricultural matters and is joined in this by his ac¬
complished wife whom he married in 1898 and who
for years cared for his invalid son. Mme. Paderewski
was born in Barrone Rosen. Her first husband was the
noted Polish violinist, Lodislas Gorski.
A PADEREWSKI PROGRAM.
, avieiovflM possesses a remarkable
of appropriateness. His orchestral compositions, unli
few essays of Chopin, are real orchestral works a:
pianoforte compositions, unlike many of Beethoven's
pieces, are always idiomatically
pinnistic
’•
omaticaily pianistic.
J
works, however, are
*—
'——.
far beyond
ability or tne i
ouu the
me aoiiuy
age performer that
list them in a program
the following,
Piano Solos
Mazurka. Op. 9 (Book II). No. IV. .
2 hrakowiak. Op. 9 (Book II), No. V
3 Polonaise. Op. 9 (Book Ill fan vi .
4 Burlesque. Op. 14, No. 4..
5 Au Soir. Op. 10, No. 1.
.
G Menuet in G. Op. 14 No 1
.
7 Barcarolle. Op. 10, No. 4.
8 Cracovienne. Op. 14, No 6.
9 Caprice (Genre Scarlatti). Op.' 14.'.'.'.'.' '
Grade
10 Chant dn Voyageur
11 Chant dfAmour. Op.
14, No. 2.
12 Lerjende No. 2.
13 Legend^
Op. To,
14 Scherzino.

Ojj. 'To,
Op.' 16,

Music lovers desiring
study a more difficult tvne
cS“203'.tion WU1 find in
they aviation* and Fugue in
A Minor and in the Sonata
workf1,which
S®
Pianoforte
works
should
be in
the repertoire of every verv
advanced pianist.
y
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The Teachers’ Round Table
Conducted by N. J. COREY
This department is designed to help the teacher upon questions pertaining to “How to Teach " “ What to Teach," etc., and not technical problems pertaining to musical
theory, history, etc., all of which properly belong to the Questions and Answers department. Full name and address must accompany all inquiries.

VELOCITY.
“Why does Mason's method differ from all others
In insisting that velocity forms shall l>e taken up
from the very beginning, while others insist on
slow practice for a very long time?
Do you agree with some authorities, that, to
gain velocity, die brain and not the fingers must
be trained! If so, then why should wo waste so
many years of hard work on finger technic!
How should the brain be developed to master
velocity playing!”—L. O.
It was formerly the belief of many teachers, practi¬
cally all of the “old school,” that the motor functions
of the hands and fingers should be thoroughly trained,
perfect control gained, and ease of motion acquired,
before being pushed on to.rapid movements; that to
undertake rapidity without proper preparation always
resulted in stiff muscles. It came to be the belief of
Mr. Mason, and many others, growing out of many
years of experience in teaching, that the brain had
much to do with velocity, and that to wait too long
before accustoming the muscles to velocity forms re¬
sulted in the opposite effect to that which had been
formerly believed. Hence many teachers now begin
the study of elementary velocity in the early stages of
study. They believe that the mind should begin to con¬
ceive these forms, in a small way, very early in study,
although undertaken with such care, and die fingers
watched so closely, that the difficulty of stiffened
muscles is avoided. Mason does not differ from “all
others,” for there are others that advocate the same
treatment.
I do not know of any "authorities” who attribute the
performance of rapid passage work entirely to the
brain. What are the fingers doing on the keyboard if
not performing the notes? There may be teachers who
go to the ridiculous extreme you mention, but I have
never heard of their achieving results, except as they
achieved them along normal lines. They are perfectly
true in what. they say about the importance of the
brain in conceiving what must be done, and directing
the fingers to do it, but the brain cannot get along
without, the fingers. Not only this, but there is a
physical as well as a mental side to every human being,
and although the brain is the captain, yet the servants,
the muscles, cannot respond to what the captain directs
until they have been exercised and trained. You can
easily answer your own question by forming a con¬
ception of some new passage in your mind, and then
going to the piano and playing it at once without
practice. If a difficult passage, that is, relatively diffi¬
cult for you, you will find that the fingers have to
work at it some time before reaching the same under¬
standing of. it that the brain has. The fact is that the
brain and muscles should work together in joint
partnership, and in this it wili usually be found that
the brain progresses much more rapidly than the
muscles.
I once heard a disciple of the “mental conception
without practice” school of piano teaching give a
lecture before a society of ladies. The main point of
her whole discourse was that in future, as this manner
of teaching became general, all drudgery would be
done away with, and that they would not have to
listen to the uninteresting practice of children any
more. The ladies were all worked up to tile point
where they really believed that the millennium in piano
study was at hand. In conclusion she played some
selections on the piano. She played the first two move¬
ments of Beethoven’s so-called Moonlight Sonata, and
at the third, left the piano, saying that she had had no
opportunity to practice for a week or two and it was
not “in her fingers.” She did not say that her mental
conception had become dulled during that time, but
admitted that it was practice that she needed, her whole
argument thus falling to the ground. Meanwhile, even

if her “mental conception” had become inoperative in
so short a time, it did not speak much for the value
of her brain. Do not assume that I am undervaluing
the importance of mental conception. I believe it is
all-important, one of the most necessary things in
music study. I do insist, however, that the fingers
cannot respond to this conception without long prac¬
tice. If this were not true there would be thousands
of music lovers who have fine conceptions of certain
compositions who could play them at once. Would
you accuse Richard Wagner of not having a mental
conception of the music he composed? And yet he
could not play. His fingers only responded bunglingly
in the simplest passages. Berlioz was still more in¬
capable, so far as reproducing his mental conceptions
on the keyboard was concerned, and yet who would
say that his mental conception was not a clear and’com¬
prehensive one. If he had trained his fingers to the
point wherein they could respond to what his brain
directed, then the joint partnership between fingers
and brain would have been complete. So it is with any
pianist who has trained his fingers to the necessary
point of skill.
In regard to the development of the brain to master
velocity playing, it is only necessary to say that it
should be constantly educated along usual lines in
order to become master of itself. Any training that
educates the mind helps to get it in order for musical
work. For velocity work, special training should be
along the line that teaches it how to take in things as
a whole. When you first learn to read, you have to
spell out every word, letter by letter. Later you take
in the word as a whole. Still later you may be able
to take in an entire sentence at a glance. The poet
Shelley could take in an entire paragraph of abstruse
philosophic reasoning at a glance. Ability of this sort
is exceedingly valuable in music. Have you observed
how some players laboriously decipher a long scale
run, or arpeggio, note by note, and some good players
at that. If they had learned to grasp these passages
as a whole, instead of as individual notes, they would
be able to accomplish much more, and their passage
playing would become far more brilliant in character.
It is this faculty that the Mason system tries to
develop, by fixing velocity practice in group passages,
concentrating the mind on the termination notes which
are to be reached in the smallest possible amount of
time without slighting any of the intervening notes.
Practice of this sort is of inestimable value in de¬
veloping the mind to a comprehensive grasp of what is
visible on the printed page. You will find the same
ideas given fine treatment in James Francis Cooke’s
Mastering the Scales and Arpeggios.
MAJOR AND MINOR AGAIN.
“How should one explain the difference between
ie major and minor scales?”—H. M.
There are two standpoints from which explanations
of such questions in music should be made. First, from
that of the ear,, and second from that of the intelli¬
gence, or theoretically. Music, as a language, appeals
primarily to the ear. All its effects should be first
understood by the ear, in which the intelligence need
not necessarily have any part. An active mind, how¬
ever, will desire to understand theoretically, just as the
boy wishes to take his first watch to pieces so as to
understand the machinery. It is of little use to explain
theoretically the difference between the major and
minor modes until the student can feel the difference
from the standpoint of the ear. There are many who
will consider this a little peculiar, as they are unable
to comprehend why everyone should not feel this
difference. An experienced teacher, however, will tell
you that many pupils have to struggle some time before

they can tell a minor from a major chord. Of what
use would it be to explain this difference theoretically
to such a pupil? He must first be taught to perceive
the difference by his ear, and this does not always come
quickly. Sitting at choir practice one evening, the
famous divine, Phillips Brooks, asked his organist to
explain the difference between the major and minor.
The organist remarked that it would be better to play
one of each chords and let him determine for himself,
if possible. He played a major and then a minor
chord. Dr. Brooks said that the latter sounded as if
the first had been sat on. When your student can feel
this difference, then you can explain the construction,
first showing where the steps and half steps confe in
each scale, after he has learned to distinguish the two
chords. Then teach him something as to intervals, and
show the distinguishing mark of each scale and chord,
the minor third for one and the major for the other.
To teach the feeling for the major and minor chords
there is nothing better than the common cadence
played in many keys, the practice continued until the
student has learned to distinguish and feel the differ¬
ence. The following cadence will answer the purpose:

TECHNICAL FORMS.
“Should not arpeggios
before all scales in all fo
of touen are mastered?”

taken up
and styles

Most certainly. If a student should wait until he had
mastered his scales, and made them perfect in every
form, he would, in many cases, never arrive at arpeggios
and octaves. Some teachers introduce arpeggios con¬
temporaneously with scales, others after a fair under¬
standing of scales has been attained. There are still
others who believe the arpeggios should be introduced
before the scales, although these are not numerous.
The introduction of the study of octaves should be a
matter of the teacher’s judgment. A quick pupil with
a large hand can begin on them at a much earlier stage
than a slow one with small hands which would be liable
to stiffen with too early a practice of octaves. The
elements of octave playing should be undertaken if
possible in the second grade, in order that the pupil
may have to deal with the octaves that he will find in
some advanced second grade pieces. Be very cautious
with octaves at this period, however, and attempt
nothing in the way of rapid playing of them.
ADVANCED STUDIES.
, J? 1LC°roe,Ct, t0,glvr Hramer
Selected Studies
aftei the 3d book of the Czerny-Liebling, followed
by Clementi? Is not Clementi of the same grade
as Cramer?—L. P.
e
Few teachers give all of the fifty studies of Cramer
that Bulow selected. There are nearly a dozen of them
that may be omitted. The literature of the piano even
in technical studies, is so great that a process of
elimination becomes more and more necessary as the
years go on. It is a good plan to go through the
Cramer learning those selected carefully at moderate
speed. Then take the 3d book of Czerny-Liebling
developing^ the' highest speed possible. After this re¬
view the Cramer studies, bringing them also up to the
preserved soeed. After this a certain number of the
IfT1 may be taken'
difficult than Cramer.

Clem«ti is more
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ETUDE

IMPROMPTU IN a FLAT—F. CHOPIN.
Chopin’s Impromptu in A flat is treated in a most
able and thoroughly exhaustive manner in Mr. Stojowski’s lesson on another page. We commend this
lesson to our readers and to teachers and students in
general as a model of its kind. Mr. Stojowski leaves
absolutely nothing more to be said. Grade 7.
MENUET A L’ ANTIQUE—I. J. PADEREWSKI.
The Polish number of The Etude would be incom¬
plete without having this popular number in its music
pages. This clever composition has probably been
more played than any piano piece of recent years.
Aside from its popularity this number has great value
as a study piece. Grade 6.

Chopin and the Music of Poland

NOCTURNE-J. KRZYZANKOWSKI.
This is a representative composition by a writer of
the modern Polish school. In some respects it re¬
minds us of Chopin, but nevertheless it has a certain
originality all its own. It should be studied with the
utmost finish and attention to detail and it will require
a rather free style of rendition. Grade 4.
SONG OF SPRING—L. DANNENBERG.
Louis Dannenberg is a contemporary American
writer of much promise. Song of Spring, his most
recent work, is a delightful lyric number with a strong
and alluring principal theme. In pieces of this type
the principal attention of the players should be devoted
to a production of the singing tone in order that the
melody may be brought out in an eloquent manner.
In Song of Spring, the syncopated accompaniment,
while it must be duly subordinated, must nevertheless
be played in such a manner as to afford a good har¬
monic background. A deft use of the damper pedal
will aid in securing this result. Grade 4.
ALL SMILES—THURLOW LIEURANCE.
All Smiles is a sort of Valse Caprice, a form in
which Mr. Lieurance usually has something good to
say. The contrast between the two principal themes
in D-flat major and A-flat major is very effective.
The theme in double notes is also effective and very
graceful. This piece should be played with consider¬
able freedom throughout, rather capriciously. Grade 4.
VALESKA—G. D. MARTIN.
It is of interest to note how much variety may be
introduced into pieces written in 3/4 time by a shift¬
ing of the accents and by various rhythmic devices.
At first sight Mr. Geo. D. Martin’s Valeska looks like
a valse movement and again it suggests a mazurka,
but as a matter of fact it is more nearly in the rhythm
of the redowa. The redowa, derived from one of the
European folk dances, is more nearly like a mazurka
than a waits. There are signs of a revival of interest
in both these dances. Valeska is merely a fanciful
title suggested by a woman’s name, popular in Austria
and kindred countries. Grade 4.
’NEATH THE GREENWOOD TREE—
H. WILDERMERE.
’Neath the Greenwood Tree is a very pleasing draw¬
ing room piece of intermediate grade, rather descrip¬
tive in style, with its harmonies so constructed that the
melody appears chiefly as though sung by an alto
voice. This piece is valuable either for teaching or
recital use. Grade 3J4.
GAME OF DOMINOES—E. F. CHRISTIANI.
This is a novelty in the shape of a “black key piece.”
In this number, the melodies, in whichever hand they
may appear, are entirely on the black keys. A few
white keys are introduced but only in the accompany¬
ing harmonies. It will be noted that the trio is in the
rather unusual key of C-flat major. In this key every
note is a flat. Grade 3.
CANZONETTA—V. HOLLAENDER.
The Canzonetta by Hollaender has been popular for
a number of years, both as a teaching and recital piece.

LES ADIEUX—DUSSfiK-SARTORIO.
This number is taken from Mr. Sartorio’s series of
selected classics. J. L. Dussek (1761-1812) was of Bo¬
hemian birth but of cosmopolitan residence. He was
one of the first successful writers of drawing-room
music and a pianist of high attainments. Les Adieux
is one of his most popular works. As arranged by
Mr. Sartorio the piece is extremely simplified but the
principal themes and the. harmonies remain intact.
Grade 3.
THE PROMENADE-J. F. FRYSINGER.
This lively little march movement in 6/8
taken from a new set of teaching pieces just
pleted by Mr. Frysinger. It should prove a very effect¬
ive number for young players and useful as a study
in rhythm. Grade 2J4.
THE LITTLE MAJOR-M. LOEB-EVANS.
This is another march movement but quite different
from the preceding, written in 2/4 time. The trio of
this march is just right to be used for school march¬
ing, calesthenics, etc. Grade 2J4.
THE SOLDIER’S SONG-S. STEINHEIMER.
This is a very easy teaching piece which will afford
excellent opportunity for practice in playing with both
hands in the bass clef. It will also afford practice in
double notes. It should be played in a sturdy manner
with large tones. Grade 2.
THE FOUR-HAND NUMBERS.
Scharwenka’s Polish Dance is one of the most popular
. of all piano solos. It is no less effective in duet form
and it gains an added richness and sonority in the fourhand arrangement
Mirthful Moments is a lively polka movement of
easy grade. It is very well balanced, giving both
players, something interesting to do.
KUYAWIAK (VIOLIN AND PIANO)—
H. WIENIAWSKI.
Wieniawski’s Kuyawiak is a favorite with all violin¬
ists. Wieniawski, in addition to being a great violin¬
ist, was also an accomplished composer. In this num¬
ber he has employed some striking folk themes. Al¬
though it employs a number of features familiar to
concert violinists, it is more than a mere “trick piece.”

Evening Devotion is a quiet, contemplative move¬
ment of much melodic and harmonic charm. This
piece will depend very largely for its effect upon taste¬
ful and well-contrasted registration. It will make
excellent opening voluntary.
n

compliment of saying t
around Robin Hood’s barn t. acquire faulty tii
is not original?”
Yes dear student, I know your argument, and it
jst be confessed that it seems all but just. Butvm
original faulty time (probably your original sin) „
not faulty time or imperfect time for the <ir; ;
reason that it was no time at all. N ou only apprormated the time values of the various notes. You;
half notes were longer than your quarters (perhaps',
but they were not exactly twice as long. Your dotnote was somewhat longer than the one with, nt ::
dot but not exactly half as long again. In the cas
of a measure of eighth notes followed by r.nt
quarters the probabilities are that all the nou; noplayed alike—at any rate, the two measures wen tot
exactly of equal length. As for
us! To the average student a rest represents at *■
val sufficiently long to permit of passing on to the
“next,” and no longer. It is to give j
which you have failed to get' that your teacher hi strenuously insisted upon your playing as evdv;
the ticking clock, and no matter what liberi e; y;
later take, that exactness will make itself felt a; a
vertebrae of your playing, as it were. It will stanti
your work throughout.
You cannot take liberties with time until you
to take liberties with. Before ptayiag I Oq I
waltz rubato you should be able to play it for dinr,
—and let it be known that there is something wwts
with the musician who cannot play for (lands?
take no issue with a pianist's reluctance it bet
to the instrument when dancing is in progress • I
with his detestation for the ordinary d.u
called); but if he is unable, as the majority art.:
keep time for a waltz, two-step or what not. icc
do so for considerable periods of time h< is
musically. It is absolutely essential to lie able to;each piece and study in your repertoire in ptfjtime, both slowly and at the prescribed tempo ;
ticularly is this true in regard ■
of note values as the dotted <
tn Mendelssohn’s Hunting Sottg (a difficult rhyito
many people) ; quadruplets beginning with KSM
Griegs Butterfly; gradually lengthening
the introduction in the simple piano arrangement
Barcarolle from the Tales of Hofmous; lad *
common stumbling blocks, three against two. ’
against three and like combinations
1
only a hair’s breadth difference
time and the incorrect, yet the impression W”
0y the correct time may differ vastly from flu;
veyed by the incorrect. For example, take thU
combination above cited: the three uneven no**,,'
m the Mendelssohn Hunting Song become, byi "
of mind common to careless pla
H
and in Cum'7 t,le hunting song mood In h’
conceotion
thc ”*«d must hold a *
to aHo ?
*,me valu« a"d
fingers mut.bwith aCcen!aCh and eve^ note and res, - '

CHOPIN’S QUALITY.
Chopin! these two syllables breathe a magic spell.
Whoever has laid his hands on a piano, nay, whoever
has listened to a piano, whether it be in a coilcert hall or
in a home, perhaps at twilight hour, with a soul trying
to escape the encompassing fetters on the wings of
melody, forever remembers and wishes to revert to the
web of enchantment in which that magician held him.
To analyze the subtle charm, to translate into words the
radiance and fragrance, the storm and stress, the alter¬
nating grace and depth, the flights and depressions, the
ever-changing but eloquent moods of that music, which
vibrates like a human heart laid bare, would seem as
impossible as to pull down a star from the moon-lit
skies or catch a cloud swiftly wandering across space,
vaporous yet shining, or thunder-laden.
An eminent Polish writer, Przybyszewski, rightly calls
Chopin’s musical power “meta-musical.” Chopin seemingly reverts to and transports the listener back to that
primitive age, when tone and word almost inarticulate
and as yet inseparable, were the direct outburst, the one
cry'of overwhelming human emotion. Since the com¬
mon birth of man’s winged twins, evolution has not only
separated music and language, but coiled up both into
signs and symbols, terms and forms, differentiated and
definite, till they became trivial and meaningless, soiled
by common use. It is the privilege of high art, of
romantic art in particular, if the term' be taken in its
emotional and imaginative sense, to create in man the
illusion of Paradise Lost. This the art of Chopin
achieves through the use of an idiotu as novel and
original as it is tasteful and refined; of a form where
purity almost classical combines with richness unprece¬
dented; through the fusion of spiritual loftiness and
sensuous beauty never achieved before nor since at the
piano; a blending of the music’s message with the
instrument’s resources, such that Rubinstein well could
say: “It was impossible to know whether the master
had imparted his soul to the piano or himself embodied
the piano’s soul.”
CHOPIN COLORIST, POET AND INNOVATOR.
Chopin’s piano style is more than idiomatic, if it be
true that an instrument be something more than the
outward projection, an aggrandizement of a human
organ, as the camera is an unconsciously conceived but
faithful reproduction of the eye. The piano has become
with Chopin the necessary magnified human organ for
an adequate expression of rich inner life, the speaking
voice of a poet, the many-hued palette of a painter;
hence his limitation to the instrument of his choice was
as necessary and voluntary as it was unique in the
history of musical art.
A supreme master of tone color and an innovator in
that respect, Chopin was, indeed, as much as Wagner,
with whom Mr. Finck advisedly compares him. Each
of the two worked out the same miracle in his own
sphere and with his own particular means: Wagner,
in the music drama, in the splendors of his orchestra!
Chopin, in the more intimate but not less unique and
powerful tone-poems of a “piano bard” and “piano
rhapsodist.”
Besides the coloristic capacities of instrumental set¬
ting-, harmony is the most efficient element of expressive
tone-color. So it happened that Chopin and Wagner
respectively, as they had widened the range of piano
technique and orchestral resources, also achieved the
most marvellous framework of opulent and startlingly
novel harmonic texture. This has become, indeed, the
very foundation of the modern harmonic idiom.

More subjective at heart than Wagner, who tried
objectively to illustrate the action on the stage, Chopin,
lyric poet of the piano, yet Was stirred by externals to
more or less realistically romantic attempts at portrayal.
Some of his pieces seem almost symphonic poems for
the. piano, to which his letters sometimes give an inter¬
esting cue. He did not think fit to burden them with
explanatory titles, still less with literary programs; but
it is easy in some cases to discern the epic vein in the
light of some generating poems or circumstances we
happen to know about.
POLAND’S DRAMA IN CHOPIN’S MUSIC.
tie never wrote an opera, as was suggested to him;
but of dramatic intensity his work is full to the brim.
The drama of a noble soul, imprisoned in a frail and
worn body, of a soul that mirrored the aspirations of a
race which was living then, as it is now, the most heart¬
rending of dramas, would necessarily bring forth accents
of deep and tragic pathos. Chopin, himself, claimed that
his music embodied the soul of his beloved nation;
indeed, like Micktewicz, Poland’s greatest poet, he could
Sa^: ,, am a m'U'on' because for millions I love and
suffer. One need not indulge in what Mr. Ernest Newman calls race fallacy” to perceive and discern in
Chopins utterances, impassioned And moody, almost
simultaneously sad and joyous, now dipped in the melan¬
choly of our landscapes, now sounding the chivalrous
pride and nobility of bygone days or the mournful
echoes of dire times—the manifold and compelling
chords with which the mysterious harp of the Polish
soul is strung.
There are two ways of being national open to an
artist: one, in the conscious use of characteristic peculi¬
arities and of folk-lore; the other, through the mystenous and revelatory connection between the indi¬
vidual heart and the collective soul. “Memories of
ante-natal dreams, combined with the memories of
his young days, carried away from the native soil and
its people and music, in those.years of the soul’s appren¬
ticeship when it is most durably impressed, have made
Chopin national in both senses. In ah address delivered
at Chppin s centennial m Lemberg, Mr. Paderewski has
in nobly eloquent words explained why and how the
. . natio.n responds and vibrates to the music
of Chopin, in which it unfailingly recognizes its very
own features. The so-called tempo rubato itself, uni¬
versally identified with Chopin’s style, could be termed
a trait of our national life. Musically it is a craving
for liberty; it is a rebellion against the artificial tyranny
of bar-line and rhythmic regularity and constraint, “as
i f it were the yoke of some hated government.”
THE REAL CHOPIN AND THE WORLD’S
JUDGMENTS.
Pole, pianist, poet, these three words sum up the
quintessence of Chopin’s personality, as well as any
formula ever made. In these three fundamental aspects
he was deeply subjective and revolutionary. Schumann
said with the unerring insight- of a kindred spirit:
Chopin s, works are cannons buried in flowers.” “A
tone poet,” Heine, his contemporary and friend, already
called him. Of the pianist Mendelssohn said he per¬
formed marvels “which no one would ever have believed
possible.” But the world, those critics whom Schumann
accuses of always lagging behind, ever was and still is
apt to misunderstand and oppose boldness and delicacy
alike. The piano is much maligned and belittled and
Chopin suffers from that bias. Although his message

reached the world outside of Poland by its force and
humanity, few are broad-minded as Dr. Bie, who can¬
didly confesses: “Why should a German’s feelings be
better or saner than a Pole’s?” The human intellect
eager to understand, but too prone to judge in its
attempts to weigh- the material, to measure the immeas¬
urable, especially in this scientific age of ours, so con¬
ceited about its precisions and estimates, is apt to' go
astray in its -pretenses to analytical and perfect justice.
Prose alas, is ever ready to oppose poetry; hence the
queer, disparaging talk about a genius like Chopin,
against which Mr. Finck vehemently but righteously
protests. The emotional nature of Chopin’s inspiration,
the very abundance and spontaneity of an improvisatory,
creative genius, the racial versatility of his high-strungnature, sufficiently explains his preference for smaller
forms, which has been construed into “child-like -help¬
lessness in the larger ones. The marmorean coldness
of the sonata could scarcely appeal to him in its diffused
rigidity. If it be true that form is but extended rhythm*
and such rhythm be chiefly an intellectual element in
music, the incompatibility of this tyranny with his nature
is here illustrated in the same way as it is by his rubato.
But this writer holds that some of Chopin’s innovations
m this field were most happy, and if some forms did not
master him,” he nevertheless perfectly mastered such
forms as suited the needs and contents of his message.f
CHOPIN THE TITAN.
As for the absurd legend of a “sickly,” “effeminate”
Chopiii, it implies both a tribute to the feminine side
of his genius—for creative artists are apt to be double
sexed—and a strange blindness as to the fact that the
author of the Polonaises and Seherzi, Ballades and
Sonatas, the Fantasie, Etudes, and Barcarolle, was a
litan as well as a magician. The body struggled to the
end against unforgiving illness, but inside a flame
burned unflinchingly. The muse of the sick man in
turns voiced the tenderness and glory of life, forebod¬
ings of death, even serene visions of the Bevond. On
his very death-bed Chopin dictated music, i know of
no higher achievement of manliness. Another achieve¬
ment of man and artist alike was that Chopin worked
and struggled hard—a solitary soul among the worldly"
crowd in which lie moved—to overcome his improvisatory impulse, as if it were a deficiency, ever correcting
and perfecting his conceptions with pitiless self-criticism
and undaunted courage, before he could satisfy the aris¬
tocrat in soul and utterance he really was. The revelahons of George Sand make of this a pathetic story.
Mr. Huneker calls Chopin an ‘unconscious classic” If
the very essence of art be choice, if only those who
most deliberately sift and choose are apt to become
classics then the greater Chopin” surely was a classic
although what we know of his efforts toward perfection
would not tnake him an unconscious one. Unconscious,
he only was in the divine part of inspiration that was
ms But some would have us believe that there are
higher and nobler ideals than his! Morals are indeed
the Circe of philosophers,’ as Nietsche says and
musical critics do not escape the temptation in’their
efforts for a class-room hierarchy of genius. As if art
could have a nobler purpose than sincerity of heart allied
o beauty of expression ! This alliance is enough indeed
to satisfy the legitimate human pride in artistic effort
to raise art above any other form of human play.
’
nti8 gtadbto‘pay aatSHa^oc^allWt^^’
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Mr. Stojowski’s Analytical Lesson on the Impromptu in A flat
Here is a lovely and lovable instance of noble “play”
as conceived by a genuine artist’s fancy. Limpid, vapor¬
ous, supremely graceful in design, crystal-like in its
clarity of structure, it scarcely suggests the deeper
aspects of the “greater Chopin.” It does not sound the
“pathological” (?), or simply pathetic key-note, does
not reflect the Polish soil or reveal the Polish soul. It
is not one of those exotic products for the perfect
understanding and rendition of which the insight and
enthusiasm of racial affinity would seem necessary. Nor
is it either the “perverse” and “objectionable”. (!)
Chopin with the complex psychology of his maturity,
such as one would shrink from putting into young hands.
Yet it is Chopin, young Chopin, too, but so true
and complete, that Schumann could exclaim about it:
“Chopin will soon be unable to write anything without
making people cry out that it is by him.” At the same
time, Schumann, the generous, noble-spirited and only
rival, stated with equal truthfulness that “the Impromptu
so little resembles anything in the whole circle of his
works that it cannot be compared with any other Chopin
composition.”
Dedicated to Mademoiselle la Comtesse de Lobau,
published in 1837 and bearing the opus number 29, this
“Impromptu”—his first—has not been commented upon
by Chopin himself, as has been the second, evidently
dearer to his heart as it also is deeper in tone and more
artful in form*
In none of Chopin’s Impromptus does the character
of the piece wholly correspond, to my mind, to the
definition of the name, given in Grove’s dictionary
as that of an ex-tempore composition.
Schubert’s
Impromptus have more “naivete”—as Mr. Huneker
rightly contends—but even in those we meet with clearcut forms and in one instance with a charming set of
cleverly worked-out variations, hardly ever with free
trend of extemporaneous thought.
Spontaneous as
Chopin’s first Impromptu appears in conception, its per¬
fect—though simple—structure scarcely suggests improv¬
isation. The puzzle of titles in music, whether generically conventional or aiming at mysterious associations,
ever remains a puzzle. Definiteness of word and elu¬
siveness of sound can only be ill-mated. But the French
say: “Qu’importe la fiole, pourvu qu'on ait l’ivresse”—
What does the bottle matter if one only has the ecstasy!
FORMAL STRUCTURE.
Two conceptions, contrasted in character and treat¬
ment, have supplied the material and form of this
Impromptu, which—like a minuet—consists of three
parts, the third being a repetition of the first, the main
subject thus enclosing the middle-section. These parts
are in turn divided into sections, the first in three (A,
B, C); the second or middle part into two (D, E). It
is to be noted that while C carries a reminder—not as
would be usual a repetition—of A, out of which is
evolved an extension and climax, the two segments of
the middle section (D, E) are quite distinct and lead
straight on to the return of the beginning. This breaks
the regularity of a conventional pattern in a happy
way, distinctive of Chopin’s resourcefulness in avoiding
rigidity and monotony.
THE FIRST PART: CHARACTER AND
INTERPRETATION.
Prof. Niecks, sometimes badly deficient in his charac¬
terizations of the more recondite aspects of Chopin’s
masterpieces, but obviously enamored with this gentle
piece, aptly compares the first part, with its ever moving
triplets, to the bubbling and sparkling of a fountain
“on which the sunbeams that steal through the inter¬
stices of the overhanging foliage are playing.” The
melodic lines are skilfully wrapped up—“enclosed in
charming figurations," as Schumann says. Their waves
freely and swiftly rise and fall, the performer’s expres¬
sion has to follow the fancifully described curves with
velvety fingers in naturally graded upward crescendos
and downward diminuendos. The greater the length
of the ascending wave, the greater must be the cres¬
cendo which once even rises to a powerful climax (u)
when the melodic top-notes can be markedly brought
■out in their shifting, syncopated rhythm.
Some repetitions of bars and harmonic sequences
offer instructive examples of coloristic possibilities in
treatment. As this writer has previously insisted upon,
repetition—and the kindred term of sequence, which is
repetition on another degree of the scale—can either
llsh^d HndS?n rtfi, °Tf P0”!11' comparatively recently pub-

mean increased intensity or mere echoing. In each case
the general character and context of the music should
guide the performer’s taste. Even if the composer s
precise and authoritative directions should leave him no
choice, these ought to be carried out intelligently. The
duplication of the first bar may be played piano, without
the —indicated (i). But when that repetition
recurs at (,?) it seems opportune to enforce it, as it
leads into the dominant-key with a crescendo towards
the top note. Again the repetition of bar (5) lends
itself to an echo-like treatment, and the removal of the
pedal would seem advisable in view of the purpose.
Chopin’s disparaging remark' about Thalberg that he
played “forte and piano with the pedals, not with his
hands,” need not be taken too literally and would only
affect misuse turned into mannerism. The conclusion at
which a commentator has jumped, that “the pedals
should of course only be employed with a view to the
quality and not the quantity of tone desired,”! strikes
indeed beyond the mark. Tone-quality at the piano is a
largely quantitative affair and the damper-pedal is an
important dynamic as well as coloristic factor, the
importance of which has surely been fully recognized by
Chopin, in whose music the use of the pedals, in every
way, is of paramount importance.
The treatment of the beautiful sequences equally
requires a capricious diversity, partly subject to indi¬
vidual taste, for instance: the reproduction in part B
of the melodic device (4) can be effectively diminished
instead of augmented toward a piano B flat on top.
The sustained quarter notes in this section require, of
course, a singing quality (3).
There is yet another way of shading repetitions and
sequences. The chromatic chords at (6), which lead to
section C, the editor suggests starting piano, coloring
by a crescendo in the middle sequence (7) followed by
a diminuendo in the last sequence (5). In the same way
can be treated the harmonic repetitions before the close
of section C (10), where it seems as if the wavering
sunbeams were ever hesitating on the surface of the
waters, broken up into a myriad of glittering pearls.
The editor suggests a crescendo with slight hastening
tenvard the middle, followed by a gradual diminuendo
effect and slackening of tempo to melt finally into the
pianissimo top note F (it).
Some of Chopin’s most characteristic ways appear in
the harmonic web, in the rich chromatics by which Chopin
vivified—also sensualized—the austere German diatonic
harmony of yore. Also what Dr. Bie calls Chopin's
“Dreistimmigkeit”—a persistent sense of three super¬
posed, freely flowing, rather harmonic than contra¬
puntal parts, constantly underlies the structure, impart¬
ing to it a peculiar wealth of euphony. This an ade¬
quate use of the pedal should enhance without excessive
fear of ornamental passing notes, but with due respect
to the purity of line. The indicated sustaining of quarter
notes in the chromatic sequences in treble and bass, also
the slight, occasional overholding of melodic notes as
indicated (10), serves to emphasize this peculiar kind
of polyphony.
THE MIDDLE SECTION.
In the middle section a voice seems to rise from the
depths of the playing waters. The change of the everflowing triplets into a broad rhythm and the shifting
of tonality to the relative minor key adds to the con¬
trasting value of a cantilena, which now as distinctly
dominates the whole fabric as previously the melody
had been concealed in figuration. It breathes nobility,
tenderness, yearning; in its second section even rises
to passion. The noble melody is apt to please German
critics. It has what they so highly prize and call
“Langathmigkeit,” a long breath. Compared to the
pregnantly short Beethovenian themes, or to the mostly
fragmentary melodies of Schumann, Chopin’s melody
has indeed the longest swing and scope. Before Wagner
Chopin is the inventor of the “unendiiche Melodie”—
unending melody—but the melody under consideration
differs from the Wagnerian mode in as much as it is an
articulate phrase, consisting of two distinct sections
themselves sub-divided according to the regular patterns
of phrase building.
The broad and noble initial bars of section D appear
twice, leading through passing modulations to a cadence
in the key of C major reached in a roundabout enharmonic way, of truly Chopinesque character in its bold¬
ness and novelty. The haze of melancholy that seemed
to veil the singing voice as it arose toward the sun is
now dissolved in soft light (14). The “fiorituras” which
call upon our attention are a most characteristic feature
of Chopins style, derived both from the ornaments of
the old masters, the so-called "agreements,” and from
the contemporary vocalises of the Italian opera; but
,
A.sht°n Johnson : A Handbook to Chopin’s Works
A most valuable book of reference.
v b vvorus.
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(This without conspicuously retarding, only insisting
somewhat upon the pathetic repetition of the B flat.)
In the group of small notes at (.14) the holding back
of tempo actually implies holds upon the last two
quarter notes of the bar and the division may be accom¬
plished thus:
No. 2._
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Other irregular runs may be divided as suggested in
the text (17, Tp). The first of the grace-notes preced¬
ing a trill (18, 21)—or a chord (16, 20, 22)— should be
struck with the bass-chord.
After two transitional bars of harmonic filling (/j),
the tonic C turns into the fundamental dominant of the
second phrase of the F minor section (E). This epi¬
sode consists of two main repetitions including dial of
the modulation to the relative major key ; but a nos*worthy feature of it is that various figurations are
employed to enhance and enrich the several repetition,
of the design of the initial bar. The differentiation in
the shadings of these repetitions has been indicated by
the editor according to bis best understanding, which
may be found somewhat different from other editions
Chopins works have reached us in most casually correctcd original editions, and the later ones have brought
into the field a considerable amount of confusion, until
one often feels the need of revising in turn what has
been revised seemingly in an authoritative but not neces¬
sarily convincing manner.
frwbuTrnmn 'T,h!ch- conc,udes this part again calls for
tree but comprehensive treatment (2;)
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How Liszt Arranged the Meeting of Chopin
and George Sand.

EVENING DEVOTION

t.d.willimts

manual<

Many apocryphal stories have been set
going regarding Chopin’s first meeting
with George Sand in which, to quote
Professor Frederick Niecks, “truth is only
too often most unconscionably sacrificed
to effect.”
After thoroughly testing the stories of
Enault and Karasowski, Niecks, in his re¬
markable work on Chopin, relates per¬
sonal interviews he had with Franchomme
and Liszt. Franchomme, while confess¬
ing his‘ignorance as to the place where
Chopin met the great novelist for the
first time was quite certain as to the year
when he met her. “Chopin, Franchomme
informed me,” says Niecks, ‘‘made George
Sand’s acquaintance in 1837, their con¬
nection was broken in 1847, and he died,
as everyone knows, on October 17, 1849.
In each of these dates appears the number
which Chopin regarded with a superstititoils dread, which he avoided when¬
ever he could—for instance, he would not
at any price take lodgings in a house the
number of which contained a seven—and
which may be thought by some to have
really exercised a fatal influence over
him. It is hardly necessary to point out
that it was this fatal number which fixed
the date in Franchomme’s memory.”
Liszt apparently remembered the cir¬
cumstance of the meeting quite definitely;
when Niecks asked him, “his answer was
most positive, and to the effect that the

first meeting took place at Chopin’s own
apartments. ‘I ought to know best,’ he
added, ‘seeing that I was instrumental in
bringing the two together.’ Indeed, it
would be difficult to find a more trust¬
worthy witness in this matter than Liszt,
who at that time not only was one of
the chief comrades of Chopin, but also
of George Sand. According to him, then,
the meeting came about in this way.
George Sand, whose curiosity had been
excited . . . expressed to Liszt the wish
to make the acquaintance of his friend.”
Liszt thereupon spoke about her to
Chopin, but the latter was averse to hav¬
ing any intercourse with her. He said
he did not like literary women, and was
not made for their society. George Sand,
however, did not cease to remind Liszt
of his promise to introduce her to Chopin.
One morning early in 1837 Liszt called
on his brother artist, and finding him in
high spirits arranged to have in the
evening a little party at his rooms. “This
seemed to Liszt an excellent opportunity
to redeem the promise which he had given
to George Sand when she asked for
an introduction; and, without telling
Chopin what he was going to do, he
brought her with him along with the
Comtesse d’Agoult. The success of the
soiree was such that it was soon followed
by a second and many more.”

Many inventors
have tried for years to produce a mechanically operated grand
W piano that would retain all the 'artistic fea- ^
' tures of the grand and be accepted as a musical
instrument in the fullest sense of the term; but
the ideals striven for have been realized only with
the introduction of the new

fPlayer Qmnd PIANO
Music’s Crowning Achievement
Without visible alteration in the appearance of the grand
piano, a wonderful purity of tone and responsiveness
of Action have been attained in this instrument that
L will appeal to the artist for manual playing as well
A
as to music lovers who use the perforated rolls,
Price, $1,250
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Studying Music with the Spirit of Sport.
By WILBUR FOLLETT UNGER.
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My father used to tell me of the method
in which he studied the piano when he
was a boy. He would relate with mingled
sentiments of regret and amusement how
he used to run away and hide when his
music lesson day arrived, so as to
escape the terrible ordeal of scales and
studies under the watchful eye and heavy
hand of his master. Then, upon being
discovered, probably long after the music
master had gone, he would be lashed with
a strap by his father in real old German
custom, in order that some love of music
might be infused into him 1
To-day, it is with a very different
spirit that boys enter into the study of
music. We speak of boys, particularly,
because it is generally conceded that girls
have always practiced easily without per¬
suasion. The boy—especially the Amer¬
ican boy—studies music, not because he
loves the music for art’s sake—he is too
young to understand art—but because he
cannot permit the next boy to perform
better than he can!
Boy No. 1, for instance, knows that
Boy No. 2 can play a scale faster and
smoother than he, so No. 1 gets to work

and practices hard to acquire sufficient
skill to excel No. 2. He studies with the
same vim that he studies baseball—per¬
haps not with the same quantity, but with
the same quality. If, in playing baseball,
he were not able to pitch a “curve” as
cleverly as his neighbor, the shame of it
would incite him to practice that one
feature of the game until he mastered it
and was ho longer in danger of being a
laughing stock in the eyes of his friends.
Then, upon discovering that he could
master one thing, he would go ahead with
other branches of the game, until he be¬
came recognized as an expert and a re¬
spected authority.
Try to enter the field of music with
the same spirit of sport that you employ
in other games. Note that we say “other
games,” for you can make a great big
game of music. And there is no more
difficult “game” known! There are many
points to overcome, and it requires a
steady hand, observing eye and skillful
brain, and years of application. But if
you stick out all the innings, you will
come out winner!
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When you wish to speak of the pedal
to the right do not say the “loud pedal,”
but “the damper pedal.” It is so called
because its office is to raise the dampers,
thus permitting the strings to vibrate for
a longer period.
Do not say “Put a half note on D”, but
“place a half note on the fourth line.”
Do not say “score” when you mean
“staff.”
Rote singing means that the singer
sings something learned by ear without
regard to notes.
Tones in relation to a tonic are “in the
key of,” not “in the scale of.” Scales,
major and minor, extend through at least

one octave of pitch. A scale is made
up of a definite selection from many
tones in the same key. The chromatic
scale is made up of all the tones of a
key within an octave.
Do not say “F double sharp is the
same as G.” On the piano F double
sharp has the same pitch as G; in nota¬
tion F double sharp is in the first space
and on the fifth line (G clef), while G
is on the second line and in the first
space above.
Do not say Bar when you mean meas¬
ure. Measure is from beat one to beat
one. Bar is the line between the meas¬
ures.

A MOST SUCCESSFUL SONG
The words by
Frank L. Stanton

JEAN

Published in 3 Keys.

The music by
H. T. Burleigh

Price, 60 cents.

This song should be found in the repertoire of every vocalist. It is distinctly a singer’s
song, artistic .in conception, practical in construction, with a fine and appealing melody
wedded to a touchingly beautiful poem. JEAN is equally well suited to the concert
stage, the recital hall, the studio or the home. The composer is a well-known and
successful baritone singer.
THEO. PRESSER CO., 1712 CHESTNUT STREET, PHILADELPHIA, PA.
Please mention THE ETUDE when addressing our advertisers.
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Because of the War

Chopin’s Last Tragic Moments
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,
the thirteenth, the
While the general facts regarding the passed,
^ patron of my poor
death of Chopin are well known and thor- day of St. Raw
>
^ the repose of
oughly authenticated, accounts do not all brother. I sai
Chopin’s soul,
agree as to the details—even when these his soul
,Jf the soul of rny
accounts have been given by those present. ‘My God, t cr
>
..
to thee, give
Lawyers know how uptrustworthy are the brother Edward is
jr^deric.’
reports of even the most reliable wit- m^fhis
? then went to the
nesses, especially when some time has
In double
or sjck man.
elapsed between the event and its descrip- melancholy abode °
which was
tion, so strangely does the human imagi- I found him at
and after he
nation play with fact. The following ac- served as carefully as
> gaid.
«My
count is by the Abbe Jelowcki, who had had asked me to pai
poor
known Chopin as a child in Poland and friend, to-day is the
V. of
came to his bedside when the end ap- brother.’ ‘Oh, do no e
,
nt on,
proached. Liszt in his work on Chopin he cried. ‘Dearest
for my
refers to some conversations he had with ‘you must give mf
-y,aii I give
the abbe respecting Chopin’s death, brother’s name-day.
understand.
Niecks quotes letters of the abbe in his you? . Your sou_.
biography. Since that time the letters, Here it is; ta e l . • ■
,«d out to
written in French, have appeared in a
Without sdymg a
.fix
Rays Gf
German translation in the Allgemeine our dear inva i
divine
fire
Music Zeitung. Mr. Huneker gives an divine light, flames of
^ fig.
English translation (made by Hugh Craig) streamed I mi.ysa.y,
y
d at once
in his work on Chopin, commenting “The ure of the crucified Saviour ana a
worthy abbe must have had a phenomenal illumined the soul an
el-rparne(i from
memory. I hope that it was an exact one. of Chopin. Burning tear
ore re.
. . . The only thing that makes me his eyes. His faRh wa
fervor he
feel in the least skeptical is that La Mara rived, and with unspeakable fervo^ he
-the pen name of a writer on musical made his confession and receivedl the Holy
subjects—translated these letters into Ger- Supper. . . • ?r°m
.rl1cr{yip heean
man. But every one agrees that Chopin’s was a saint. The deat s.
in
end was serene; indeed it is one of the and lasted foiir days. Patience, truist
musical death-beds of history.”
God, even joyful con ence.
Out of space considerations we are him, in spite of all his sufferings till the
obliged to prune the good priest’s ver- last
breath. . . . He
es
biage a little, but this only makes the es- friends, and when, after an appa
y
sential facts stand out more prominently, last crisis, he Saw himself surrounded by
“I availed myself of his softened mood the crowd that day and night filled his
to speak to him (Chopin) about his soul, chamber, he asked me Why do they not
I recalled his thoughts to the piety of his pray?’ At these words all fell on
eir
childhoo’d and of his beloved mother, knees, and even the Protestants joined in
‘Yes/ he said, ‘in order not to offend my the litanies and prayers for the dying,
mother I would not die without the sacraThe good priest goes on to give some
ments, but for my part I do not regard of Chopin’s dying speeches, which are full
them in the sense that you desire. I un- of the utmost tenderness and piety,
derstand the blessing of confession in so Doubtless they represent much of what
far as ft is the unburdening of a heavy was in the mind of the dying man. It
heart into a friendly hand, hut not as a must be confessed, however, that they
sacrament. I am ready to confess to you are a little lengthy for one fighting for
if you wish it, because I love you, not be- breath as Chopin must have been so near
cause I hold it necessary.’ Enough: a the end. Still more so.in view of the fact
crowd of anti-religious speeches filled me that Chopin was ever very reticent so far
with terror and care for this elect soul, as his own ’ feelings were concerned,
and I feared nothing more than to be Among these utterances, however, is one
called to be his confessor. . . . Yet that, by reason of its very slanginess.
I clung to the conviction that the grace seems to ring true. “His usual language,”
of God would obtain the victory over this the abbe goes on, “was always elegant,
rebellious soul, even'if I knew not how. with well chosen words, but at last, to
After all rrty exertions, prayer remained express all his thankfulness and, at the
my only refuge.
same time, all the misery of those who die
“On the evening of October 12 I had unreconciled to God, he cried, ‘Without
with my brethren retired to pray for a you I should have croaked (krepiren) like
change of Chopin’s mind, when I was a pig.’
summoned by orders of the physician, in
“While dying he still called on the
fear that he would not live through the names of Jeshs, Mary, Joseph, kissed the
night. I hastened to him. He pressed crucifix and pressed it to his heart with
my hand but bade me at once to depart, the cry, ‘Now I am at the source of
while he assured me that he loved me blessedness!’, Thiis died Chopin, and in
much, but did not wish to speak to me.
truth his death was the most beautiful
“Imagine, if you can, what a night I concerto of dll his life.”
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YOU CAN BE A NURSE

The Shortest Road to Correct Breathing
A Symposium by Noted Voice Authorities
g asked a number of well-known voice teachers to give their opinions
ZZne that it had been entirely “thrashed o
simple things that needs all sorts - —*
y the reader should he able to form an excellent- idea
to others. From the opinion of
own inK)
/wr,__ ' contributions
are presented in the alphabetical order of the,
of Ms own.
The Jollowi
~~
names of the teachers contributing.
not a help, but a hindrance, for in the
D. A. CLIPPINGER.
In breathing exercises two points are struggle to compass it, the way of imto be kept in mind—how to take the impediments. We must not lose sight of
breadth, and how to control it. In both pulse is clogged, as with confusing
of these the diaphragm is the main con¬ the fact that singing is not an abnormal
sideration. With the diaphragm properly performance—the trouble is that the pace
trained and controlled all other things in¬ of so-called civilization has swept us too
volved fall easily into line. Therefore far away from the better part of spon¬
taneity, and the atmosphere of large
train the diaphragm.
Place the tips of the fingers at the cities, overcharged with soft coal dust
diaphragm and take a short breath with and the “step lively” microbe do not
an outward impulse of the diaphragm. encourage the desire, nor do they permit
the enjoyment of deep breathing. It is
Expel it with a short inward impulse.
In the same way practice the consonant essential even in the beginning of vocal
combination hm. It should be practiced study that the student develops some
softly and staccato. This trains the dia¬ sense of pitch if it be not inherent, for
phragm, develops the proper way of at¬ in the delivery of single tone, or phrase,
tacking a tone, and the lips being closed the quantity of breath required, and the
degree of its exhalation are affected by
it opens the channel through the head.
The diaphragm is the point of control, the pitch variation whatever it may he,
and the student is likely to lose this con¬ and the instinct of calculation is there¬
trol on the first note of the phrase. To fore involved. Not all exercises require
overcome this tendency practice in the the fullest inhalation, and the inhalation
following way. Take four measures of of more breath than is needed prevents
quadruple measure and at the pitch G. ease of action, fluent delivery, or calm
sing one, two, three, then hold the breath sostenuto.
The comprehension of pitch is most
one beat, doing the four measures in this
way with one breath. This is to get the important—as the aim one takes with the
machinery of breathing under the stu¬ eye is the guide for the arrow from the
dent’s mental control so that he may be how, and a guideij and growing sense of
able to stop and start it at will without pitch will often insensibly correct a
pupil’s previous failure to breathe well—
losing control.
Take a full breath and at the pitch G. these subjects of pitch and breath being
count softly and rapidly as many as pos¬ so interdependent for speaker and
sible. Singing softly compels one to con¬ singer. It is a mistake to confine the
trol the breath pressure and counting rap¬ pupil to the vowel ah—and indeed it is
idly keeps all the muscles of the vocal often dangerous in elementary work to
mechanism loosely in motion thereby use that letter very much, for as a
eliminating the tendency to contraction. nation we do not sound our vowels well—
The chest should be carried well up.
they are not breathed out as they should
be, that is the sound form at the top of
the column of air—they are usually
LAURA SEDGWICK COLLINS.
knocked out, struck out by a spasm of
Fundamentally, the first requisite is at¬
attack in the throat which is dire in its
tention to correct position in standing,
results.
physical rigidity or nervous tension being
One thing which is often overlooked is
frequent evidences of our national, con¬
the practice of quick inhalation frequently
straint and lack of ease and repose.
necessary in certain songs and arias, and
I use the exercises for controlled res¬
when not studied and prepared for, often
piration as adopted by the National
results in a noisy respiration painful alike
Association of Teachers of Singing
to auditor and performer.
(Carnegie Hall, N. Y.) and as these have
The student should be informed as to
been printed in leaflet form and can be
the question of the rest, which does not
had, it is not needful here to repeat
always indicate the completion of the
them as you may wish to present them at
phrase
and therefore the place for inhala¬
a future date in their entirety. It must
be born in mind that breathing is an tion—frequently, and more particularly
entirely natural action—were it not so in the works of classic composers, or
life would be impossible. The babe is not composers whose songs have become
taught how to breathe; but with growth classic, the rest is the indication of sus¬
and the desired development of faculty, pension in tone, and sometimes in
comes the necessity of understanding our syllables of a word, which must be made
forces—how to direct them that they by suspension of breath and the result
may produce the best expression in result. when properly done produces a more
For the pupil, too much technical, artistic effect than could be given by
physiological or anatomical information is legato delivery.

A most important exercise is very slow
inhalation (mouth closed), suspension,
and very slow exhalation. This exercise
should frequently he practiced with a
view to increasing the length of time of
its performance, and, in the open, when
the air is clear and pure, it is the finest
pdssible exercise to practice while walk¬
ing not too rapidly.
Many, many necessary and valuable
exercises cannot he even referred to with¬
out extending these notes unduly for this
symposium.
The practical value of full and deep
breathing should be more generally
realized and taught than it is, for with a
finer and deeper physical realization would
come the spiritual understanding of the
Psalmists’ injunction :
“Let everything
ihat hath breath praise the Lord.”
Pupils who have attended school until
seventeen or eighteen years of age should
not need greatly detailed instruction re¬
garding the action of respiration and the
attendant mechanism, for this should
properly be included in the study of
physiology; unfortunately in the haste
of trying to do too many things, the
practical study of the principles of breath¬
ing and their exercise is much neglected
in the majority of schools.

LUDEN’S
‘ Give Quick Relief”
from coughs, colds and throat
irritation. Luden’s are national
“throat easers”—
\ “Luden’s Have A Hundred Uses” j

FREDERIC W. ROOT.
If the larynx acts to advantage the
singer may use the breath in any one of
the diverse methods taught. In making
the larynx act rightly the only essential
of breathing is to abstain from forcing.
Theories of vocalization put such over¬
whelming importance upon breathing that
they obscure the main point; and this
because the singer feels vaguely the ac¬
tion where tone is produced, whereas all
breathing operations are conscious and
obvious. There is mystery about the one;
so we talk about the other.

CLARA KATHLEEN ROGERS.
The proper purpose of Breathing Ex¬
ercises is not to obtain control over any
particular set or sets of muscles, hut to
bring about the best conditions for inflat¬
ing the lungs both thoroughly and speed¬
ily, by rendering all the different muscles
pliable to the ever-varying needs of the
To this end I recommend the follow¬
ing fundamental exercises:—
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Exercise 1.
Stand erect,—the body well poised,—
the chest high. By a slight extra expan¬
sion of the free ribs a full inflation will
result.
Retain the breath for a few seconds,
then exhale gently.
(This is the quick inhalation con¬
stantly required in singing to renew and
to sustain the vital force where the
breathing space in the musical phrase is
minimized.)
Exercise 2.
After following the above directions
for inhaling, bring the lower lip into
contact with the upper teeth, and, on the
full inflation,—make the continuous whis¬
pered sound of Fh,—allowing the breath
at once to flow freely from the lungs.
Put your Will into steadily maintain¬
ing the Flated whisper Fh, and none into
holding back, or economising the breath.
This is the right action of the breath
in sustaining a vocal sound. The way
it works is this:—

beautiful, firm, youthful smootlmess^o^bby^
Scientifically blended and prepared, and con¬
taining no harmful ingredients, Parisienne Paste
her natural beauty and youthlul appearance.
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Parisian Bids.
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The valvular action of lip and teeth
regulates the outflow of breath at the
mouth, in the same way that the vocal
cords do in the throat in singing. The
breathing muscles, meanwhile, furnish
the staying power automatically.
The only thing that could defeat tlie
steady and easy sustention of the tone
would be rigidity of the muscles, as, that
would act as a restraint to the neces¬
sary flow of air toward the glottis.
When such restraint is used the sound
becomes suddenly exhausted;—not be¬
cause there is no more breath, but be¬
cause the restraining muscles have ar¬
rested its proper action on the glottis.
W. WARREN SHAW.
From the technical standpoint the ques¬
tion of respiration is perhaps the most
important for the singer’s consideration.
The experience of singers and vocal
teachers alike bear witness to the impor¬
tance of correct breathing, without which
no vocalist can hope to accomplish the
best possible results.
From its very importance as a factor
in the making of a singer, breathing or
breath-control is frequently brought to
the attention of the student as a matter
of first consideration. The mental atti¬
tude towards this functional operation of
nature—the viewpoint—the kind of con¬
sideration—determines its influence for
artistic development or retrogression, as
the case may be.
In my recently published book, The
Lost Vocal Art and its Restoration, I
have viewed the subject of breathing and
breath control, referring to the views of
many learned scientists and celebrated
vocal teachers, regarding correct and in¬
correct methods. In this work I have
endeavored to point out the .very neces¬
sary distinction between the Synthesis
and Analysis of the vocal phenomena,
and to make clear what I consider to be
the necessary mental attitude of the
Singer, as to breathing and breath con¬
trol.
Generally speaking, the attention to the
matter of taking breath is, of necessity,
a matter of first consideration, but at¬
tention to the matter of breath control,
that is, direct willful and purposeful
breath control, I regard as one of the
most, if not the most, pernicious doctrine?
extant.
The general ignorance of singers of the
natural automatic control of breath and
the supposed necessity for willful breath
control is to my mind the crying evil of
the day.
Almost all the difficulties attending the
artistic and effective delivery of the
“fila di voce”—the crescendo, the dimin¬
uendo, as well as of expressive sostenuto,
is directly traceable to the iniquitous
doctrine of purposeful breath control.
The amount of attention which should
be given to the taking of breath depends
entirely upon the physical condition and
breathing habits of the Singer.
The
‘Setting Up” exercises of West Point,
and many other physical exercises are
effective in bringing about a healthy
normal respiratory action of the lungs,
where there is necessity for physical de¬
velopment. Expanding to .breathe instead
of breathing to expand, should be the
rule. Breath should be taken low, with
lips parted, and should not be willfully
restrained in singing.
This type of
■ breathing is known as inferior costal.
Thus we avoid the mode of breathing
which can be heard in respiration, thus
we fill the lungs without undue effort,
and thus we actually develop correct
breath control without being over¬
burdened with the thought.

“That tone which responds:”
A tone is said to respond, when it aut0.
GEO. CHADWICK STOCK.
You can have breath without voice, but matically answers the thought, or mental
impulse, without hitch or flaw. It raay
cannot have voice without breath.
You can sing without especial breath not burst into sound with that audible
“click” which is born of the resistance
development but can in no possi
of the false cords. It is "willed" and
reach the limits of your vocal talent with
out complete breath development, there . simultaneous with the willing, it «. h
ceases
in the same manner, without peris but one right way of breathing m sing
ceptible muscular action of the throat.
ing, and the corner-stone of tha‘ sy *
“A perfectly balanced breath.”
is nature and common sense. The s
Inasmuch as there can be no force
cess of teaching this method lies in its
simplicity of explanation and practice, and without a compelling power, we know that,
it is needless to say that it is built upon apart from the purely spiritual impulse
the foundation of a normal respiration.
to “will,” there must be a corresponding
For example : Give close attention for physical’impulse to create and support the
a few moments, to the manner m which physical manifestation. That impulse is
you inhale and exhale in ordinary breath¬ the power we call the breath. To the
ing. In doing this be careful not to al¬ proper development of the breath much
low your consciousness to interfere with of the attention of the student must be
your natural breathing while observing it.
Next: Apply the principle of natural ^ The muscles which play the most im¬
breathing as follows:
portant part in breath control are the
Inhale for three seconds.
costal, diaphragmatic and abdominal. So
Exhale for three seconds.
much has been written on this subject
Take care to breathe easily and rhyth¬ that it is unnecessary to enter into it in
mically. Forget lungs, diaphragm and all detail. The simplest rules to observe are
breathing muscles; they will take care of
the “don’ts.”
themselves and work perfectly if let alone.
Don’t raise the chest with the clavicu¬
Your cue to right action, in all breath¬
lar muscles.
ing exercises, is to be taken from your
Don’t raise it above the normal at any
natural breathing habits. The difference
lies in this: that you are merely extend¬ time, but—
Don’t let it sink while sustaining a tom.
ing your natural respirations to cover a
Don’t grip with any of these muschs,
longer than ordinary period in order to
meet the requirements arising from the as all breath action to be of value must it
greatly extended use of the voice in song. light, easy, and, above all, elastic.
If you think it an easy matter to ac¬
Practice the above exercise several
times a day for a week, two weeks or quire a full and free breath control, try
three according as you make progress in this: Take a deep quick breath by the
mastering this particular breathing exer¬ simple expedient of expanding the lower
cise. Then extend breathing practice to ribs, leaving the chest in a normally high
four seconds. Continue this for a month position, and then slowly, softly and very
or two, then try five seconds. Hold to quietly exhaling through dosed teeth.
this for six months or more. Six seconds You will discover that exhaustion speedily
will be the maximum length of breath in overcomes you, and you will find yourself
most cases.
compelled to breathe deeply and quickly
Another good breathing exercise is to several times after the experiment. This
blow through a clay pipe stem or an Eton simple exercise, however, if persisted in
breathing tube for four, six or eight sec¬ will so develop the resisting power of the
onds. Repeat several times a day for a inspiratory muscles, that in a short time
month or so, after which time increase you will be able to control the exhausting
to ten or fifteen seconds. Also inhale breath for a full minute. The stream
through the tube same length of time and of air must not fluctuate, but be firm and
same periods.
steady after continued practice.
| The abcfve exercises bring all breathing
muscles into perfect, co-ordinate action
D. A. WOODRUFF.
and of course processes are unthought of,
Panting like a dog, you find the dia¬
and thus reposeful deep breathing is the
phragm moves rapidly, flutters, just below
result.
A valuable out-of-door breathing exer¬ the breast bone, between the floating ribs.
cise is as follows : Inhale as you walk a That must be the seat of the breath con¬
certain number of steps, say five or six, trol, as you cannot pant unless perfectly
and exhale while you walk an equal num¬ relaxed, and then you breathe naturally.
ber of steps. Increase from time to time This should refute any question of davicas you feel that you can do so with per¬ ular or abdominal breathing.
fect comfort. Always breathe through
Standing erectly but not stiffly, with
your nose.
the shoulders in natural position, the ab¬
A simple and effective mode of con¬ domen drawn in slightly, the chest
trolling exhalation of the breath is to rounded, take a deep breath. It starts
count from one to twenty, in a whisper or with the floating ribs moving sideways,
aloud, m a conversational tone, in as many the diaphragm moving both down and
seconds. Practice until you are able to out. Keep the chest still. Do not let
count from one to fifty in as many sec¬ the shoulders raise.
onds. Increase the count gradually, and
Let the diaphragm control the motions.
in time you will learn how to spin out
Inflate the lungs fully.
the breath with an even, continuous pres¬
Gradually let the breath out, the ribs
sure with the least possible waste
Finally, remember that without the drawing in and the diaphragm coming
physical development resulting
fr0m up until the lungs seem empty. Place
breathing exercises you will never be able your hands on your sides over the float¬
o realize your fond hopes of becoming a ing ribs to he sure they have good lateral
thoroughly capable and artistic singer.
motion. Lie on your hack, place your
hands over the diaphragm and floating
ribs and inflate, feeling with the hands
MRS. STACEY WILLIAMS.
that the ribs and diaphragm are work¬
That tone which responds to a Per¬
ing well. The chest always still, but not
fectly balanced breath is a true
Practice both ways ft*"
There is a volume for thought tnvestf' Held stiffly.
gntion and deep study embodied in that quently, twenty-five times in one period
one sentence. Let us dissect it
th 4 and gradually good breath control W11
come.
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THIRD
PRIZE CONTEST
FOR

PIANOFORTE
COMPOSITIONS
Inspired by the success of two previ¬
ous contests, the publisher of The Etude
makes the following offer, being convinced
that competitions of this kind will
awaken a wider interest in pianoforte
composition and stimulate to effort many
composers, both those who are known
and those who are yet striving for recog¬
nition, bringing to the winners a desir¬
able publicity in addition to the imme¬
diate financial return. It seems unnec¬
essary to note that the fame of the
composer will in no way influence the
selection and that the pieces will be
selected by absolutely impartial judges.

SEVEN HUNDRED
DOLLARS
will be divided among the successful
composers in the following manner:

lass 1
offer the following prizes:
First Prize - - - $80.00
Second Prize - 60.00
Third Prize - - 40.00
the four best Par¬
Class II. lor
, For
Pieces for piano, we
offer four prizes as follows:—
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Second Prize - 60.00
Third Prize - - 40.00
Fourth Prize - 30.00
p|
|it
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polka, etc.) we offer the following
First Prize - - - $60.00
Second Prize - 45.00
Third Prize - - 30.00
Fourth Prize - 20.00
pi... It/
For the best four Easy
\_iaSS i V. Teaching Pieces in any
style, for piano, we offer the following
prizes:—
First Prize - - - $60.00
Second Prize - 45.00
Third Prize - - 30.00
Fourth Prize - 20.00

CONDITIONS

Piano compositions only will b

themes and pedantic efforts should be
aVNo restriction is placed upon the
hfo composition^vhich has been pub¬
lished shall be eligible for a prize.
Compositions winning prizes to become
the property of The Etude and to be
published in the usual aheet form.

The Etude
THEO. PRESSER CO., Pubs.,
PHILADELPHIA, PA.

By DAVID C. TAYLOR
In a recent article entitled, “The Vocal
Student and the War, David Bispham
gives unconscious expression to a view
of the singer’s education very widely held
nowadays. Mr. Bispham writes: “Teachers will find themselves in a position
where they must ‘make good.’ They
must understand everything that is necessary to turn the student out as a completed product. This does not mean that
the teacher who specializes in tone-placing must do everything else, but he must
be sufficiently broadminded to invite the.
cooperation of the proper assistants in
diction, in language, in dramatic work, in
oratorio, in operatic coaching, and in
every branch of study needed to put a
pupil before the public to the best of
advantage.”
Tone-playing, the correct
management of the vocal organs, that is
,
,
, •
. •
.
now the absorbing topic of voice culture.
Those teachers who show themselves capahle of imparting the correct manner of
tone production are in a position to dominate the profession.
Masters whose
ability is limited to finish, style and advanced technique occupy an inferior ranlt.
This condition is the exact opposite
of that which prevailed two hundred
»
i
.
,v
11 Tt.r.n
years ago. At that time the old Italian
method had just attained to its highes
point of development. The widely quoted
work of Tosi, published in 1723, contains
the following passage which brings out
clearly the relative positions accorded to
tone production and advanced instruction
in the system of vocal education perfected by 'the old masters: “The faults
of singing insinuate themselves so easily
into the minds of young beginners, and
there are such difficulties in correcting
them, when grown into a habit, that
be wished, the ablest singers
would undertake the task of teaching,
they best knowing how to conduct the
scholar from the first elements to perfection. But there being none (if I
mistake not) but who abhor the thoughts
of it we must reserve them for those
delicacies of the art which enchant the
soul.
Therefore the first rudiments
necessarily fall to a master of a lower
rank, whom one would at least wish to
be an honest man, diligent and experienced, without the defects of singing
through the nose or in the throat, and
that he have a command of voice, some
glimpse of a good taste, able to make
himself understood with ease, a perfect
,
,,
intonation, and a patience to endure the

the way of special education was demanded of the teacher of tone produc'tion. He was expected to sing in tune,
and to manage his own voice correctly,
without committing the faults of nasal
and throaty production. So far as technical equipment was concerned this was
practically all that was required of him.
Nothing had ever been heard at that time
of abstruse theories of breathing, resonance and vocal cord action,
While the old Italian method flourished
famous masters of singing refused to
give instruction to beginners. They considered tone production and vocal management too simple and easy a branch
of voice culture to merit their attention,
In many cases they employed assistant
teachers at very modest salaries to train
pupjU during the first year or two of
study. Other recognized masters accepted
^gtudentg wh(Thad received the elementary training. ;n tone production elsewhere before coming to them,
a correct management of the - voice
never required more than two years of
study under the old system of instruction. This included the ability to sing
a pure tone with correct intonation and
free from any fault of production
throughout almost the entire compass ot
^ ^ command of thg
di voce
(swelling and diminishing a sustained
tone) . an^ an even legato scale at all
degrees of power, soft, medium and loud,
A student must have acquired this degree of vocal control before being con¬
sidered worthy of receiving instruction
from a master of the first rank.

BA CK LA CE

“Corsets en Ruban
Among the new American Lady
Corset models, there is a comprehen¬
sive range of different designsof varied
proportions, including models, per¬
fect for all types of figures. Many
novelties are shown, some of these
novelties proving very practical.
“Corsets en Ruban” seem to be the
mode of the moment. No corsets
give a more youthful figure than these
ribbon corsets. As the French say,
“la jeunesse en ruban”, and so it is.
We illustrate one of these most popu¬
lar novelties of the season, American
Lady Corset,
Model 206 (like cut),front of ribbon,back
ot coutil. This garment has a hygienic front,
no boning being placed in front, making the
corset very flexible and comfortable. It is
boned in back to give a good flat effect. Rib¬
bon is guaranteed to hold its place and not
to wrinkle. It is very durable. The corset
is recommended especially for singing, or
other purposes where freedom is desired.

AFTER THE INITIAL STEPS.
According to the old master’s belief,
capable of training stua^J®aC““
tone production, provided he was
manage his own voice correctly.
Thoroughly artistic singing includes of
course a great deal more than correct
vocal management. But until the initial
steps in tone production have been successfully taken, it is impossible for a student to advance. This is where so many
gifted and ambitious students encounter
a barricrt° their .progress, t*
—
tremely difficult at present to learn how
indeed were the vocal students ijj ....
Qjd days. Everything seems to have been
mUch easier for them. There was an
abundance of teachers who were able to
start the voice on the right road, and to
bring it to the point where advanced
training could be undertaken with an assuTran'e °f
If the old Italian masters were right
-n ^ ^ ^ difficulty flf learning

fatigue of a most tiresome employment.

to manage the voice correctly is greatiy

CORRECT USE OF THE VOICE.
Correct tone production is of course
the foundation of artistic singing. The
first stage of instruction in singing must
,
.
..
,
__
e e >mPar mS °
p oper
g
ment of the voice. In this regard both
the old Italian method and the modern
systems are in accord. But the correct
use of the voice is now looked upon as
a matter of great difficulty. The most
elaborate means are used for training
students in tone production.
Masters
who specialize in this, the rudimentary
stage of voice culture, secure the largest
,
,
.. „ ,
a
fees, and occupy the most dignified posB
tion in the profession.
In the old days the correct management
of the voice was not thought to present
any difficulty whatever Very little in

overestimated nowadays. All the laborious and tiresome practice for command
of breath control, vocal cord action and
resonance would be unnecessary. Little
lntfest can be foun? in the°ries of tbroat
action, anatomy and tone placement by a
student who simply wishes to learn how
tQ ging It would be welcome news if
all th;s were {ound to be superfluous. If
SOme simple and direct way of training
the voice to act properly could be found,
it would be a boon to every student of
singing. All accounts agree that the old
Italian method embodied a simple and
natural solution of the vocal problem.
In th.at resPect U seems to have. b«*
superior to our present system; simplidty and naturalness are painfull; Iack?ng
in the mo(jern conception of vocal control.
if the old method could be shown to have
possessed all the merits claimed for it,
its revival would be greatly to be desired.

FRONT LACE

for all figures
for every occasion

Material, mercerized ribbon and coutil, white
or pink, 19-28, $1.50.
Model 360, similar design, but constructed
both front snd back of ribbon. Material,
mercerized ribbon, white, 19-28. $2.00.
American Lady Corsets :
>. How
n Lady Com . ask a

AMERICAN LADY CORSET CO.
HOME OFFICE, DETROIT
Catalogue?
Prices Range $1 to $5
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Picture-Hanging
Simplified

MOORE PUSH-PINS}!
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pictures,calendars,draperies, 1 _
^ etc. Two sizes, ki dozen ll/C
^ Moore Push-less Hangers
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fectly free, and works up the
the last ff with immense effect.
»
interpretation is so natural and convmc
ing that involuntarily one feels as 1
himself not Straube were playing. H
proves conclusively that Bach can
highly interesting and effective and stilt
remain the king of classical fugues and
counterpoint.

German, French and English Interpretation of
Bach’s Organ Music
By ARTHUR BIRD
As to how Bach’s organ music should
be interpreted, there are as many differ¬
ent opinions as there are nations, schools
of organists, and organists themselves.
The endless variations on this theme
would have seriously discomforted even
a Rubinstein in his most variegated days.
Every professional organist considers
that he alone has discovered, as it were,

leader of German organists in the seven¬
ties and eighties, and the most success¬
ful, busy teacher for many years in
Germany. He could count his American
pupils by the hundred. J. K. Paine,
Clarence Eddy—in fact all our former
stars great and small. Haupt was a
splendid man of high thought completely
absorbed in his profession. He conscien¬
tiously believed in and worshipped his
Bach, and rarely played any other com¬
poser. Mendelssohn, for whom he often
played; his friend Thiele, Merkel, Rheinberger and a few others were tolerated,
but not patronized. His positive knowl¬
edge of Bach’s music was something
astounding. This specialty made him an
unfailing authority on the one • side,
whereas on the other it made him pedan¬
tic and narrow almost to stubbornness,
and any pupil who even timidly proposed
a slight deviation from his chosen and
well-trodden path, met with a friendly
but decisive, nein! His conviction was
as firm as the rock of Gibraltar, and
nothing could induce him to make any
concession. For this reason his Bach,
although monumental, was stiff, stereo¬
type-like as if preserved in a padded box,
out of which it was never taken except
for immediate use, and after which it
was again carefully repacked.
Haupt never changed the registration
while playing but setting the two or three
manuals from the beginning, his only
coloring was a. casual change from one to
the other. The foot swell; the very
name; he despised, because he never
had one. In his days scarcely a German
organ had either foot swell or any me¬
chanical helps whatsoever. The fantasie
he played organo pleno from beginning
to end without any change; the fugue
with nearly the same organ with an oc¬
casional second manual. This manner of
playing the Bach fugues was for many
years customary in Germany, and even to¬
day some organists consider it the class¬
ical one.
Haupt’s ^fantasie and fugue
was as a whole like a massive granite
building with a rigid cold facade; it was
plastic without being interesting; it was
masterly but the actual effect, through
the mercilessly unchanged registration,
was more a strain on the nerves of the
hearer than a joy sublime. In short it
was constantly in danger of becoming
monotonous.

As there are some thousands of ex¬
cellent organ players, a comparison would
furnish us with a kaleidescope of huge
dimensions. Bach himself has unfor¬
tunately given us no idea whatever how
his compositions should be played; the
most he did was to take a casual organo
pleno or a change of manuals; thus of
course every organist is obliged to play
him as he personally understands him, or
if he has no individuality, he displays
more or less the colors of his former
teacher.
All we know of Bach is that he seldom
changed his registration and never sought
for original effects or invented new com. binations. He set his organ from the
beginning and played his prelude and
fugue without any attempt at orchestral,
or better, organic coloring, placing his
composition before his hearers in a
strictly counterpointal manner. Perhaps
it is better we know so little as to his
intentions; for it would be scarcely more
than historically interesting, as the good
old days of shabby cues and stiff dusty
organs would sadly clash with our mod¬
ern views, tastes and perfect organs. It
is, however, certain that Bach, if perhaps
at the first moment surprised and even
a little uneasy, would be, immediately
after, just as astonished and delighted
to hear a performance of one of his
fugues by a clever modern organist on
one of our organs as Beethoven would
be to hear one of his symphonies con¬
ducted by Felix Weingartner with a
modern orchestra.
In comparing in short the • different
ways of playing Bach, I propose to take
the best organists I have heard in Ger¬
many, France and England, and as a musi¬
cal test the big G minor fantasie and
fugue. For Germany I am obliged to
select two—August Haupt, the late wellknown organ virtuoso and Bach author¬
ity, and Carl Straube. For France, Ch.
M. Widor. For England, the organist of
the Peterborough Cathedral, whose name
I have unfortunately forgotten* Of
course I shall not touch the technical part
at all as it naturally was above criticism. A MODERN GERMAN INTERPRETATION.
Karl Straube, the modern man, of St.
Thomas in Leipsic, is one of the best of
German organists. His playing of Bach
Prof. August Haupt (1810-1891), be¬ in general and the G minor in particular
loved as a man and highly esteemed as is thoroughly strong, clear, and dignified,
a musician by all his pupils, was the while his registration is interesting and
masterly, without ever being obtrusive or
intentional. The fantasie he takes per¬
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WIDOR’S VERSION.
Widor’s G minor astonished me, and
this all the more as I rightly expected
from one of the first living French organists something original. The fantasie
was too stiff, too careful, too learned,
too insignificant. The fugue resembled a
-well-oiled machine of superb workman¬
ship or an endless plain without hill or
dale. It made no impression whatever
with its half- and quarter-organ, and
might have been any other man’s fan¬
tasie and fugue played by the most
wrinkled and time-worn conservatory di¬
rector. Had he not given us immediately
after a dashing performance of one of
his toccatas I never could have believed
it was Ch. M. Widor.
BACH AT PETERBOROUGH.
The Peterborough gentleman was a
most excellent English master and I can
safely say this after having heard the
respective organists of St. Paul, West¬
minster, Canterbury, Albert Hall, and
Best himself. Besides this he played for
my special benefit. He took the whole
matter perhaps less ernestly than his col¬
leagues, and still the picture he painted
was in its way masterly. There was
color enough in it to satisfy the most
modern secessionist. It was the way one
should play a fugue in order to make those
who know nothing of the structure of
such a work enjoy it, and at the same
time win the plaudits of the better in¬
formed and even professionals them¬
selves. He made an improvisation of the
fantasie which he played in a free al¬
most flighty though elegant manner. He
concentrated all his ingenuity on the
fugue, which he dissected with the ele¬
gance of a skillful surgeon. He mas¬
tered the keyboards and the art of reg¬
istration equally well, a happy combina¬
tion of unfailing technic and good taste.
I myself was trained in the German
school under Haupt and being then a
young enthusiast, was easily convinced by
my much honored teacher that his was
the only way to play Bach. On leaving
Germany in the eighties I accepted an
important position in Halifax, N. S., and
at my many recitals there stubbornly
persisted in stuffing an audience which
had scarcely more than read the name of
the Leipsic cantor and pronounced it
Batch! with fugues by the dozen under
bursting bellows. This last annoyed es¬
pecially my organ blower, who, although
he valiantly held the bar with the iron
grip and tenacity, of a sinewy Scot, de¬
clared I must have a spite against him
or 1 would not make him sweat so often
and plentifully. This feeling, however
did not prevent him from showing how
proud he was when a recital had been
exceptionally successful; for then he was

THE GUILMANT
ORGAN SCHOOL
Dr.

William C. Carl

Director
A school for students
with serious aims, who
desire to become ex¬
pert organists. J
catalogue ready.

experience and by hearing hundreds of
foreign organists, that this organo pleno
playing of Bach is long since antiquated
and as contrary to the conception of
thinking professionals as it is the bore of
amateurs and all ordinary concert-goers.
The gigantic strides towards perfection
which organs have made during the past
forty years have regenerated Bach and
brought him nearer to thousands, who
otherwise would never have understood
him or even endured him.
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BY ORLANDO A. MANSFIELD, MUS. DOC.
As modern metrical psalmody was one
amongst many of the artistic products of
the Reformation, every record of hymntune treatment and performance must be
subsequent to that great religious move¬
ment. The origin of the term, “givingout,” can, however, be traced to the early
days of English psalmody, when the Puri¬
tan preacher, or the Episcopalian clerk,
read out, line by line, the stanzas, or
more generally the separate lines, of their
respective psalters. This performance,
often characterized by more unction than
education, has survived in a more or less
modified form until this present; while
the expression employed to denote it has
been extended so as to include the play¬
ing over of the tune as well as the read¬
ing of the words.
In England it was not until after the •
Restoration of 1660, that the organ was
generally used to accompany psalmody;
and for quite a century after that time
the instrument was generally so imper¬
fectly constructed, and so incompetently
played, that the giving out of a psalm
tune was a practice to be honored more
in the breach than in the observance.
This is proved by the fact that Dr. Blow,
sometime organist of Westminster Abbey,
and the instructor of Henry Purcell, in
his Psalms set full for the Organ or
Harpsichord as they are Play’d in
Churches or Chapels, a work published
about 1700, gives out each line of the Old
Hundreth in close harmony, with such
occasional notes for the pedals as could
be executed upon the primitive pedalboards and by the average parochial or¬
ganists of that day, and inserts between
each line meaningless “runs” and repeti¬
tions, e. g.,
Ex. I.

Psalm the 100—Proper tune.

GEO. KILGEN & SON

Pipe Organ Builders
ST. LOUIS. MO.
«•
Organ Plant* la thf tml

$£5^* Mr-Bird’ - «
Returning to Bach I serjously wanted
o educate, whereas I produced almost
he opposite effect. Instead of enjoying
the development of such a work of art
my audience prepared for a thunder
storm; a general fight in notes over a
given theme. Many who professed to
enjoy it did so because it was the f--,si,•
O.W, timidly -ltd „
why and wherefore of such
the
mult; and still others tried to Reckon
hew many cubic feet of wind T
,
I have learned since, through
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But this elegant example, with its con¬
secutive Sths between the first and second
measures (caused by the omission of an
inner part), was completely eclipsed by
the following,

Ex. 2.

The 100 Psalm, Tune given out.

i
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ordinate tone, the bass being taken by a
soft combination on the pedal organ
coupled to the second manual. The most
suitable stops for the solo are the 8 ft.
flute, the clarinet, or some swell or solo
manual reed. Sometimes the foregoing
methods can be combined, part of the
hymn-tune being “soloed,” while the re¬
mainder, especially if repeated or sequen¬
tial matter, is played in simple harmony
on one manual. The melody can some¬
times be played in the tenor octave an
octave lower than written, the inner parts
and the bass being taken as already de¬
scribed. This, however, cannot be well
done when the melody and alto, or the
melody and tenor, move in consecutive
fourths, because the inversion of these
intervals would produce consecutive fifths.
In the case of a very familiar tune, “it
will often suffice,” says Dudley Buck, “to
give out but a portion of it. The organ¬
ist can readily introduce a simple cadence
so soon as “in his judgment the tune has
been recognized. This method is par¬
ticularly advisable when hymns contain
verses of six or eight long lines.” But
unless an organist possesses what every
organist should possess, some knowledge
of harmony and form, this is a method
which is likely to cover the performer
with rather more of confusion than of
glory.
Also a hymn-tune should never be given
out at a different speed from that at
which it is intended to be sung. Neither
should it be announced upon unsuitable
fancy stops, upon manuals of violently
contrasted tone, with defective pedalling,
with inaccurate coupling, nor with exces¬
sive staccato. Care should also be taken
to reiterate the repeated notes in the solo
part, or melody. This is how the writer
once heard Dr. Dykes’ tune, Nicea, given

selected from The Psalmes set full for
the Organ or Harpsichord, as they are
plat’d in Churches and Chapels in the
manner given out, and also with their
Interludes of great Variety, the work of
Daniel Purcell, the youngest son of Henry
Purcell, about 1717. My readers will
doubtless note the key signature which,
in accordance with the usual practice of
that day, omits the last sharp, also the
tirata, or slide, attached to the first note.
But even these meaningless and ludi¬
crous ornaments, as frivolous in effect as
they were foreign to the connection, were
too much for the parish organist of that
period. A simpler method had to be
adopted. This is outlined by one, John
Blewitt, a London organist, born in 1750,
who, in his Complete Treatise on the
Organ, describes “giving out” as “playing
melody and hass only.” His definition is
confirmed by Dr. Crotch (1775-1847), the
well-known Oxford Professor, who says,
thus making it sound like to nothing so
in the preface to his Seventy-five Psalm much as to the intonation of a so-called
Tunep, “If the tune is given out (or Gregorian chant.
*
played without voices on the organ), the
And, in addition to all the former re¬
harmony should be omitted, and only the quirements, the giving-out of a hymntreble and bass played.” The worthy pro¬ tune demands, on the part of the organ¬
fessor’s definition is excellent, while his ist, firmness and decision both of style
method, although leaving much to be de¬ and tempo. For if the trumpet give an
sired, was preferable to the tootling or uncertain sound, who shall prepare him¬
self for the battle? Certainly not the
grunting of the key-note which was the
average congregation, if the long experi¬
only species of hymn-tune announce¬ ence of the present writer is to be relied
ment affected by the village orchestras upon.
of the days of our great-grandfathers.
Since then the rapid advance in organ
construction and manipulation has caused THE MUSIC OF RAMESES’ ERA.
the formal giving-out of the hymn-tune
What manner of music did the ancient
Egyptians enjoy, and how did they make
become a practice—a practice not only it? James Bruce, an English painter and
tolerable but really desirable,
explorer, thus describes a picture he saw
“Giving out,” says Dudley Buck, “is on the walls of the tomb of Rameses
Susceptible of a great variety of treat¬ and the drawing he made of it. “My
ment. only limited by the size of the in¬ first drawing was that of a man playing
strument, and the taste, the skill, and the upon a harp; he was standing, and the
invention of the player.” The simplest instrument being broad and flat at the
method of giving-out is to play the tune base, probably for that purpose, sup¬
over, as written, on some soft but dis¬ ported itself entirely with a very little
tinct combination, perhaps alternating be¬ inclination upon his arm. His head is
tween manuals of contrasted tone hut close shaved, his eyebrows Dlack, with¬
fairly equal power; and occasionally out beard-or moustachios. He has on
using, especially in the last line of the him a loose shirt, like what they wear
tune, a soft pedal combination, coupled at this day in Nubia (only it is not
to the manual, for the real bass. Greater blue), with loose sleeves and arms and
melodic distinctness is, however, obtained, neck bare. It seemed to be thick muslin,
and more taste and skill demanded from or cotton cloth, and longways through it
the performer, when the solo style is em¬ is a crimson stripe about one-eighth of
ployed, i. <?., playing the melody with a an inch broad. It reached down to his
stop or combination of distinctive quality, ankle; his feet are without sandals. He
and with the right hand on one manual, seems to be a corpulent man of about
while the left hand takes the alto and sixty years of age, and of a complexion
tenor parts upon another manual of sub¬ rather dark for an Egyptian.”
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Rhys-Herbert
Operettas
are works that recommend themselves.
Several thousand performances have
been given of

“Sylvia”
“A Nautical Knot”
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published but little over 8 years.
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“The Bo’sn’s Bride”
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BY ROLAND DIGGLE.
During the past six months it has been
the writer’s lot to give the opening re¬
citals on some twenty-five organs, vary¬
ing in price from six hundred to three
thousand dollars, the average price being
around two thousand. For this price a
really good small organ should be ob¬
tainable, but how many churches spend¬
ing this amount of money get an organ
that is worthy the name? Only one of
the twenty-five organs played on had
more than three pedal stops, while the
majority had only one, this in all cases
a Bourdon, not half heavy enough for
full organ and impossible, as a bass for
the soft registers. Yet ministers and
congregations grumble because the or¬
ganist always uses such a loud bass.
Complaints of this kind have been made
times without number, and when one ex¬
plains that it is not the organist’s fault
but the fault of the organ, the question
is asked, “Why didn’t the organ builder
tell us about it? The builders are to be
blamed for this to a certain extent, but
the roof of the trouble is that churches
will not engage a competent organist to
superintend the building of their organs.
They leave it to the organ builder and to
a committee, the members of which nine
times out of ten don’t know the first
thing about an organ. They tell the
builder they have so much to spend and
the builder who will give them the most
for their money gets the contract. Some¬
times they send out a specification, com¬
piled by a local pianist, and the builder
who will do it cheapest gets the job.
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A FINE SMALL ORGAN.
The best organ the writer played on
was in a small town in Missouri. The
cost with blower was twenty-one hundred
dollars. It had four stops on the Great,
seven on the Swell and three on the
Pedal, the soft stop being borrowed.
This instrument was without doubt the
most perfect organ for its size I have
ever seen. I know of dozens that cost
five or six hundred dollars more that
cannot be spoken of in the same breath.
How did the church get such an
organ? In the first place the committee
engaged an expert organist to draw up
a specification that would suit their
church. They next asked six builders,
recommended by the organist, for bids,
the lowest being accepted. As no cheap
firms were asked to bid it was safe to
accept the lowest. When the organ was
installed the organist examined it and
gave the opening recital. Today they
have an organ to be proud of which will
last a lifetime. All they paid the or¬
ganist was $100.00; did it pay? The
same organ would have cost four or
five hundred dollars more had it been
got in the usual way, and it is doubtful
whether the same specification would have
been used or whether the workmanship
would have been as good.
A BAD EXAMPLE.
The worst organ in the writer’s esti¬
mation cost twenty-six hundred dollars;
it was got on “the most for the money”
plan. They certainly got a great deal.
There were, I think, twenty-two stops,
only one of these on the pedals and this
a particularly loud Bourdon. The ef¬
fect when playing on the soft registers
was wonderful. During the recital I had
to take out the front pipes and fix a cou¬
ple of ciphers. This, coupled with the
fact that when playing full organ the
whole thing was inclined to fall down,
made the recital especially interesting.
The organ has been in about seven
months. Half of the time they have not
been able to use it, and now are about to

spend a thousand dollars to rebuild it,
this time under the supervision ol
expert organist.
The smallest organ in the writer s ex¬
perience cost six hundred dollars, it wa
a small one-manuel, three stops, ana
Pedal Bourdon, was beautifully voiced
and it answered all the purposes ol tne
small church it was in. It might be said
that a good reed organ costing that mucn
would have been better, but personally i
have never seen a reed organ that could
compare with this little gem. The writer
is in favor of a good reed organ in
place of a poor pipe organ, but it may
be said that there is no need whatever
for a poor pipe organ. If the churches
will get the “best” they can instead of the
“most” they can for the amount of money
they have to spend, the “cheap” organ
builder will soon quit business. Selecting
a good man to supervise the building
cannot be too strongly urged whether the
organ is to cost six hundred dollars or
six thousand. It will be a better organ,
and money will be saved in the end. I
hear a member of the committee say
“Well, let us get Mr. Cheaper, he will
do it for us for twenty-five dollars”
My dear Mr. Committeeman, you will
never save money that way. Get the
best man you can and one that has had
lots of experience; one who knows the
different makes, and can draw up a speci¬
fication that will best suit your church
in view of the amount you are prepared
to spend. Get a man you can rely on
and let him be “boss.” In the end you
will be more than satisfied that you have
got your money’s worth.
THE WRONG GRADE A SERIOUS
STUMBLING BLOCK.
BY HERBERT J. WRIGHTSON.
The piano student is easily classed or
“graded” as to his state of advancement
by the degree of difficulty of the studies
and pieces which he plays. As every
student naturally likes to be considered
advanced, this leads to the desire for
difficult music and a distaste for what ap¬
pears to be easy.
One of the commonest troubles of the
teacher arises from this very thing, espe¬
cially in taking new pupils who have been
previously improperly trained or not
trained at all.
They may have been
working on sixth or seventh grade pieces
while unable to handle fourth grade ma¬
terial satisfactorily. In such a case, un¬
less remarkably sensible and docile, they
feel insulted to be “set back,” and show
it, or at any rate are discouraged.
It should be understood that the diffi¬
culty of a piano composition is not in
itself any indication whatever of the pow¬
ers of the pianist using it, for it may
be suited to him and it may not. Every
day we see musically immature students
playing the same things as are found
on the concert programs of the greatest
virtuosi, a presumption which deserves
the severest censure. In most cases the
blame belongs to the unwise teacher
there is no reason, of course, why a
otudent may not advance gradually to
the highest technical grade, temperament
and life experiences alone adding to this
the spirit of the artist.

BY BEN VENUTO.
A certain piano teacher in a New Eng.
land city enjoyed considerable patronage
from several surrounding towns. Un«.
pectedly, and somewhat to his anxiety,
he observed that pupils from one par¬
ticular town were dropping off, and no
more coming. As there seemed to be
no particular new competition to explain
it, he determined to discover the cause,
if possible, by dint of a few tactful in'
quiries. It was not far to seek. One
of his advanced pupils, Miss X, who had
appeared several times quite creditably in
pupils’ recitals, had been asked to play
the piano for the singing of hymns at
certain religious meetings, and had made
such bungling work of it as to throw
discredit on her teacher. This is no fancy
sketch, but an actual occurrence, and the
moral is obvious.
POPULAR METHODS LACKING.
Glance through any of the piano meth¬
ods in common use, and see how little
there is that could help toward hymn
tune playing. There are scales, arpeg¬
gios, various accompaniment figures and
all that, but little or nothing like the
“homophonic part-song” which would be
the technical description of our hymn
tunes. Sometimes there is a German
chorale or two, and that helps some,
but does not quite fill the bill, because
it is less rhythmical and much slower in
tempo. What has been said about hymntunes applies equally well to college
songs, and to various songs used in the
ritual of several of the fraternal orders.
The most practical thing to do, when a
pupil has arrived at a point where there
is the least possibility of her being called
upon for this ' sort of playing, is to ask
her to bring to the lesson whatever
hymnal or song-book is in use in the
church or club to which she belongs,
and to give her thorough and systematic
instruction on the material found therein.
She should be carefully taught, how, when
the compass of a chord on the bass staff
exceeds the stretch of the left hand, the
lowest bass note should be played ex¬
actly as written, but the other note taken
care of by the right hand, and conversely
in the somewhat rarer cases where the
notes in the treble clef represent an im¬
practicable stretch for the right hand. It
should be made clear that the notation
is for the use and convenience of voicts,
and only incidentally for the piano.
The first practice of hymn-tunes should
be with pure legato touch, and with as
few changes as possible, other than those
just mentioned, but later on, the pupil
should also learn to play the chords with
an elastic staccato touch, producing a
legato effect by the use of “syncopated
pedal.” When this is done, it is possible
often to double the bass in octaves, taking
care of the tenor with the right hand, it
necessary transposing it up an octave and
making the right hand play full chords
of three or four notes. When well
done, this is the richest anti most power¬
ful effect possible in hvmn-tune playing
on the piano, and it is well worth much
effort and patience to acquire.
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FINDING PRACTICE MATERIAl
IN HYMN TUNES.
^

Have the choir present an informal
Program of music; not church music.
Have a few bright and brief speeches
and serve refreshments. Such a recep¬
tion will do much to strengthen the bond
of sympathy between choir and people,
more especially if the choir be composed
of members not of the church.
Herbert Stavely Sammond.

Mastering the Art of Playing in Time

Playing in correct time is of such
fundamental importance that it is selfevident even to the novice that the great¬
est attention should be paid to it. And
yet, as a matter of fact, there is no branch
of instruction more neglected by the
violin teacher than this very one of
teaching pupils to play in time. I think
it was Mozart who said that playing in
time was the most important and diffi¬
cult thing in music, and one of the elements in a musical training most neg¬
lected by teachers.
I have seen many pupils, sometimes
even those having had three or four
years’ instruction from teachers who
were good musicians and violinists, who
vere unable to play comparatively sim¬
ile melodies with correct rhythm and
proper time values, simply because their
teachers had not had the patience to
teach them the fundamental principles of
Performers on the piano, organ, harp,
and all instruments which are complete
in themselves, and furnish their own bass
and accompanying parts, learn to play in
time much easier than vocalists, and
those who play melody instruments, such
as the violin, violoncello, cornet, flute
and all wind instruments.' This is be¬
cause in so many passages the left hand
“counts for them," that is, there are so
many notes of equal or very simple time
division in the accompaniment, the time
of which is easily mastered. The left
hand thus keeps the melody in time be¬
cause of the fact that when certain notes
■of the melody are struck with the proper
notes of the accompaniment the melody
is kept in correct time. Of course, there
are innumerable passages in piano and
organ playing where it is difficult for
the student to master the time, but in
general the fact that the accompaniment,
as well as the melody, is played in piano
compositions makes it easier for the stu¬
dent to master the time.
Of all musical performers vocalists
are the most lax in observing strict time
values, in fact musical and operatic di¬
rectors have a saying that vocalists seem
to think that “time was made for slaves,”
and that they are privileged to take any
possible liberties with time values they
please. Of course, certain liberties are
allowable to every soloist, if done accord¬
ing to principles of correct art, but every
church organist and musical director
knows that a large proportion of vocal¬
ists sing atrociously out of time without
“rhyme or reason,” and take innumerable
liberties where none can be allowed.
As a class, performers on the violin
and various wind instruments observe
the principles of time better than vocal¬
ists, but this comes largely from the fact
that they do much orchestral and ensem¬
ble work, where correct time must be ob¬
served or else the whole thing falls to
pieces. Players of strictly melody instru¬
ments, who do solo work exclusively, are

much more faulty in time than those who
do much orchestra and ensemble work.
The violin teacher will not do his duty
by the pupil unless he teaches him the
principles of time and sees to it that all
time values are strictly adhered to. At
the very start, that is, for the first two
or three months, it will be found best
not to bother the pupil with counting or
time beating. At least that much time
• must be taken up with learning the cor¬
rect position of holding the instrument,
and the position of body, arms, fingers,
etc., and learning the first simple exer¬
cises. At the end of that period the
pupil will be ready for time exercises.
The first time exercises had best be done
on the open strings.

concert at which a iamous German solo
violinist played a Hungarian Dance b?
Brahms. During some of the more diffi¬
cult passages he beat time with his foot
with a pair of honest German shoes with
soles half an inch thick, so that it could
be heard all over a large auditorium,
making a very bad effect.
As any pupil of ordinary intelligence
can be taught to count it will be best to
use this method, instead of beating with
the foot, since, even if the pupil beats
very softly in his private practice, he is
apt to become excited and beat loudly if
he plays a solo in public or plays in an
orchestra. It stands to reason that the
director of a good orchestra could not
permit the members to beat time, as an
orchestra could never keep good time
with all the members beating loudly with
their feet, some right and some wrong.
There must be only one standard of time
in an orchestra, and that is the director’s
baton.
In the case of vocalists, they cannot
very well count time because they are
singing words. Many vocalists beat with
the foot, but as their hands are free,
which Is not the case with an instru¬
mental performer, it is better that they
should beat with the hand. Mme. Marchesi, the famous singing teacher in
Paris, had her pupils hold one hand to
the side, beating time quietly with the
forefinger.

MARKING THE BEATS.
An excellent method of getting the
pupil to comprehend the principles of
METHODS BY COUNTING.
time is to have him mark the notes on
Violin teachers as a rule employ one
which the beats fall in the compositions
of two methods in teaching time to he is studying, as in the following ex¬
pupils, either counting audibly or in- ample. The beats can be indicated with
audibly, or heating time with the foot. a line or a cross, or the letter “b,” or
Inaudible counting, I think, is the best. any convenient sign.
In the following
From much experience with different example crosses are marked where the
methods I have found that pupils learn beats fall:
the principles of time much more readily
by counting. The half divisions of the
measure can also be counted by intro¬
ducing the word “and”; 1 and 2 and 3
and, etc., or in the case of triplets, 1
and a 2 and a 3 and a, etc. Besides,
the pupil can be told on what counts the
In the case of easy compositions it is
principal accents in the measure fall, as quite easy to mark the position of the
for instance, on one and three in com¬ beats correctly, but in florid music, com¬
mon time, on one in three-four time, etc. plicated or syncopated passages, it is
He will thus remember which counts re¬ often quite difficult. It is surprising how
ceive the heaviest accents much more rapidly a violin student will master the
readily than if another system were used, principles of time if he is made to mark
the position of the beats in all his music.
such as beating time with the foot.
With these marked, it, of course, sim¬
BEATING WITH THE FOOT.
plifies his counting of the time very
It seems natural with some students greatly.
and musicians to beat time with the foot,
PUTTING A PUPIL BACK.
and many people learn time better with
this method than others. A majority of
Pupils with comparatively advanced
the best teachers will not allow this “foot technic, whose time is very deficient,
beating,” although some permit it, if it often come for lessons who would re¬
is done in a quiet enough manner. There sent being put back to the very begin¬
is a great difference among pupils in this ning, so ,as to learn to play in time. In
respect. Some will beat time by simply such cases it is best for the teacher to
moving the great toe, or beating so softly compromise by dividing the lesson hour
that it cannot be heard. If it is done in and the pupil’s practice time into two
this way there is certainly no objection parts, one part to be spent in reviewing
to it. Others again will beat so loudly very elementary compositions, whiefi the
that the stamping of the foot is very pupil is to be compelled to count, and
annoying to the listener, and puts one in to master perfectly in time, and the other
mind of country bands and orchestras part to be devoted to advanced work. In
where the members all stamp out the this way the pupil will not feel discour¬
time as loud as they can, so that it sounds aged, because he has a certain proportion
more like a livery stable than an orches¬ of advanced work, and yet at the same
tra rehearsal. Loud beating of this de¬ time he is mastering the fundamental
scription should not be tolerated under principles of time. It is astounding how
any circumstances.
badly out of time some of these ad¬
This disagreeable habit of beating vanced pupils play.
I have often had
audibly on the floor with the foot is pupils apply for lessons who were trying
not confined to students and beginners to play violin concertos, and yet could
in all cases. Many musicians have the not play melodies of the grade of diffi¬
habit of keeping time with the foot, al¬ culty of the Old Folks at Home in cor¬
though those of the better class who do rect time. I always have such pupils get
it are very quiet about it. Even here a volume of simple folk songs arranged
there are exceptions. I once attended a for the violin, and keep them studying
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these until they can play them absolutely
in time. As they are doing advanced
work as well they do not object being
kept on the easy music for time study.
As they progress in the time soidies
harder compositions can be given, un i
finally their knowledge of time is built
up to a point where they can apply the
correct principles of time to all their
music. It is astonishing what an im¬
provement can be wrought in the case of
a pupil who is weak in time by teaching
him the fundamental principles of rhythm
and correct time values.
Many such
pupils who have been backward for years
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suddenly seem to be “born again” when
they are made to understand time values.
The scales seem to fall from their eyes,
and things which they have never been
able to understand become as clear to
them as the noon-day sun.
ENSEMBLE WORK.
Aside from private instruction and
practice, the pupil w II hnd orchestra and
ensemble work of all kinds of the . reatest assistance in learning to play in time,
since the necessity of keeping to the beat
with the others is the strongest kind 0f
an incentive to playing in correct time.
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A lady in a far Western state writes
to the Violin Department of The Etude
as follows: “I am trying to learn to play
the violin, but as I am the busy mother
of three little children, it is hard to do
so. I cannot get any teacher here, but I
once took ten lessons on the violin and I
can play the scale in C, G, F, D, E, and
can pick out all the notes, if I am slow,
and some simple pieces by note. Can
play the piano, anything in third grade.
I began the study of the piano when I
was twelve and took the violin lessons
when I was twenty. I can also play a
good many pieces by ear on both the
violin a. I piano. I have no trouble on
the violin with my left hand, it is the
bowing hand. I have got an ‘ear for
music,’ as some people say. Now I can
practice from two to three hours a day
on the violin. What do you advise me
to do? What course shall I follow? I
read carefully your department in The
Etude. With many thanks for whatever
you can do for me.”—Mrs. R. L. D.
The Etude receives many letters simi¬
lar to the one quoted above, which proves
that there are thousands of people scat¬
tered all over the country who are anx¬
ious to study the fascinating art of violin
playing, but have great difficulty in doing
so because they are far removed from
teachers, and do not know just how to
go about it. Great violinists and teach¬
ers, as a rule, try to discourage people
so situated, since they hold that no one
should attempt the violin except those
who can hope to achieve high artistic ex¬
cellence. Spohr, the great violinist, was
one of those who took such a view. In
his Violin School he says: “The violin
is a most difficult instrument, and is, in ;
fact, only calculated for tliose who have
a great inclination for music, and who,
from advantageous circumstances, are en¬
abled to study the art thoroughly.”
With all due respect for Spohr’s opin¬
ion, it seems to me that he takes a very
narrow-minded view of the matter. Why
should millions of violin lovers the world
over be debarred from the delights of
violin playing just because they can never
hope to play the Mendelssohn Concerto
m public? Some of the people who can
only play a few simple melodies on the
violin get more pleasure out of it than
many professional violinists. Then, again
thmk what a state of affairs we should
have if no one should attempt to sing
except those who expected to attain the
grand opera arias, or to play the piano,
except they expected to play the great
compositions of Liszt and Chopin. There
certainly would he very little music mak¬
ing in the. world, and the musical art
would receive a tremendous and perma¬
nent backset, since, the greater number of
even tk
h ^ ^
StUd^ music,
even though in an elementary way the
greater number of artists and composers
there will he produced in the long run
If.no,one ?h°uld studY music but those
who Showed the early talent of Liszt and

Paganini, there would in time be no
Liszts or Paganinis, and no audiences
to listen to them, since it is the great
mass of people studying music which
furnishes the soil from which the great
artists and composers spring.
STUDYING WITHOUT A TEACHER.
There is no reason why our correspon¬
dent should not continue her studies, and
get much enjoyment from them. In her
case the outlook for advancement is much
more favorable than the average beginner
because she already knows the scales, and
can play simple pieces. There are four
ways in which the violin student can de¬
velop, when living where there is no resi¬
dent teacher.
First: Watching and hearing other
violinists. Even in a small town or in the
country, there are occasional opportuni¬
ties of hearing professional violinists.
Almost all small towns have lecture and
concert courses, Chautauquas, theatrical
entertainments, etc., in which violinists
appear, either in solo work or in orches¬
tra.
By attending such entertainments,
and occupying a seat well towards the
front, and on the left-hand side of the
audience, where the bow arm of the vio¬
linist can be watched, many valuable ideas
•can be obtained in regard to the proper
management of the bow, the correct posi¬
tion, etc. The student must keep his ears
open as well, for violin playing has a lan¬
guage all its own, and the careful listener
can learn much of this language by listen¬
ing to good violin players. The student
who lives in a town so small that it is
seldom or never visited by violinists, or
in the country, should try and take an ex¬
cursion trip now and then to the nearest
town or city where there is an opportun¬
ity to see and hear violin playing.
Second: Occasional lessons. The vio¬
lin student who lives in the country or in
a small town where there is no available
teacher should try and get an occasional
lesson from a visiting violinist, or if
none come to the locality, he should make
a' trip now and then to the nearest town
or city where instruction can be obtained.
In the meantime let him write in a note
book the points in regard to which he
wishes to ask the teacher. In the course
of his studies there will be many little
things which he does not understand, and
vvnich he cannot puzzle out for himself.
By jotting these down and asking a
teacher when one is available, he will lie
^ e to clear up many doubtful points.
Almost any violin teacher would be will¬
ing, under such circumstances, to arrange
tor even one or two lessons to help a
student who comes from a distance and.
w ere the student knows just what he
,s es to ask, a vast deal of ground could
be covered in a short time.'
BOOKS AND PICTURES.
Third.
Books arid pictures. A vast
«a of information can he gained from
books and pictures. Honeyman’s Violin

and How to Master It and the Secrets of
Vinlin Playing by the same author, are
rtical little works which will give our
^rrpsnondent thousands of ideas in reC°
-i violin playing. They cost but half
■e written in a thora dollar each, and :
oughly practical veil The first book has
pictures showing the correct way 3 hold
jj,e
Ui„ bow and bow arm, and a complete
chart showing all the notes on the fingerboard of the violin. Courvoisier s Technics of Violin Playing is a highly scientific work, containing many pictures,
showing the correct method of holding
the violin and bow, and illustrating the
various positions the arm and fingers
assume in manipulating the bow. If our
correspondent has a file of The Etude
for the past three years, she Will find
many pictures illustrating the correct
method of violin playing as well as much
information which will be of assistance
her There are many other works on
riotin 'playing which would he helpful,
One of the best recent works is on Violin
Technics, by Frank Thistleton.
If it is impossible for the student
leave home occasionally, arrangements
might be made with a violin teacher in
the nearest large city to answer questions
covering points on which the student is
in doubt. Almost any teacher would he

1

rapid progress, and in a few years saved
up enough for a four years’ course in
Berlin. Returning to the United States
he established himself in a good-sized
American city, doing concert work and
teaching, with the result that in a few
years he made a reputation as a violinist

willing to. do ^
questions at
occupied
answering thet^uesUons at
his regular hour
&
Fourth: Instruction books and music.
Much progress can be madel?^Stud>'in®
instruction books and exercises wnere
there is considerable descriptive matter.
Some of the best works and sets of
studies for the violin have little or no
explanation accompanying the music, be¬
cause they are designed to be used only
with a teacher. Our correspondent for
this reason might find it best to get such
a work as Dancla’s Conservatory Method.
for the violin, as it has a good deal of
description andexplanationaccompanying
the music. Hermanns Violin School,
Book I (first position) and Book II (for
the higher positions), is a work of very
hi oh character. Kavser’s Etudes, Op. 20,
are invaluable (although they contain no
descriptive matter), and Schradiecl: s
Scales will be of great value. For little
pieces our correspondent might get Weiss
Harvest of Flowers, for violin and piano,
Books I, II and III, also such works as
Danela’s Twelve Operatic Fantasies, Op.
86. Hohmann’s Violin School is a prcctical work and would no doubt be help¬
ful. As our correspondent has to rely so
much upon herself, it would be well to
get all the works above mentioned, since
points which she could not understand in
studying one work might he made clear
in another.
.
The above books, methods and music
mentioned contain an enormous amount
of well-marked music and fundamental
information in violin playing, and by
working over this material the student
°
,
__ _
cannot fail to make much progress, espe¬
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covering several states, and by his earnings as a violinist and teacher, and by
lucky real estate speculation, amassed a
good-sized fortune. The violin student
who is hungry to learn and really loves
the art is certainly destined to hnd a way
to succeed.

FreeTrial
10to30Days
on any strictly highgrade violin in our
famous stock of rare in¬

Get a Dictionary
Every violin student who is studying'”a physician and get a prescription, he
the art at all seriouslyi should have a writes at the bottom of the prescription
liule library of works pertajn;ng t0 the minute directions how often the medicine
vioiin, an(i vi0Hn playing, and above all should be taken, and in what manner,
should have a good musical dictionary, The druggist copies these directions on
such as the Clarke Dictionary of Musical the label on the bottle.” It would lie
Terms. Many violin'students know com- manifestly absurd for a person to take
paratively few of the signs of expression the medicine at haphazard, without readand technical terms used in marking ing the directions. In the same way the
violin music, and have to have them composer or editor of a piece of music
explained by the teacher. I often tell writes at intervals through the music
students that in the course of a few many signs of expression, and technical
years’ lessons it takes fully $100 or more terms showing how the music should be
of the teacher’s time, which the pupil pays played. How equally absurd is it for the
for, to explain to him these terms, which musical student to play compositions
he could learn for himself from i die- without knowing what these t
tionary, which would cost him but a and yet many pupils have an extremely
single dollar.
limited knowledge of them. If the pupil
The pupil should be urged to write the makes .a point of learning by heart each
English translation of each musical term week all musical terms as they appear in
n the music, directly under the foreign the exercises and pieces he is studying, it
erms, and in this way he would soon get will not he long until he has quite a como know them by heart. For some unac- prehensive knowledge of musical terms,
countable reason it is often difficult to get The trouble is that the average pupil
pupils to buy dictionaries and works on depends too much on the teacher, when he
^ P ^ ^ violin pIaying A striking might do so much for himself. Exillustration, such as the following, will plaining these terms takes up time in
br;ng ilorne
> the pupil the im- the lesson, which the teacher could better
portanj'of havTng 'such works. I often employ in'instructing the pupil in matters
__a _;1.
_v.*
ne>t for
fr*r himself.
say to such
pupil: “When
you consult which he /»on«At
cannot get

cially if good violin players can occasion¬
ally be seen and heard. Where there is
a will there is a way, in violin playing as
in everything else. I once knew a young
German cornet player who lived in a com¬
paratively small town in the. West. He
was determined to be a concert violinist.
He played in a brass hand, slept on a
lounge in the band room to save the ex¬
pense of a furnished room, subsisted on
cheap lunches instead of regular meals,
and saved every cent. He read every¬
thing lie could about violin playing,
watched other violinists, and whenever a
traveling show came to his town, which
had a good violinist, he would arrange
for a single lesson from him, on which
occasions he would ask for information
on many points which had puzzled him
for the preceding few weeks. He made

struments. A positively
trial right in
your own
home. There
ire nostrings
to this lib¬
eral offer.
Send in

and Import
instruments
and selldirect,
giving you the
benefit of the
regular mid-

,at you may examine it thoroughly.and
j <v M.n,--, ~he actual conditions you w_iIT wish tc
ments from the best of the foreign violin makers—
Herman Todt, Joseph Corretelli, Wilhelm Duerer,
J. F. Straube, Franz Weidler and many others. These
violin makers have made our name famous, as their
violins are honestly made and honestly sold.

Rare Offers—Now
Our instruments are all fine hand-made tone

Answers to Correspondents
I. a. f’.-—A good jacobus Stainer violin
is valuable. I have known sales of these
violins at prices ranging from *200 to $800,
according to quality,_ preservation, and cir[uently called the
‘StradP
i’y ever produced. The
number^of imitation'’ Stainers is immense,
are v(,ry (ond of reproducing Stainers, often
of the cheapest description, and noa more
,g liko sa grand opera prlma donna,
These cheapest grade factory fiddles are
,* are
pressed down ovei; a mold made
modeled,
of a t^Uc“g*°’^tt^ v^Uns of a S
L. G. H.—You might correspond with
c the violin dealers in the large cit■egard to selling your Klotz for you.
have a really good Egidius Klotz,
,t is m-noine it ought to command
his work on the
„ good price,
„_ II. Bauer
a
at from $200
violin, values the Egidiu
> $000. although they often sell for less.

orks in the future.

The 28th 0eellent work f
mpil who can

T. Y. lb—The thumb
ut of the bow, opposite
r according to Courvoi
hority opposite the secoi and third fingers,
'he first Joint of the th
neglected by nine out

inriiuir.y uuu lucuuipo i>■ « uu wnvu i>. ,,,,,,
pupils' orchestra, as two cornets, a flute, a
trombone,
bassvom.
andmlnllg
snareplay
drums,
why
vnjl nntand
hf|V(,
at vom.
itruments? Such
recital without any wind
opposite of artistic, an
instrument players we
(which they probably a

duets, trios, quartets, eti
ing each part if you li
to admit of this arrangemcn
j. G.—The Rond de Lutins, by Bazzini. class
p'aying of an orchestn
is a violin solo requiring violin technic -* when
it has a complete _ ympleme
.
ii high order. It is intended ' ' 1 played
'
Instruments. The insipid and nnsntlsfnetor
at a high rate of speed. It col
..._......MM.HRL quality of the playing, tin- average tlieatr
of seven to twelve pieces, as use
{:i'ons kave an “ossia” (substitute passage) orchestra
in the smaller theatres is owing to tile in
^h,|auygnllaam“ai^s/i^tufs proves totTdflb complete instrumentation, and the fact tlia
a small orchestra the wind, iusln
for the player. If you can only play in suchnecessarily
overbalance the string!
^t^ode^toattl‘™^°r Approaching1 recUaf,
m a tor passage are not heard a
in orchestra sound well i
a thig composition would prove insipid and *• . Contflfnkefl
_
ineffective, unless pint***/! with errent. hril- u,.UhL contain _a large string section, otlici
the
effect
is
thin and feeble. Th
liance and rapidity.
.’umentation a
1' the
H. T. J.—You < 1 get the famous Jars't placci
_ Lohennrin arranged for tneaties and other a
plel (Prelude t *—
four violins h y Hermann, blit although only
-clinic is required to play the
nstrosity, without balance
different parts in this arrangement, a violin
such a combination the t- 1 fiddles and
quartet of comparative beginners could not
ass bravely try to make the lselves heard,
plav it at all. Only pupils who are advanced
... „ ...__ hen the wind
and who can play with good intonation and
playing only mezzo forte,
sell it to a private party, and not a dealer.

each part,' the effect would lie very beautiI, always supposing each student could play
..... part
__
__
, however,
correctly. Tf
'
.
that more than a single quartet of violins
could he made up out of an average class, who
could plav tills composition. Pupils of poor
talent can make nothing of such music ns
this, and would only spoil what the others

eral violins 1
im repairing
studied for
in many cas
the case of

j',. 0.—From what ; m say of your technic, hundred the com
ready for any of the for the simple 1
you ..._ r.
:os. To prepare your- kept in proper 1
”,“fn
1 might take up the pairer, and the
study of sue wufKN as mv lust uve i nvitmu piupei-iy siriiug with good Strings,
:■>. Seitz. These are pleasing and when some little acc'dent happens cob¬
... the
... style of concertos, and hies it himself, instead of going to a good
in
'" ’ " ’
- larger repairer.
admirably adapted

For Only $8.80
we will send on approval, postpaid, a
line Pfretzschner Violin Bow
;ular retail value. $18.00 and $20.00.
_tSog° w'jft/fOT it today.63 “
B Professional violinists are especially Invited to
■ acknowledged the greatest of living bow makers.
I aaass fai&Ts

10 to 30 Days9 Trial
detnde buyS.^ We will^allow you^lO to 30 days’home
S?wrifpay theineSxpres3 c^arges^oth ways on any
returned instruments. Send the coupon today- now.

Violin Book Free
Write today;
italog of Violins, Cellos, Etc. Don ’tjthinkjjf buying
w'eTOei^Ss^p^^^nFi^s^J^u^thormigh^on^v^fin
§T

Special

Mail This Coupon Now
Just fill out the coupon and mail to ns at once.
We will send youfree and postpaid full description of
our high-grade ^instruments.^ Don’t delay—send
Wm. G. Lewis & Son (jp’)
225^8. Wabash "Ave*.
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huge class, sometimes he recognizes you
outside of his house; but more often he
forgets all about you the moment you
have descended his three flights of s
‘
Just fancy such a thing at home! W hy
our dear teacher knows every one ot us
hy name; she never fails to smile halt
way across the .square; she remembers all
of your little ways and she listens, to
your protests about ugly pieces.
bhe
sugar coats all the hard kttots; and coaxes
you over the rough places. Really now
don’t you think she makes it most too
easy for you ?

HOW TO ENLARGE THE
MEMORY.
“Do I have to memorize?” “I can't
memorize!” “How can I memorize?” and
“I don’t want to memorize.” This and
much more like it is heard during the
lesson.
Memorizing is a thing you have to do
by yourself and for yourself; and when
you get it that way it is truly yours and
no one can steal it. First of all, it is
necessary to form the memorizing habit,
just as you form the practicing habit, and
this means doing two things. It means
“learning to forget,” and learning to “take
When you first sit down to practice
you must learn to forget—that is, to for¬
get outside things, the telephone, the door¬
bell, the postman, the noises of the house¬
hold. It isn't a bit hard if you say, “I
will, "I can, I must shut out all but the
sound of my music.” You can do this,
because I have seen one of our great
pianists practicing in a hall where car¬
penters were hammering furiously. He
appeared perfectly oblivious to all save
the piano. It is much better to have quiet,
but how seldom we get it! So we must
accustom ourselves to noises early in life.
Then comes the “taking in” process.
Memorizing is not an off-hand process,
it is a slow, piecing together of measures
and phrases learned often bit by bit. Just
as you piece together the different parts
of a puzzle-map or puzzle-picture so to
begin with in memorizing you have to
piece together the different snatches as
they come to mind.
The amazing thing about the memory,
however, is that it can be stretched. The
more you put into it, the more it will
hold. Moreover you can put.into it big¬
ger and bigger pieces as you develop the
power of remembering more than a meas¬
ure or two at a time. How do you sup¬
pose the great pianists could remember
long concertos, if they had not pieced
them together bit by bit, and so stretched
their memories that there is room for an
endless amount of music ? It is said that
von Billow once had to play a new piece
at a concert and he was only given the
notes a few hours before the concert. He
had to make a railway journey to get to
the place where the concert was being
given. So while he was in-the coach he
studied and studied the music, until he
had every note of it in his mind. When
he came to the concert he was able to
play the work perfectly, though he had
never played it previously. Could you do
’ that ?
HERE AND THERE.
You’re a student? Why of course you
are—what a silly question to ask of a
down to date twentieth century Miss
who is studying piano and voice and
harmony and musical history. But I’m
wondering if you know, as I do, the dif¬
ference between students and teachers,
here and there,—“here” meaning your
home town in the United States and
“there” meaning some music center
abroad. Abroad—oh dear me! What a
magic word that is and what fairy cas¬
tles spring up around that term.
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the soldiers of the
KEYBOARD.

Sitting before the keyboard and hitting the keys is not practicing, though
you can perhaps make mother and big
sister believe it is; but it isn’t practicing
any more than sitting with your book
turned upside down and pretending to
read.
Practicing consists of so many other
things besides making a noise. First of
all it’s thinking hard and straight through
a piece or exercise; it’s keeping steady.
Are you perfectly steady at your prac¬
tice ?—you know how we all look up to
a steady boy and a trusty girl.
Just consider your teacher a little the
Have you the habit, I wonder, of going
AMERICAN HASTE IN MUSIC
next time you go for a lesson. First
back for a lost note or a wrong chord!
PRACTICE.
of all she is never too busy or too grumpy
All studies are good if you do Well, you’d better break up that habit of
to say “Good-morning.” Maybe the idea
turning backward, for it’s an awfully bad
of not greeting you with a hearty “Good them thoroughly. Sauer will recommend
one. When we think of marching sol¬
morning” is unknown to you; but to Pischna, Leschetizky gets results from
diers we always think of them as going
some who have wondered abroad such Czerny. Friedrich Wieck designed a set
forward. When they do turn back is when
of
studies
for
Clara
Schumann
that
any
little courtesies are sometimes dispensed
third grade pupil would find, easy to play they are beaten.
Your ten fingers are your soldiers; you
When you begin to puzzle over the at sight; but it’s not the easy thing to
notes, your teacher helps you on with read, it is the practice of the exercise are the captain, and it must be “Forward
some word of encouragement.
Maybe in different ways, in different keys and march” all the time or you will never
get to the place—no never.
you will question her suggestions, and at different speeds that is needed.
Some of you have heard, no doubt,
there is a big difference in pupils here
Of course
and abroad just at this very point. about “American haste.”
DIGGING FOR TREASURES.
Abroad, when the student goes to a les¬ music cannot escape a national trait, arid
son he accepts without question every speed is everywhere, having crept into
Did you ever stop to think of the stu¬
suggestion his teacher makes whether he everything, even into our piands; but pendous excavations that are being made
along the Nile? There every moment is
precious, every shovelful of dirt is sifted,
every man is on guard, every inch of soil
is carefully watched, every fragment must
be saved and laid away until all is uncov¬
ered. Think of the excitement of un¬
earthing a magnificent statue; think of
the strain of expectancy as the men work
in the heat and haze of dust.
We, too, are digging for treasures in
much the same way. To be sure we are
not making excavations along the remote
banks of the Nile; but deep down into
our own characters instead. We are dig¬
ging for treasures in an unFnown and
unexplored country; for who knows what
lies crowded into the temple of our
hearts?
Dig earnestly then day by day. handle
with care each little task for it’s a trust
that counts; sift the thoughts and deeds
of a careless day; guard your character
making; every good deed, every upward
Chopin’s musical story.
impulse, must be laid away.
is a boy. he Is said t
e he played music t
sleep, and Anally v ike tl
GAMES.
The Music Lesson is a good indoors
understands him or not. He never pre¬ speed is our one great barrier to success,
sumes to reason with him. The teacher and that is one reason why the foreigner game and any number of players may
is infallible and so long as you are a proves himself to be a better student than engage in the sport. On a table arrange
student of the Herr Professor you are
we are. He is not in such a dreadful the following articles—each article must
nothing more nor less than a student.
be numbered and on prepared cards let
Your likes and dislikes are not consid¬ hurry. He is willing to plod. We are each player write what term in music
ered. Fancy over there a student saying, not. In our practice we must hot leave
each article represents: A doorkey (key),
“I don't like this piece, I want a new note values, notation, musical signs of
one.” I dread even to think of the re¬ expression to come of themselves; they a yardstick (measure), a watch (time),
sults of such a remark. You take what wont do it. We must study them out. a razor (sharp), a smoothing iron (flat),
is assigned, simply that and nothing more. There are things in music that can not be an autograph album (signatures), a pair
If you do not like the piece so much slurred over; poise and sureness come of weighing scales (scales), a beet (heat),
the worse for you, for you must learn it to' you when you know that you know. an addressed and scaled envelope (a
willy-nilly.
\ou have read how the generals of a note), a walking stick (staff), a card
I once knew a girl over there, an fighting army figure things out on big upon which is written a figure four and
American girl, who has the courage to charts miles and miles from the place
a zero (forte), a toy piano (piano), a
say to the Herr Professor, “I wish Dus- of action; in fact, they know every part
sek had died before he wrote these ugly of the way long before they see it. You ball of twine (chord), several bars of
sonatas.” She was working on one of can do the same in your practice. You soap (bars), a card upon which is written
the Dussek sonatas then and what do can figure out every stumbling place in a measure of rests (paus-), a gentle¬
man’s cravat (a tic).
you suppose happened at the next lesson? your piece away from the instrument
Instead of getting some pretty new piece For instance, take your piece and count
Another merry game is called Who's
as she wanted, the Herr Professor glared it aloud away from the keyboard- beat
hv? Cut from postcards pictures of
at her and assigned another Dussek time with a pencil or a stick; try the F popular pianists and singers in the public
sonata. It was a rebuke, for dislikes clef first then the G clef; you will find
eye. Paste each on a card. Number the
over there are as little considered as per¬ it the best practice in the world, and you
sonality. Indeed a student has little per¬ won t have to make a bit of noise to do cares and let the guessers determine the
sonality abroad unless he happens to be it. But, above all, practice slowly, so that names of the artists. This is a good game
a most extraordinary person. He is sim¬ you understand everything you do ex¬ for clubs or history classes and is an
ply a small unit of the Herr Professor’s actly at the time you are doing it'
excellent way to keep in touch with cur¬
rent musical eventsr

ited, whether from those who desire to
place their outright orders with their local
dealer or not. We are here to help the
teachers; we are here to help music edu¬
cation. There is nothing that we will not
do toward that end. Our first catalogues
will be sent to all who ask. A small order
is a very excellent method of experiment.

new works.
Advance of Publication Offers—
February, 1915.
Regular^
Exercises for Developing Accuracy
How to Play Well-Known Plano
Solos—Charles W. Wilkinson
Little Folks’ Song Book—37 Tui
igs—Wm. H.
fill Bote
w Neid
linger ..-.
i ' Beginners—F

Practical Method for the Young
Violinist—K. H. Aiqouni.
Progressive Studies—L. A. Bugbee
Scale Studies for the Violir
Schradieck ....
Showy Parlor Album for the
Pianoforte .
Six Forest Sketches—F. Flaxington
Studies In Second Grade, Op. 1060
—A. Sartorio
Pour Hands,
Op. 824—Czerny .
Victory Divine. Church Cantat

Easter
Music
Our catalog is particularly rich in
music for Lenten and Easter services and
any of our publications of this class will
be sent, on request, for examination.
Aside from a fine variety of Easter
Anthems hy capable composers, and from
which the most exacting choirmaster or
organist may easily make a suitable choice,
we publish several excellent cantatas, both
Lenten and Easter, and we hope no one
interested in such matters will fail to ex¬
amine Neidlinger’s “Prayer, Promise and
Praise” (Lent), Marks’ “Victory Divine”
(Easter), Wolcott's “Dawn of the King¬
dom” (Easter). This year we have our
own new edition of Stainer’s “Crucifix¬
ion,” a work that needs no introduction
and which will be performed by many
choirs during Holy Week.
Our list of Easter solos for all voices
includes songs by Neidlinger,
Shelley,
Stults, Ward-Stephens and others well
known to singers. Lists sent if desired..
We suggest ordering early for exami¬
nation a selection of solos, anthems or
cantatas. Liberal rates and terms as
usual.

advantage of the mail order system of
supplying music as has been created and
carried on by the Theo. Presser Company.
There are only a hand full of music
dealers to-day in the entire country who
carry a stock large and varied enough to
suppfy the needs of the average teacher.
They are all located in the large cities.
There is no stock superior to that carried
by us. The new issues of every publisher,
American and foreign, are here. Thirty
thousand square feet of wall space are
covered with this stock. Almost anything
desired is to be found here, and every or¬
der is shipped the same day as it is re¬
ceived, and our competitors are kind
enough to say that we have the best Back
Order Department that has ever existed.
That is, we exhaust ourselves in finding
those thing! that are not in our stock.
The expense of doing this is great, the
profit is small on all outside publications,
but the satisfaction to our patrons is
worth everything.
On a double-page spread in last month’s
Etude we gave a selected list of the most
used works in musical education. This
list is possibly 20 per cent, of our cata¬
logue, and the works are all published by
the Theo. Presser Company, and they are
the most used works in music. So much
for our catalogue.
The remark of a certain publisher occa¬
sioned surprise to us a short time ago.
He said, “Yes, we send music On Sale.
You have forced us to”—forced to furnish
the most convenient method of supply¬
ing music to. the teacher! Our “On
Sale” system is naturally the most liberal
that is possible to obtain. There is no end
to what we will send On Sale, so long as
it is to be used logically. On Sale music
is for the use of schools and teachers, to
be used for their pupils’ work. It is not
to supply music for recreative .purposes to
non-professionals. A special circular that
we print will give full information.
Catalogues which are published hy us,
with the exception of music for the piano,
and that is in preparation, are veritable
guides, courses of study, usefully classi¬
fied—Piano Studies, Voice, Violin, Choir,
Organ, music for a number of performers
on the piano; each of the above in a sep¬
arate catalogue, all or any free to anyone.
We are equipped to take care of every
order of every school and teacher. Every
order, large or small, given the same care¬
ful attention. On Sale orders are solic¬

Victory Divine. A Church
Cantata for Lent or Easter Tide.
By J. Christopher Marks
Organists and choir masters on the
lookout for an effective cantata for the
coming season could not do better than
select Mr. Marks’ splendid cantata, Vic¬
tory Divine.” This work is of just the
right length for use at special musical
services, consisting of fourteen numbers,
including solos for soprano, tenor ana
bass and choruses. It is divided into three
parts, namely: 1. In the Garden. 2. The
Earthquake. 3. At the Tomb. The text
is taken mainly from the Scriptures and
the music is brilliant and telling through¬
out. well within the range of the average
choir.
In order to afford all who may he in¬
terested an opportunity to examine this
work we are offering single copies at the
special introductory price of 25 cents post¬
paid.
Mail Order
Music Supplies.
We doubt if there are many progressive
music teachers in this country and Canada
to-day who have not at some time taken

We take pleasure in announcing a new
Prize Contest for pianoforte compositions,
an extended notice of which will be found
in another column. We have had two
similar Prize Contests in past years, both
of which have been very successful.
These contests tend to arouse enthusiasm
and to promote emulation. Frequently
promising composers are uncovered who
might otherwise wait for years for some
measure of recognition. In these contests
the judgments are all rendered with the
utmost impartiality. The tyro in compo¬
sition is given as much consideration as
the experienced writer. All composers of
all nationalities are welcome and none are
restricted as to the number of manuscripts
they may submit or as to the number of
classes in which they wish to be repre¬
sented,
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most stimulating influence in the field of
musical art.
Send us a postal to-day requesting par¬
ticulars of our “Special Coupon Offer.”
You will receive information regarding
what is probably , the most interesting
money-saving plan ever devised for the
benefit of our readers, who have in years
past found it profitable to help others to
the larger musical life that The Etude
brings to them.
Valuable Collections
at Small Prices
We have on hand a quantity of foreign
volumes of music which we will dispose
of at exceptional rates. These volumes
are all new; they have never been offered
for sale; there is a limited quantity of
each one on hand.
The Grieg volumes are too well known
to need any comment of any kind. While
this edition lasts we will sell them at a
greatly reduced rate. The rate which we
make will include the postage. For all
the Grieg music we will give an all around
price of two-thirds off, which is one-third
of the retail price. The 75c volumes,
therefore, will sell for 25c and the $1.50
volumes for 50c. This will include the
postage.
In the Vocal Collections we will do
somewhat ..better. We will sell the 75c
volumes for 20c and pay the postage; the
$1.00 volumes, for 25c including the post¬
age; and the $1.25 volumes for 40c, as
they are both large volumes and the post¬
age is considerable. These prices will
only be good for this month. When
ordering you had better mention a choice
—first choice, second choice and third
choice—as some of the volumes may be
exhausted before we receive your order.
The number of some of them is quite
limited. It is also understood that these
volumes are not returnable. It will be
seen at a glance that these vocal collec¬
tions are of an excellent class, beautifully
bound. For a singer of ambition these
songs will amplify their repertoire. Have
your order in this month as early as pos¬
sible.

New Music
On Sale.
Just now, during the busiest time of
the teacher, the most opportune moment,
we draw attention to a very convenient'
system, that eff supplying new music each
month during the teaching season “On
Sale” to our patrons.
We send to all who desire them about
ten or twelve pieces each month (none
sent after May). These packages consist
of piano or vocal music. We also send a
fewer number of packages of violin, or¬
gan or octavo.
No matter with whom'you deal, whether
with your local dealer or with this firm,
or any other mail order house, no matter
how much On Sale music you may have,
these small packages of new music com¬
ing along during the busiest part of the
year have been found by thousands of Pianoforte Compositions. By Edvard
our patrons to be most useful, most inter¬
Grieg
esting. Expense of postage is small, the
Four Humoresques, Op. 6.50
discount is large, and the convenience and
advantage most exceptional. A postal Two Symphonic Pieces, Op. 14. For
four hands .75
card making your order is all that is nec¬
Norwegian Folk Songs and Dances.. .75
essary.
“Peer Gynt” Suite, Op. 23.75
“Peer Gynt” Suite, Op. 23. For four
Special Coupon Offer
hands .75
To Readers of “The Etude”
Scenes of Popular Life, Op. 19.75
Thousands of music lovers realize that Poetic Tone Pictures, Op. 3.50
every new subscription to The Etude Album for the Pianoforte. 1.50
means more progress for music in their
community. Every new subscriber added
Vocal Collections
to The Etude insures musical advance¬
ment for that music lover. Even if .you Album of Six Songs, Op. 6. With
German and English words. By
send only one subscription, you have put
Benno Schonberger.75
some friend or pupil in touch with the
The Love Legend. Joseph S. Ward. .75
Twelve Songs of Heine.
Arthur
Hervey . 1.00
Vocal Album. C. Chaminade. 1.25
The Mainspring of Home Musical Life
Love Songs. Marie Wurm.75
New Album of Songs. With Ger¬
On Christmas Day we found this letter on our desk. A letter from some¬
man and English words.
By
one we had never seen, but who has been very close to us for years. We could
Maude Valerie White. 1.00
not possibly have wanted a better Christmas present than this cordial, wholly
Five Songs.
With German and
unsolicited testimony of splendid loyalty to The Etude. It is one of dozens of
English words. By B. Hallet.75
fine letters we have received lately.
Six Cradle Songs. Leonhard Emil
Bach .
75
Album of Six Songs. Charles Braun .75
Album of Six Songs, Op. 5. With
German and English words. By
H. A. J. Campbell.75
insider The Etude
and the
Six Lyrics, Op. 6. E. N. Anderson. 75
--- ----, -„- m loot for its monthly com¬
A Group of Eight Songs. Henry F.
ing just the same as we do for the visits of Everybody's, The American Magazine or
Gilbert .75
any other of the National publications.”
(Signed)
Six Songs, Op, 3. Walter Petzet... .75
Mr. and Mrs.-and children
Six Songs. George H. Clutsam.75
Thousands of families are like that of Mr__ The Etude is the
Album of Twelve English Songs. C.
very mainspring of their favorite home delight. Don’t you. know of a great
Villiers Stanford . 1.25
many other families who would be benefited ? If you do, send us their names
and let us co-operate with you in making them a part of the great Etude family.
Progressive Studies
At the same time The Etude gives liberal rewards to those who bring us new
L. A, Bugbee
Etude subscribers. If you don’t wish to introduce the matter personally to
your friends be sure to send us their names so that we may give you credit for
These studies are in the second grade
bringing them to us, in case they may be induced to subscribe through letters
and remain in the second grade through¬
and circulars we may send them.
out. There is no unevenness among any
of the numbers; they keep strictly to the
one grade. The work is the result of the
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A Lesson in Painstaking
Thoroughness

T

Note Speller.
By Adele Sutor
We are continuing during the current
month the special introductory oflFer on 1
our new Note Speller. This work has
been in preparation for a long time and ,
it is now about ready to be issued. It will
embody all the good features that ought
to be found in a note speller and ou
has been to make it the very best one
issued. Works of this kind have been
found very advantageous in teaching nc
tation, making the task pleasureable a
well as profitable. The author of thu ,
work is an elementary teacher of long
experience.
Our advance price for introductory pur¬
poses will be 15 cents per copy, postpaid.
Studies in Second Grade.
Op. 1060. By A. Sartorio
This is the most recent addition to Mr.
Sartorio’s series of pianoforte studies in
various grades and styles. Mr. Sartorio
is a very prolific writer but he always
•has something good to say and is never
commonplace. All his study books are
successful and deserve to be so since they
present excellent educational material in
a most pleasing and satisfactory manner.
These new Second Grade Studies are in¬
tended for all around work, tending to
inculcate a sense of rhythm, digital fluency
and musical interpretation.
The special introductory price in ad¬
vance of publication is 15 cents per copy,
postpaid.

Six Forest Sketches.
By F. Flaxington Harker
It is of advantage in educational piano¬
forte work to have occasionally short
pieces written in sets. Mr. Harker’s “Six
Forest Sketches” constitute an excellent
example. These pieces are written on a
high musical plane. They are of but
moderate difficulty and all are pleasing as
well as instructive. These pieces lie in
the second and third grades.
The special introductory price
postpaid! ’>u,)l'cat'nn " U cen’s per copy.

HE ETUDE from time to time has pre¬
sented strikingly original and valuable
features in the form of “Lessons Upon
Great Masterpieces by Distinguished Vir¬
tuosos.”
Many of these have been done by the noted
Polish Teacher, Composer, Pianist,
SIGISMUND STOJOWSKI,
whose “CHOPIN AND HIS FIRST IM¬
PROMPTU” in this issue is so unusually fine
that we feel impelled to comment upon it.
Of course, a great deal, is expected of an
artist of Mr. Stojowski’s standing and we are
sure that our readers who read and re-read
this and then apply their knowledge to the
actual working out of the composition at the
key-board will profit greatly, but if they stop
there, they will miss one of the most sig¬
nificant elements in the lesson.
How a Noted Artist Works
Let the student note most of all the extreme thorough¬
ness and attention to details with which the work of Mr.
Stojowski is marked. A less important artist would
have passed impatiently over many of the subtle delicate
meanings which Mr. Stojowski has pointed out.
In fact, while The Etude is always careful to repre¬
sent, that excellent as are printed lessons of this kind
(we do not pretend that they are comparable to actual
lessons given in person by a teacher), such a lesson as
Stojowski’s actually does present detailed information, the
result of many hours of reflection, concentration and
painstaking labor, making it more explicit in some ways
than the ordinary lesson. We have never seen any commentative criticism finer than Mr. Stojowski’s intro¬
duction upon Chopin.
Remarkably Valuable
Mr. Stojowski’s contribution illustrates the great ad¬
vantages and economies which present day students have
m such a Journal as The Etude. The pupil in this one
Etude (an issue rich in notable articles and music)
secures as ONE of MANY valuable features, the finest
possible edition of a great masterpiece ordinarily selling
for fifty cents, and with it the service of a renowned
teacher who has spent many hours in carefully analyzing
and interpreting the work in the clearest, most inspiring
manner possible in print.
. To the student or the teacher who makes the most of
it, this one feature should represent a service which any
sensible musician would appraise at not less than 310.00
and The Etude costs only 31.50 a year.

Exercises in Developing
Accuracy. By Gustav L. Becker
Mr. Gustav L. Becker for many years
one of the foremost teachers of ' New
York, has made these exercises as a kind
of keyboard target practice, a drill in
straight hitting. How much this is needed
is obvious to every teacher with pupils
past the first grade. Even if only a few
of the exercises are used the work is sure
to be bettered. It will pay any teacher
to read the elaborate introduction to this
work and then use the exercises in prac¬
tical daily work. The special advance of
publication price of this work is 25 cents.
Bind Your Copies
of “The Etude”
A year’s file of The Etude can be very
readily and conveniently preserved in
"The Etude Binder.” It is simple but
complete, cheap but durable, and presents
a neat appearance. Copies of each issue
can be readily inserted or removed when
desired. It is an advantage to have the
"Binder” at this time. Copies of each
issue can be inserted when received each
month. Sent postpaid for $1.00.
We also supply the “Big Ben Binder”
for The Etude. It is stronger and
durable. Price $1.25, postpaid.
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How to Play Well-known Piano
Solos. By Chas. W. Wilkinson

great success of Bugbee’s “First Grade
Studies,” which has gone through many
editions and is very popular with teach¬
ers. This work is the continuation of the
First Studies. The useful and the pleas¬
ing are very, happily combined in this set
of studies. The first number is an ex¬
cellent scale practice with a tune to it.
The second number gives a five-finger
position. The third number is a study in
dotted notes throughout.
The fourth
study is one in rhythm and so it goes on
through the book. There is a study in re¬
peated notes, one in the chromatic scale,
one in grace notes, etc. There is even a
study of the turn, but all along pleasing
lines.
Our special advance price for this work
is but IS cents, postpaid.

Please Tell Your Friend
Won’t you tell your musical friends who ought to take
The Etude that we have a number of similar features in
store for them? The Etude, the original magazine of
its type, the largest and most progressive of all, has
made possible economy and pleasure in music study un¬
dreamt of thirty years ago.
-

THE ETUDE,

Philadelphia, Pa.

Advance of Publication
Offers Withdrawn.
„r
W e regret that we have been so long
in publishing the Chopin Polonaises, but
they are now on the market and those
who have taken the advantage of our
most exceptionally low offer of 30 cents
'3r a copy of this well-known and muchi-be-desired work will receive their
•
'Ev
- t,
student who hopes to be a pianist, should

own a copy of Chopin’s Polonaises. Our
edition will be a very superior one.
„ Stab.at Mater by Rossini has also apPeared> and that offer is withdrawn. We
have ™ad<; new Plates for this edition of
thls sp-endid work. It has both the origiatm ‘ext as well as the English param™1 c^*ductor should igticularlv
h
°urL editi°n >s par’^ rnecha™ally. This
,S “ jSSTC po,n
VgJ■ as a work of this
Get o

This work will be one that interests
every player and teacher and it is a sub¬
ject in which everybody that plays the
piano is interested. There are over 100
piano solos in this book that are analyzed
from a poetical standpoint. There is not
a formal analysis given in this work, but
any incident relating to the piece, or any¬
thing that surrounds its birth is men¬
tioned. It is just those little things that
the teacher will mention to a pupil in giv¬
ing a new composition. There is some' thing about the composer, something
about the condition under which thf
piece was composed, something about the
difficulties and a general description of
its character. The book will be revised
by E. E. Hipscher. It was originally pub¬
lished in Europe but the American edition
. will be made of entirely new plates with
a great many additions and some omis¬
sions. None of the pieces in Edward
Baxter Perry’s book will be repeated in
this work.
Our special introductory price in ad¬
vance of publication is only 50 cents, postShowy Parlor Album
for the Pianoforte
This is a new work which we have in
preparation and which we are now an¬
nouncing for the first time. It is a work
which we have had in contemplation for
some time and for which there seems to
be considerable demand. It will contain
such pieces as may be dashed off at the
spur of the moment and which are cal¬
culated to afford pleasure to the casual
listener. We have endeavored to select
such pieces as will prove very brilliant
and taking in effect, hut at the same time
without making undue technical demands
upon the player.
In advance of publication our special in¬
troductory price for this new work will
he 20 cents, postpaid.
Czerny’s Time Lessons for
Four Hands.
Op. 824
This is one of Czerny’s works that is
deserving of great popularity. It is
really a school for four-hand playing. It
progresses from the first grade to about
two and one-half. The work is composed
of really easy four-hand pieces; they are
not in the usual study form but the work
is designed more for rhythm than for
ringer exercise. The first fourteen num¬
bers are strictly on the five note basis of
the right hand and are all in the first
grade. After that comes the second grade
with an extended compass to the end of
nook with the forty-four numbers.
This work will be included in the
Fresser Collection and will be sold for 20
cents, postpaid, until it is published. We
are now ready to receive the usual orders
for advance copies.

Theo. Presser Co.
Publications
Issued January, 1915
Hints. Use the number, not the title, in
r,nS'
PIANO SOLOS
Grade Pric<
1215S The Youthful Brigade,
G. Li. Spaulding 1
.2;
12133 Playing in the Field,
G. L. Spaulding i u. o =
12135 Bound for Home,
G. L. Spauldinj
11604 May Day Festival,
H. Engelmann 2
Rosemary and Heartsease,
C. Florio 2
2134 In a Canoe.G. L. Spaulding 2
12136 Tired and Sleepy,
G. L. Spaulding 2
12160 Soldiers Marching By,
P. Renard 2
12161 Our First Waltz.P. Renard 2
12162 Little Tea Party.P. Renard 2
12163 Drooping Eyelids. P. Renard 2
- The Trained Animals,
G. L. Spaulding 2
12165 The Trapeze Performers,
G. L. Spaulding 2
12166 The Jolly Bugler,
G. L. Spaulding 2
12167 The Ring Master,
G. L. Spaulding 2
11606 On the Ranch.H. Engelmann 2
11607 In the Surf..H. Engelmann 2
11608 Winning Jockey,
H. Engelmann 2
11603 On the Links.H. Engelmann 2%
-Game of Tennis,
H. Engelmann 2%
. In War Time.Chas. Lindsay 2%
12004 Sweet Secrets
Chas. Lindsay 2%
12005 Merry Plowman,
Chas. Lindsay 2%
12006 Alpine Idyl..Chas. Lindsay 2%
12061 Dutch Dolls....P. Renard 2%
12157 The Wind.D. Rowe 2Vz
12189 The Peasant’s Song,
P. Harker 2%
12093 The Song of the Metronome,
C. Florio 3
12046 March of the Grenadiers,
0. A. Mansfield 3
12092 The Merry Horn-Call,
12096 A Song of Early Spring,
_Phantom Ships.W. W. Smith 3
L2119 Nocturne, Op. 9, No. 2,
F. Chopin 3
12120 Valse, Op. 18_F. Chopin 3
12121 Polonaise, Op. 70, No. 1,
F. Chopin 3
12122 Valse, Op. 64, No. 1,
F. Chopin 3
12123 Valse Caprice.A. Rubinstein 3
'7131 The Battle/Cry of Freedom,
Op. 1, No. 6.... L. Renk 3
147 Columbia's Pride,
•T. Philip Sousa 3
: 179 Heart’s Desire, Op. 5,
H. Liehner 3
12095 A Summer Shower.C. Florio 3%
12097 Sad Remembrance. C. Florio 3%
12098 Gavotte .C. Florio 3%
12116 East Indian Dancing Girl,
W. W. Smith 3%
12150 With Youthful Ardor, Op. 51,
C. E. Brillhart 3%
2152 In the Holidays,
... Muel’ r 3%
12109 Festive Hours. Op. 104,
J. F. Frysinger 4
2117 Harlequin’s Sermade,
W. W. Smith 4
12129 Sounds of Revelry
j 4
17159 Humming Bird,

Popular Overture Album.
Four Hands
All duet players are fond of the arrangeinents °t the great overtures. Prac¬
tically all of the standard overtures sound
well as arranged for four hands and thev
aitorcl interesting and agreeable ensemble
practice
In 0ur new volume will be
gathered together all the most popular
overtures. In compiling the work onlv
v.cry b«t, arrangements have been semolT .if'K tlVe editin-g has been of the
most thorough character.
fPec,,al. "Froductory price in adpostpah/ pUb lcatlon is 40 cents per copy,
R,USJCaLIdeas For Beginners
Dy F. Marion Ralston
?ork
made by a practical and
thAvn'T6 leacicr' one who understands
essarv ' naU,re' which is absolutely nccessary ,n writing a work of this kind. It
tLch;«rSUlt,0f m:>nv 'cars of practical
Therp 8 a , arge class °I youngsters,
tie «no1S noth,ng in ’he work that
in tb» lCa?n°^ p,ay' and there is nothing
It can r:Vhat does not mterest them,
t can be taken up by a child of three or

^

^

^

... Peabody, Jr. 5
.2156 Whirlwind Gavotte,
E. Pirani £
12185 Chanson Joyuse, Op. ^09,.
^
12075 Play of the Waves,'Op. 20,
12137 Come

FOUR HANDS

G. L. Spaulding 1
.2138 The Sun' Good Night.
G. L. Spaulding 1
12108 Columbia’s Pride.
J. Philip Sousa 1
12153 In the Holidays,
E. A. Mueller !
VIOLIN AND PIANO
12149 Elfin Dance_H. Tolhurst !
VOCAL
12113 A Mammy’s Song,
James R. Gillette 1
12130 The Nightingale and the Rose
T. Lieuranee PIPE ORGAN
12079 A Moonlight Serenade,
G. B. Nevin i
12104 A Memory...J. R. Gillette :
12105 Evening Devotion,
D. Willia™" :
5, MIXEE
our Bam. .
H. H. Pike 3r
PART SONGS, MIXED VOICES
10447 Come, Sing With Zest,
THEO. PRESSER CO., Philadelphia, Pa.
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four years of age. Many of the numbers
have words to them and there are numer¬
ous questions asked throughout the work
which tends to fix the lessons in the mind.
For an up-to-date, interesting work for
the veriest beginners, nothing better can
be found than this work of Ralston’s.
Our special introductory price in ad¬
vance of publication is but 30 cents, post-

What They Do in Wondertown. By Ruth Alden
This is a work strictly for children. It
is pictorial and descriptive. The children
are taken on a journey to Wondertown
and what happens to them is explained
by the words and the music. The music
itself is to be played by the children as
it is in the compass and grade suited to
them.
The words are interspersed
throughout the little work so as to give
“ist and interest to the music.
Our special advance price on this pub¬
lication is but 20 cents, postpaid.
Little Folks’ Song Book.
37 Tuneful Rote Songs.
By W. H. Neidlinger
We consider this one of the best books
of original children’s songs. That one
is able to create 37 songs of such
excellence throughout is little short
of remarkable. These songs suit the child
voice as well as the juvenile temperament
and the book cannot fail to achieve great
popularity.
The special introductory price in adince of publication is 40 cents, postpaid.
Scale Studies for the Violin.
By H. Schradieck
Schradieck’s “Scale Studies” will be
added to the Presser Collection. These
studies are almost indispensable in violin
teaching and are to be found in the violin
courses of almost all the colleges, schools
and conservatories. Mr. Schradieck has
been one of the most successful of all
violin teachers.
The special advance price on this publi¬
cation is 15 cents, postpaid.
Practical Method for
the Young Violinist
By K. H. Aiqouni
We have decided to continue the spe¬
cial introductory offer on this work for
one month longer, although it is now al¬
most ready. We desire to give all violin
teachers an opportunity of examining and
trying out this new book as we feel sure
it will be a great success. It is one of
the most elementary as well as the
progressive books planned along practical
lines that we have ever seen.
The special introductory price in ad¬
vance of publication is 25 cents per copy,
postpaid.
Substantial Rewards For
Subscriptions to “The Etude”
The secret of the success of The
Etude is due to the splendid loyalty of
its friends. The little phrase, “You
ought to take The Etude,” backed by the
enthusiasm of an Etude friend, has made
our thirty years of existence an unbroken
record of progress. The premium re¬
wards described on page 159 are the
most substantial we have ever been able
to offer those who assist us in obtaining
new Etude friends.
Additional valuable and useful articles,
such as cut glass, silverware, leather
goods, fountain pens, jewelry, furniture,
books and hundreds of musical necessi¬
ties, are described and illustrated in our
"Complete Premium Catalog,” which we
will gladly send on request. Where a
cash reward is preferred to the premium,
we allow liberal commissions.
Greatest Savings in
Magazines Ever Offered
On the 3rd cover page of this issue,
is given a careful selection of combina-

operation with other publishers and en¬
sure to subscribers of The Etude an op¬
portunity to make a substantial saving
when renewing their subscriptions and at
the same time ordering other periodi¬
cals. We give below a few of the best
selections. Hundreds of others, with
equal savings, will be found in "The
Etude Magazine Guide,” a catalog of 36
pages, whicn we will gladly send on re¬
quest.
Supscriptions may begin with any month
and can be new or renewal. Magazines
can go to different addresses, unless
specified otherwise. There is an addi¬
tional charge for postage to Canada and
foreign countries.
The Etude, To-Day’s Magazine and
McCall’s, $1.75.
The Etude and Modern Prisci la.
$1.90.
The Etude and Mother’s Magazine,
$2.00.
The Etude, Modern Priscilla and Mc¬
Call’s, $2.25.
The Etude, Designer
and Home
Needlework, $2.35.
The Etude, Mother’s Magazine and
Pictorial Review, $2.75.
The Etude, Delineator and Every¬
body’s (last two must go to the same
address), $3.00.
The Etude, Modern Priscilla, Ladies’
World and Pictorial Review, $3.25.
The Etude, Woman’s Home Compan¬
ion and American Magazine (last two
must go to the same address), $3.25.

THE DEDICATION OF BEE¬
THOVEN’S KREUTZER
SONATA.
The yiolin sonata of Beethoven’s bear¬
ing the name of the violinist Kreutzer is
unquestionably one of the finest works for
that instrument extant. It was only by
accident, however, that the work was
dedicated to Kreutzer.
“This sonata,”
says F. J. Crowest in his life of Beetho¬
ven, “belongs to the year 1803. Strangely
enough, if we are to credit the story, it
was little more than an accident that has
given Kreutzer his immortality. Beetho¬
ven had originally intended to dedicate
this work to Bridgetower, the black fid¬
dler and protege of George IV. Before
the sonata was finished, however, the
composer and violinist had a quarrel
about a young lady. Bridgetower’s name
was erased from the title, and the name
substituted which it will now bear as long
as music lasts.
“There is little doubt that it was com¬
posed expressly for Bridgetower, who
performed it at a concert in the Augarten
Hall, Vienna, with Beethoven at the piano,
on the 17th of May, 1803; so that the
composer could not have been very deaf
at this time. Bridgetower played from
the autograph, which, with its blots and
blurs, must have been a puzzler. How¬
ever, all went well, and although Beetho¬
ven had to fill in the piano part as he
went along, his playing, especially of the.
Andante, was so.admired that there was
a unanimous demand for an encore. That
the ‘Abyssinian Prince,’ as the violinist
was nicknamed, performed not indiffer¬
ently is also evident. It was this prob¬
ably that commended him to the com¬
poser, and on one occasion at least it
saved him from disgrace. He ventured
to alter one passage In Beethoven’s pres¬
ence. This risky experiment of ‘improv¬
ing’ upon the original happened to come
off all right. Beethoven rushed up ro
Bridgetower, threw his arms round his
neck, and exclaimed, ‘Once more, once,
more, my dear fellow.’ ”

OR ANYONE ELSE
who is competent to lead a
Vaudeville Orchestra

Teevin’s Correspondence School
Box 4, Orpheum Theatre Bldg., Grand Rapids,Mich.
Send Us Your

Old Carpels
>

We Dye Them and Weave

iVelvetyRugs

MOVING PICTURE PIANIST desires
position. Nathaniel Portnoff, 319 Wharton
Street, Philadelphia.
J. FRANK FRYSINGER—Music MSS.
corrected. University School of Music, Lin¬
coln, Neb.
. Alfred Wooler, composer, Buffalo, N. Y.
Mus. Bac., Lansdowr
CORRESPONDENCE LESSONS in Har¬
mony under Violinist; Supervisor ; Twentieth
year. Personal corrections. Geo. H. Foley,
20 Adams Street, Fall River, Mass.
DO YOU READ MAGAZINES? Our big
Money-Saving Club Catalogue free. Write
"i-doy. Agents wanted. Write for full If
TEACHERS WANTED . for Southern
High School and Colleges. Oldest and largest
Agency service South. Special College service.
Three agencies, one enrollment. Guaranteed
service. Enroll now. Sheridan's Teachers’
Agencies, Charlotte, N. C. Other offices, At¬
lanta. Ga. ; Greenwood, Ga.
TEACHERS AND STUDENTS interested
in tlie serious study of music will he sent a
copy of the Russell Studio Bulletin, Ro. II,,
containing muct important and interesting
musical information, a Guide for Teachers;
on request. Essex Publishing Co., Carnegie
Hall, Manhattan, New York.

THE VICTOR AND THE REVIVAL
OF CARMEN—The most important event of
the operatic world for 1914 was the wonder¬
ful revival of the ever-popular opera of Car¬
men at the Metropolitan Opera House in New
York. This afforded the Victor Company a
long-awaited opportunity to make new "RED
Seal’’ records, resulting in four by Geraldine
Farrar (Love Is Like a Wood Bird, Near the
Walls of Seville, Gypsy Song and Away to
Yonder Mountains), one by Frances Alda
(I Am Not Faint Hearted), two by Enrico
Caruso (Flower Song,.French and also in
“If a man knows less than I do, I Italian), and one by Pasauale Amato (Tore¬
reach down a hand and lift him up; if ador Song). The 32-page Victor New Records
with historical notes, excellent thumb-nail
a man knows more, I reach up and have illustrations, "chock-fun of interesting in¬
formation,” may be secured J>y addressir
.. .. tc
..
Talking Machine
postal request
"
i my brother.”., __ Camden, N. J. No expense. The book
r,,:p thp
Moulton.
presented gratis.
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the regular prices. These special reductions are possible because of our close ;o_

They Are Looking
For You
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Abroad

EASTER MUSIC

Tone

SOLOS IN SHEET FORM

At Home

The Victrola brines to you the pure and varied tones of
every musical instrument, and the beauty and individuality of
everv human voice—all absolutely true to life.
Such fidelity of tone was unknown before the advent of the
Victrola—the first cabinet style talking-machine; and this pure
and life-like tone is exclusively a Victrola feature.
“Why exclusive with the Victrola ?”
Because of the patented Victrola features, which have been
perfected after years of study and experiment:

, "S1™ m™.'

ANTHEMS IN OCTAVO FORM

THEODORE PRESSER CO.

“g&j

That’s where
the Victrola
is pre-eminent
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REQUISITES FOR
= THE

MUSIC TEACHER

prt,.%L"“?°OOK^a;,*»”t?Tkm.',E00"0'
'gfSSs
BILLS AND RECEIPTS. (Package of 100.)
BLANK BILLS. <Large size 6x9, package of 60)

"SHSSS1ST5Tea^,ermRUe^rT7Ax^Vso.^ °'

■KMYSSSr BOOKS-

•fo'tzs'i&x&rsg:^.

25c.

No. 2.

The

National Conservatory
of Music of America

^

Thirtieth Scholastic Year
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Your Music Is Torn!
It will Take One Minute to
Repair it by Using

Multum-in-Parvo Binding Tape
WiMMiM
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Theo. Presser Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

Q. * l. What is the meaninti ol "Peer Oynt"

MARKS’
WRITING BOOK
PRICE, 15 CENTS
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THEO. PRESSER COPhiladelphia, Pa.

CHORUS CHOIR
Compiled by W. T. GIFFE
Price. 30 Cents

THEO. PRE
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Richard the Lion Hearted and Blondel the Minstrel
A Story for Reading at Musical Clubs
By JO-SHIPLEY WATSON
rto you ever have a certain phrase or away from home when one day in the
efrain from some song haunt you for forests of Austria he heard how a prisjLs and days, even years ? I wonder oner was guarded with the utmost care at
*hat Blondel’s song means to you; that the royal castle of Deurrenstein. Could
train “Suche treu, so findest du” (Seek this be the King?
Laly, and thou wilt find). Richard, the
At the castle gate he was roughly
Lion' Hearted, King of England, had turned away, they did not want his songs,
turned back from his campaigning in the they did not want his entertainment, and
Holy Land.' In crossing the Mediter- the minstrel passed out of the grim courtranean the frail little boats of the cru- yard. Blondel was not so easily balked,
saders were blown out of their course he decided he would sing his songs outand so it happened that Richard, the Lion side the gates.
“Who knows,” said
Hearted, found himself imprisoned in the Blondel, “but the King might hear, and
territory of his enemy.
surely he will know my voice and answer
England was ignorant of the disaster, my song.”
for it was very far away and news travin the twilight Blondel came to the
led slowly in the twelfth century; so it foot °f the gloomy tower,
was months and months before it was
He struck his lute and began to sing a
whispered about that the King of England verse of the very song he and Richard
and France was held a prisoner in some bad composed together at Jerusalem,
far off castle in Germany. No one knew “Seek truly and thou wilt find.” The dogs
just where he was and no one seemed bayed and his voice trailed off into
interested in looking him up, least of all silence. From above he suddenly heard
his brother John, who took advantage of a deep-toned voice singing the second
his long absence to make himself King verse of the song.
Such a burst of
of England. Only one man seemed fired song! Blondel could never forget that
by the story and he was not an English- voice—the King was found!
man at all but a Frenchman—a poor
They sang the song together. How well
French minstrel who had followed the worth while was the weary pilgrimage,
fortunes of Richard in the Holy Lands. How good it was that he had not grown
Together they had tramped and fought, discouraged and turned back. His wish
they had shared hardships and pleasures, had come true, for he had caught the
they had sung together and had written inspiration of that joyful refrain, “Seek
songs together, and it was this poor truly and thou wilt find.” Schumann too,
minstrel who, when he heard of his King’s caught it in his beautiful Blondel s Song.
plight, vowed a solemn vow that he would composed about 1840:
go up and down the length and breadth
of Europe to find the man who had been
kind to him.
In those days the minstrel was a privi¬
leged character, he was made welcome at
shall find
the castle and was given board and lodg¬ / “Seek with Faith and ye
ing for his entertainment. From castle to
“ Svrche treu, so fin.... dest duV1
castle, up and down the water courses,
Blondel took his way, but from servants
f- ir-*and peasants he found no trace of the
lost king. He had been many months
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DREAM PICTURES. Op. 6
WILMOT LEMONT

A

The cover is a marvel of the printing art, in four colors, tied with silk
cord, making the collection a most attractive gift to a musical friend.

OLIVER DITSON COMPANY, BOSTON
Chas. H. Ditson & Co.,

“Great Pianists on Piano Playing”
tains a series of Interviews with the gi
est pianists which should be in
of every serious student.—Myrtle
—Illinois.
I am delighted with the “Beginner's Book.”
It is excellent and fills a long felt
* T
I find The Etude the most practical of
all the musical publications. I have been
a subscriber for a great many years and
would not want to do without It. When
they fill up my shelves so that
polled to give some away, it Is
—Iola M. Gilbert.
which o

BEGINNER’S BOOK Schoolofthe
T
By THEODORE PRESSER

HE latest work along lines of elementary instruction. The material used
is entirely fresh and is presented in an attractive manner. It is intended
. t°r the veriest beginner; little tots just out of kindergarten. A very large
note is used in the early part of the book. Questions and answers are given to
clinch every subject. Writing exercises are introduced at the very start.
The utmost care has been, given to every part of the work to make it as nearly a
perfect Beginner s Book as it is possible to make. A trial of this new book is
earnestly solicited by all who have to deal with elementary piano instruction.
Liberal discounts.

THEO. PRESSER CO., 1712-14 Chestnut St./Philadelphia, Pa.
Please mention THE ETUDE when addressing

pianist should read
“Great Pianist on the Art of Piano Playing.
Many important ideas well worthy of con¬
sideration are freely revealed.—Stanley L.
Cole, Illinois.
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I am delighted with “Two Part Songs for
Women’s Voices.” Every piece is a gem.—
C. C. Cramhond, Illinois.
vJlt?
of Happiness. Bv '
tl^ r-„^m!ln?.s' M.D., liL.D. Publish
ln%io?hdh"pri?e™ 2?00* 35° ^
This work covers a very large range of
'''man problems. The sixteen chapters deal
with every phase of life from “How to Uve”
“How °to Worit*”' “ °tller chapters . such as
“E't?” ,aI!. in line with^the so-called
are^ery MSful.
Ci°S °f tbc day

I am delighted with the collection of
ovely music in the “Chaminade Album, and
tope that it will be placed in every music
: “Operatl. _ .
tains the best collection —
I have seen.—Chas. R. Garnett, Alabama.

I Ail very well pleased with t
Album. The pieces-"
In parlor.—Clyde I Folmsbee, Penn
„p B, C of Plano Music” by Hudson
Is just the thing for my youngest pupil.
Without it I would hesitate to take so young
a beginner unless I had the leisure to^prepare similar material.—Elizabeth
_ -anguine expectations.
surpassed
_iply delightful, not one alone,
"" and every one of them is full of
but "each
splendid work.—Katherine M. O’Lodghlin,
Canada,
in Piano Playing” _
ine work and one that. s_be found in
e,„.
---id student’s library.—
■very piano teacher’s
Carrie Elma Crone, Wyoming.
Wagner’s Pianoforte Instructor,” Part I,
very thorough and easy to teach.—Mrs.
y Stephenson.
: am always pleased with your publicauons and your service. I have been your
customer for four years and shall always
continue to order iny music from you.—
Aysha Sundquist, Washington.
“Operatic Four Hand Album” is a most
valuable work. Every number is a gem and
I cannot recommend it too highly. It is
worthy a place in every musician’s library.—
J. Bcnney, Mass.

T am using your “Beginner’s Book” in m;
teaching and prefer it to anything T havi

New York

A Genuine Addition to the Literature
of Pianoforte Technic

THE NEW GRADUS
AD PARNASSUM
In Eight Books

Price, $1.00 each

By ISIDOR PHILIPP
In this unique work each separate department of technic is considered
by itself, all the studies bearing upon any particular technical point being'
classified together and arranged in logical and progressive order. Proceeding
in this manner each subject is treated exhaustively in a separate part. The
main points thus covered are:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Left Hand Technic
Right Hand Techdic
Hands Together
Arpeggios

5.
6.
7.
8.

Double Notes
Octaves and Chords
The Trill
Various Difficulties

The entire literature of educational piano music has been ransacked in order
to select the best possible studies adapted to each of the above classifications.
Monsieur I. Philipp, leading Professor of Pianoforte in the Paris Con¬
servatory, is admirably equipped by knowledge, experience and natural talent
for the compilation and preparation of a work of this type.

THEO. PRESSER COMPANY
1712 CHESTNUT STREET

living pianists.—Frank L. Hydinger, ]

-

UNUSUALLY GOOD

“As Others See Us”
,, Every pianoforte student
the name Should possess a copy of “Great
PE» »

-

thesePpieces a trial, you will have the same high opinion of them. Unusually good
for Teaching or Recital:
THE DANCE IN THE WOODLAND, Dance Eccentric, 4th Grade,
by Walter Rolfe, contains more original musical ideas than are usually
found in a composition, in which mood and technique are at their high
_
est pitch of inspiration - --- - --. * Pr,ce 60c
IN COLONIAL DAYS, Gavotte, 4th grade, by Walter Rolfe, like
a memory of the past, soft and alluring
- -- -- -- -- - Price bOc
SOLILOQUY, 4th grade, by Walter Rolfe. A masterpiece with its
classic melody, representing the best efforts of this well known writer - Price 60c
THE PANTOMIME DANCE, Ballet, 4th grade, by Walter Rolfe.
The various episodes sparkle with brilliancy, while its mam melody is
charged with sentiment-Pr.ce 60c
THE HYACINTHE, 3d grade, by L’Olivier. An instrumental number of exquisite charm, by the composer of “An Evening Song
- - Price 50c
Send for the free Thematic samples of the above pieces
----t>AO£ & ARCADE,
CINCINNATI, OHIO

Extracts from Letters About Works for Music Lovers
“Pianoforte Instructor” is comnd simnle meeting the requirei
"SSSJSdS^.
Kramer, California.

Price, $1.25 Postpaid

COLLECTION of piano pieces which fascinate by their spQntaneityandfresh
flavor. Mr. Lemont offers an abundance of melody and
euphonious harmonic scheme, whieh always shows :refinement a”d
7
fancy. To those who play for pleasure, to whom music brings joy and relaxation,
these facile and effective compositions will be more than welcome.
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Interesting Facts About the Opera
The Music Father Wants to Hear

Today’s Magazine
Will Give $100.00
To Your Church
For a Little Easy Work of a Few Members
rjT'WO thousand churches received money from
Today’s in 1914. We have on file hundreds of
grateful letters like the following from Mrs. E. Schneider,
President Trinity E. Lutheran Ladies’ Aid, Oak Park’
Ill.

She writes as follows:
“Yours of recent date enclosing check for $100.00 received.
Our Ladies’ Aid’ wishes to thank you most heartily for same
and your promptness in sending it.
They all agree with me
that it is the ‘easiest money’ we have ever made and
we are working all the time for a new church for 1916.
“Any society that wishes to make money should cer¬
tainly take advantage of your liberal offer to churches.”

Does your Church need money ?
Have you the welfare of your Church at heart ?
Then don’t fail to write at once for full details or bring
this wonderful

offer to the

attention of an officer

your Ladies’ Aid Society or Sunday School.

of

Address,

Church Aid Department, Desk E T D
461 Fourth Avenue, New York City

EUROPEAN REMINISCENCES

Spirited Recollections of a Musician’s Vacation Tours in Great
Musical Centers Abroad
By LOUIS C. ELSON, Professor of Theory, New England Conservatory
Price, 50 cents, postpaid
Music, Wit, PhUosophy, Biography, Epigram, flash brightly on every pace
of this intensely interesting book which is.now going in to a newedition Thl
•thIMarvi Wltih the best of Mark Twain’s travel experiences and yetit is
et/tW
i^' E S°n S “otf,uPO“ f“sical conditions, talks with famous musicians
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looking upon ^“brighter side oftu^ca? life""
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MUSIC TEACHER

H. J. WRIGHTSON
It has been often said “there is no ac¬
counting for taste.” Personal preferences
for this or that are very noticeable and
particularly unaccountable in music.
Without going very deep we may perhaps
explain some of the common likes and
dislikes in music.
Daughter takes lessons and father
wishes to hear her play for him occa¬
sionally. But does he enjoy Bach or
Beethoven?
Not often. He wants a
“tune.” This is the way he puts it, a
(line being generally some well-known,
old-time melody, like Old Folks at Home
or Nearer My God to Thee with varia¬
tions. The variations disguise the air
sufficiently to make it mildly exhilarating
but not altogether unfamiliar and there¬
fore tiresome—to father. On the other
hand, at the other extreme, we have the
blase critic on some big daily paper pro¬
nouncing almost everything but the very
latest and oldest musical inventions flat,
stale and unprofitable.
Compositions
which other musicians might still find in¬
spiring, raising them to a higher plane
of feeling, do not affect him in the least.

except to the extent of concocting some
new and subtle piece of sarcasm and
cynicism, and piling up an unusual com¬
bination of- adjectives expressive 0f
bo'redom, disgust and a sense of super¬
iority.
Father finds satisfaction in new and
interesting music or at least in that which
has not yet grown over-familiar. But at
the same time he hears so little music, in
the sense of really listening to it, that Old
Black Joe, with variations, still fills a
long-felt want.
Association of ideas has much to do
with our enjoyment of sensorial effects—
sounds, sights, odors, music, pictures,
landscapes, flowers. It has been said with
a depth of truth, “music is that which the
orchestra reminds us of.” A piece of
music will first suggest a train of thought,
and at each hearing renew a similar
mood, together with other ideas later at¬
tached to it. When this process has been
repeated too often it no longer produces
a reaction, and we must proceed to new
experience.

Wagner’s Selfish Autocracy
There surely never was a more para¬
doxical being than Richard Wagner, and
ns a theme for writers with a taste for
delving into the complexities of the
human mind he will always be a favorite
subject.
None has gone deeper into
Wagner’s character than has Mr. Ernest
Newman in his Wagner as Man and
Artist “At once a Spartan and a volup¬
tuary in body,” says Mr. Newman, “ready
to endure many miseries rather than live
any kind of life, yet unable to deny him¬
self all sorts of luxuries-even when he
had not the money to pay for them, he
was both a Spartan and voluptuary in
the things of the mind. He cut himself
adrift uncompromisingly, even with rude¬
ness, from people he disliked, even though
they for their part were not ill-disposed
towards him and might have been useful
to him. But to his friends he clung with
the same hungry passion as to his silks
and satins and perfumes, and, it must be
confessed, for the same reasons-because
they warmed and refreshed and soothed
him. He loved his friends, but for his
own sake, not theirs.
“This may seem a Karsh judgment of
htm, but his letters and his record admit
of no other reading. With his lust for

domination, he could never endure in¬
dependence in anyone round about him.
This was Nietzsche’s great offense, that
he dared to think his own way through
life, instead of falling into the ranks and
becoming the instrument of Wagner's
will. We have seen Wagner commending
this person and that for their ‘devotion,’
their ‘fidelity’ to himself, and becoming
pettishly angry with Cornelius and
Tausig for not coming to him the mo¬
ment he wanted them. In his old age he
was as insistent as ever that no one in
his circle should follow a desire of his
own if it clashed with his. In the latter
Wahn fried days he used to go through
Bach s preludes and fugues in the eve¬
nings, expatiating upon each of them to
an admiring company. One night he was
eeply displeased at young Kellermann
for having absented himself from Wahntried, having preferred to go to some
concert in the town; Wagner ‘got vioJ
°Ver il’ and reSrefted after¬
wards that he could not ‘give it to’ any> e quietly and calmly, on which account
A6 ™°uld,rather avoid doing it altogether.
, hls da-v 11 was a long time before we
. <-ould get to the Forty-eight.’ ”

Thomas Tapper's Latest and Most Helpful Book
PRICE, $1.50

lnterestm8

h?ks“en^n^t^?^±C?ti0n °f Lhe music .teacher is national
what the teacher must Pknow to achieve^the "wld
w°rk ls to show

PedagCoryeaChing - SCrViCe
Public "school^Mui^c
Th* BaSkS °f MUSlC Memory

Teaching Material

This work will be sen^postpaldto any'Purchileruponbr«eittiof ?‘h'
THEO. PRESSER CO.

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

ZABEL BROTHERS
MUSIC PRINTERS m ENGRAVERS

Send j°r_ Itemized Price List and Samples
COLUMBIA AVE. AND RANDOLPH ST.
PHILADELPHIA, PA
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Robert Browning’s Superficial Musical Knowledge
The interesting Pages from an Un¬
written Diary—a. book of memoirs by Sir
beceamptranMati°n °f Abt Vo°,er’ he t0°
,.we! aware of this weakness, and
Charles Villiers Stanford—contains an w
account of an evening spent in Trinity ''as able with infinite skill to gloss over
CoHege, Cambridge, with Joachim, Grove
th«4^?,sras of the original.”
Huefter (later music critic to the London ’he m^ng> b- s<rmito»es till I sink to
roinor, iS indeed the refuge of
limes), and Robert Browning. This bril¬ ~h
e destitute amateur improviser. But
liant group of musical enthusiasts en
gaged themselves, says Stanford “in a of rlTSt W3S t0° consun,niate a master
warm controversy on the subject of as I
tofcommit such blatant blunders
Beethovens last quartets. The member
upon tbS °f h,'S d3y’ When
ventured
of the party who talked most and knew did not t Pen,0aS paths of an art they
least about the subject, was, curiously
Sonata fn°A' Llack wrote of ‘Mozart's
enough, Browning. I remember remark¬ Eliof
A sharp’’ and even George
ing sotto voce to my neighbor that his
a ’lon^dr! CarCful of writers, spoke of
arguments explained to me that the true piece of
"T orSan-stop,’ comparing a
reason of the obscurity 0f many refer¬ Piece of wooden mechanism with a sound.
ences to his poems was the superficiality on
,°nCe described the organ
-ossessino nde' FestivaI Platform as
SenX1fehb
°f
^
technical
k"°wledge
When Jebb was writing his masterly

The first French Opera to be written
Akebar, Roi de Mogol, written and
" mnosed by the Abbe Mailly, 1646. The
founder of the French School oi
Qpera, however, was the Italian Lulli.

fireworks given at the Green Park, Lon¬
don, 1749, on the occasion of the Peace
of Aix-la-Chapelle.
The band, 100 in
all, contained twenty-four oboes, twelve
bassoons, nine trumpets, nine horns,
three
drums
and
the
balance of strings.
The first Singspiel ever publicly peri rmed in the German language was A mammoth orchestra truly!
Admund Eva by Johann Theile. This
While Count Bardi and his friends in
n . tj,e trUe forerunner of German Florence originated modern opera and
opTra, was produced in Hamburg, 1678. Lyric Drama with Dafne and Euridice,
and Monteverde developed it still further
Handel’s famous opera Rinaldo was
it was many years before opera became
composed in a fortnight.
This opera
firmly established. The first opera heard
contains the famous arias, Lascia ch’io
in Rome entered the city on a cart. “Dur¬
tianga, Cara sposa and II tncerbero
ing the Carnival of 1606,” says W. S.
Lilian The Lascia ch’io pianga was
Rockstro in Grove’s Dictionary, “this
originally an instrumental sarabande
ambulant theatre was driven from street
composed for Handel’s opera Elmira,
to street, surmounted by a movable
produced at Hamburg, 1705.
stage, whereon five masked performers
We are familiar with the “fire-music” enacted a little play, set to music for
0f Wagner and with the “water music” them by Paolo Quagliati. So great was
of Handel, but it will be news to .many the success of the experiment, that from
to learn that Handel wrote a suite known four o’clock in the afternoon until after
as the “Firework Music.” It consisted midnight the little band of strollers
of a series of pieces all in the key of D found themselves surrounded by a neverwritten by Handel and performed at the failing concourse of admiring spectators.”

$1.00 A YearWorth More
To a woman—almost
any woman—The Mod¬
ern Priscilla is worth
more than it costs. The
woman who likes to
embroider finds here
instructions for all
kinds of embroidery.
She finds beautiful
designs by the score,
patterns for which
she can easly obtain.
Thewo in who likes
’ n this
___tions foi
every variety of this
astime. The
^wtflil8Thewc
matter what form of “Fancy Work" a woman prefers, she finds it
taught as no other magazine teaches it.

ig without sacrificing acirksome; how to give the
of the practical problems
number of The Priscilla is worth the

The Magnificence of Liszt
When Sir Charles Stanford was a
student in Leipzig he met many interest¬
ing musical notables, but none more so
than Franz Liszt. “From what one may
call adventitious concerts,” he tells us in
his Pages from an Unwritten Diary, “I
had also an occasional thrill; such as the
meteoric appearance of Liszt at a semi¬
private gathering in his honor. He was
only present as a listener, but everyone
so markedly refused to leave the room
after various young people had trem¬
blingly performed, that he happily took
the hint and sat down at the piano. The
moment his fingers touched the keys, I
realized the immense gap between him
and all the other pianists.
“He was the very reverse of all my
anticipations, which inclined me, perhaps

from the caricatures familiar to me in my
boyhood, to expect to see an inspired
acrobat, with high-action arms, and wild
locks falling on the keys. I saw instead
a dignified, composed figure, who sat like
a rock, never indulging in a theatrical
gesture, or helping out his amazingly
full tone with the splashes and crashes
of a charlatan, producing all his effects
with the simplest means, and giving the
impression of such ease that the most
difficult passages sounded like child’s play.
It was the very reverse of the style of
the young lady to whom von Billow, after
hearing her performance, went up with a
deep bow and said, ‘I congratulate you.
Mademoiselle, upon playing the easiest
possible passages with the greatest pos¬
sible difficulty.’ ”

By GRACE P. KARR

„ ,, , , , . ,. „■ ,,
—the lark begin his flight,
And singing, startle the dull night.” (

inspirational music appropriate to II Peneroso. Here the Muses sing; the nightingale calls are “most musical” because
they shun the noise of folly, namely discord with other sounds. What love and
tenderness is shown in, •
“—and as I wake, sweet music breath
Above, about or underneath.”
: have heard the
Milton himself,
far off curfew pealing forth its clear
melodious notes with the murmur of some
stream for its accompaniment. He tritely
hints that music is a language to be used
for thoughts inexpressible by words when
he says >
“More is meant than meets the ear.”
Not;ce how

the

power of music

is

Following the same thought he describes
’
the thrill which the hounds and horn “—fa'd the soul of Orpheus sing,
arouse at early dawn. The harmonious 5uc^ notes as warbled to the string,
chords of happiness are brought c
Drew iron tears down Pluto’s cheek
And made Hell grant what love did seek.”
“—the ploughman near at hand
'i
<
Whistles o’er the furrozved land,
The proof of his enduring love for
And the milkmaid singeth blythe.”
music is in a short poem of twenty-eight
j lines called “At a Solemn Musip” where
H, alludes to-the « »• •£a'£< {TU-Wtot!expresses a wish to be covered witn
F
.
Lydian airs How could he reveal more
^
^
{fes
1. frequently
shown in his writings, and while enjoying the light, fantastic music of L’Allegro
he respects sincerely the deeper, more

SPECIAL OFFER!
Send $1.00 for a full year’s subscription-12 issues:
send 50 cents for a six months’ subsrciption. Add
' r 10 cents extra when ordering either a six months
year’s subscription for The Modern Priscilla and
vill send you the stamped Linen, Embroidery Floss
Al-~ silk Ribbon necessary to make the dainty
Money Bag here illustrated.
Your m
THE PRISCILLA PUBLISHING COMPANY
85 X BROAD STREET
BOSTON, MASS.

POST CARDS OF MUSICAL SUBJECTS
GREAT COMPOSER POST CARDS
Fourteen of the great composers. Printed ii
ine colors, with the composer’s birthplace 01
ich card. 35 cents per set.
OPERATIC POST CARDS
! Modem
; Modem
25 cents per set of sis, postpaid
and B,each 6
Reproductions of photographs of the Wagne
6 Modern Yiolinists,
__.....
Germany: Lohengrin (4),
_ __
6
Series A and B, each 6 Meistersinger (6),..ftLTin
Parsifal (10), Tristan and Isolde
FamousStrinffQuartets,B Northern Europe
French Composers - 6
Composers - - - 6 (3). Tannhseuser (9). The Ring (28).
Great Masters - - - 12 Opera Composers - 6
REWARD CARDS
Great Pianists, Series A12 Opera Singers, Series
Great Pianists, “ B12
A-E, each - - - 6
50 cents per set, postpaid
Great Violinists - - 6 Russian Composers, 6
A set of sixteen cards. Portraits of the great
Renowned Violinists, 6 composers
with their birthplaces, printed in
colors. On the reverse is a short biography of ■
HISTORICAL POST CARDS
With each set is given free a Music ILISZT-Six Cards; 15 cents per set.
Card, steel engraving, with portraits of eight
WAGNER—Twelve Cards ; 30 cents per set.
' blank for inscribing
BEETHOVEN—Twelve Cards; 30 cents per
THEO. PRESSER CO., Philadelphia, Pa.
CELEBRATED MUSICIANS

American Composers
" ries A and B can Conductors,

Milton’s Love For Music
One finds so many references to music
in Milton’s poetical works that one comes
to expect some musical characterization
on nearly every page. Most music lovers
know that Milton was an interested student of music and devoted much time
to it. In fact this aspect of his life has
been the subject of many discussions.
Milton’s understanding of the result of
every kind of musical sound and of the
finer shading in effects is more minutely
shown in his shorter poems than in the
longer ones, where, of course, he heralds
every important action or coming event
through music, generally in the form of
singing. In V.Allegro Milton realizes
the pleasure of hearing

page Embroidery
Book given FREE
to every reader of
The Etude who
subscribes for The
Modem Priscilla.

»«,V
wires,
Singing everlastingly;
In perfect diapason, .
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METRONOMES
We retail more Metronames than any house
in the world.

Every instrument we sell
We handle only those
is guaranteed against
of the best makes obmechanical defects.
tainable.
THE STYLES ARE:
No beli
$3.25
American Maelzel with door attached
..... $2.25
3.25
American Maelzel with detached lid.2.25
3.50
French Maelzel with detached lid
.2.50
4.25
J. T. L. (Best) French Maelzel with detached lid . 3.00
PRICES NET TRANSPORTATION ADDITIONAL DISCOUNTS ON TWO OR MORE
THEO. PRESSER CO., Philadelphia, Pa.

By GEORGE E. WHITING
Price, $1.50
well as transcriptions and arrangeThis volume contains original compositions by Mr. Whit
_nts from standard works by classic and modern masters. They tre carefully pedaled and registered
Among the original pieces by Mr.
throughout, with all the essential editing, thoroughly prac
Whiting are:
-’relude in C minor; Postlude in G; Pastorale in^F; Postluc
M.im's
, “Adagio” by Haydn, B(
’ "Fugue in E flat” by Bad .
handsomely bound in cloth.
THEO. PRESSER CO., 1712 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa.
Please mention THE ETUDE when addressing our advertisers.
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Efficiency in Reading for Beginners

SACRED
CANTATAS
DAWN OF THE KINGDOM

VICTORY DIVINE

By GRACE BUSENBARK
Of all the problems the teacher con- note before he plays it. It is even posfronts, that of showing results to the sible to have a larger ^card and cut

for his investment^ alcTwith beginners
perhaps the best way of showing results
is to reveal that actual progress has been
made in reading. If the parent knows
nothing about music and sees the little
pupil halting with every few notes, the
teacher can talk her head off on the virtues of her method but leave the parent

me^nf to^an
a crutch of this
kind often helps a pupil along a .
cult journey,
In this way the pupil wastes no time
in looking twice at the same note, an ’
ready for the next measure for the i
beat. This method applies particul
to very slow playing necessary in the

OPERETTAS
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Substantial Rewards for Obtaining Subscribers to THE ETUDE

FOR

AMATEURS
THE PENNANT

^ One of the best ways of correcting especially good with children incline.

Result

ssasssAss.1
A DAY IN FLOWERDOM
, losing est of the pupil in an c

PRAYER, PROMISE AND
B ^PRAJSEnger

In the-writer’s mind this is due
to lack of continued concentration or
Ui cuuipicie unuersianaing oi' the
me
If the latter shortcoming is
t the usual way, it is possible

plays tag \
In fact, this plan trains the little one to
see and
and rreguiany. rive
ana move quickly
quictcly ana
minutes’ practice in this way c
toward t

ft is in two scenes consIstinK of ten

SOLID GOLD JEWELRY
__ 9LD LA VALLIERES

THE MOON QUEEN
TTR
t the next of what n

THE REDEEMER

Slltfl

ly«5EcDerRDS

n

about'

’‘sst^tsr^^s^SS'JS.

THE ISLE OF JEWELS
s^ttS

LAZARUS

LEATHER GOODS

SSI*

LINEN GOODS

THE CRUCIFIXION

THE FAIRY SHOEMAKER

VALUABLE MUSICAL NECESSITIES AT COST

i in A major and D n
Std Defleat!Smajor enthusiietsA ThesTire motingThTplayef to* hY h‘ tt0 t^ f

Wit, Humor, Anecdotes

P The friend consented^and.^n^he^es-

Quint—‘-“Great Scott!

You’ll n

SPRINGTIME
A ^n^'E«0^cMulirb';Voke*

THE HOLY CITY

nist only played single notes. The
.
ier> of course> reTn.red far more ph™% ,s that tune your daughter is

pyncA;75cA„uL

sSSSSf

esently, in the middle of the piece,
da«gl«er ?”,/sked Mrs. Cum.... wind gave out. The organist waited
!f rt » the older girl it’s Liszt’s
a few moments; then, finding it did not
a?,fdy’ and if it’s the
come on again, he went round to the 2£Xercise Twerttyer and found him lust o-nino- bomc
mmngton Star.
“Go on .blowing,” said the c

JSfflL.-sotsr.v;E
THEODORE PRESSER CO.
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NEW PUBLICATIONS

ELEMENTARY PIANO
TECHNICS, OP. 19

STUDY PIECES IN OCTAVES

By Dr. J. M. BLOSE
Price 60 cents
A simple elementary work of technic, one
that may be taken up in the early stages of
instruction, including five-finger exercises,
simple chord exercises, and arpeggios in all
the keys. The scales receive a very com¬
prehensive treatment. The little* work is
thoroughly practical, giving the teacher a
new choice of technical material.

FOR THE PIANOFORTE
By A. SARTORIO, Op. 1021
Price, $1.25
A masterly exemplification of modern
octave playing for students of intermediate
or somewhat advanced grades. There are
eight studies in all, each one working out
some particular point. Mr. Sartorio’s work
is always interesting and melodious, but
in studies of all kinds he is at his very
best.

BOOKS FOR YOUNG PEOPLE
JUVENILE MUSICAL POEMS

MERRY RHYMES FOR
CHILDHOOD TIMES

Jy CARO SENOUR
Price, 75 cents
VOCAL OR INSTRUMENTAL
This is a collection of twenty-nine chil¬
dren s songs with words and music by Caro By L. A. BUGBEE-DAVIS
Price, 50 cents
Senour. These songs are intended for the
A new work for elementary students. It
School, Kindergarten and Home. The com¬
poser has been very successful in interest¬ contains seven pieces, practically all of
ing young children, and these songs cannot them in the first grade, which may be
fail to please. They are varied in char¬ used as recreations in connection with any
acter, covering all ~ ..
pianoforte instructor; or they may be used
jects. The vras first pieces to follow any instructiobook. They will also prove available fc
kindergarten work. They are all very tunc
md well adapted for small hands.

STANDARD VOCALIST

THE VOCAL INSTRUCTOR

50 FINE SONGS FOR 50 CENTS
and comprehensive couecuuu.
collection of
AV large auu
«
songs,
ias. hoth
both sacred and secular, suited t'
to
—i—
average compass. This is i.
busy singer can turn
"-W and find_ therein
au _
at any time_
_ —!_ a„ song adapted
"
almo'st every' possible demand. The
ugs are chiefly by modern and contemporary
irary writers. They are chiefly of interpdlatA grade,
pradp. and
ntiri wel’
—
*—
. mediate
well suited
for teaching
purposes.

By EDMUND J. MYER
Price, $1.00
A practical, common-sense system, based
upon nature's laws or demands, for the
study and development of the singing voice.
This book aims to give to the vocal profes¬
sion the movements upon which the whole
—-— *- *—ied; the singing movements

STANDARD ORGANIST
Price, 50 cents
One of the best collections ever published.
The pieces are all good and interesting, of
Intermediate grade and moderate length,
written in all styles and suited to all pur¬
poses. Both original organ pieces and
transcriptions are included in goodly pro¬
portion. The book is handsomely printed
from special large plates.

fHE NEW ORGANIST
A COLLECTION FOR THE PIPE ORGAN
By GEORGE E. WHITING
Price, $1.50
Contains origi 1 compositions by Mr.
JVhiting, as well 3 transcriptions and arrangements from undard works by classic
and modern masters. They are carefully
pedaled and registered throughout, ...... ,,,,
the essential editing, thoroughly practical.
It Is printed from large oblong plates, hand¬
somely bound in cloth.

REED ORGAN PLAYER

10 FIVE NOTE RECREATIONS

FOR THE PIANOFORTE
YOUNG PLAYERS’ ALBUM
Price, 50 cents
This volume ~ _i splendid collection of
By Mrs. C. W. KROGMANN, Op. 110. Price, 75c 72 PIECES FOR THE PIANOFORTE
classic and modern
es, appropriate for
Price, 50 cents
These excellent little teaehinV'pieces are
all occasions in the church or home. Many
Here is a veritable
about as easy as it is possible, to make
the pieces have been especially written
”>• .Throughout all. the,pieces each for the young player,
trsnseriho'rl
T, isc all
„n genuine
—. ..■ reed organ
transcribed. It
-1 lies in the five-finger, .position. In pieces, more than are to be
it
simply
a__
isle
mt
"
collection
of pianoforte
spite of the technical limitation that this similar volume, and every oi__ __
limited compass. This is one of
places upon the composer, the pieces .will These pieces are in all styles, chiefly by pieces f: books
of its kind e
offered.
>und tombe decidedly interesting ana modern popular writers, and largely in the
attractive, They a-~
(UK
v
de, none exceeding Grade III.
characteristic pieces, reveries,
acterlstlc rhythms and each piece is-ac¬
dances and marches, in short,
companied by appropriate verses which
pieces for all occasions. The volume 'handsci—„• • -large
imely printed from special

1

ANTHEM OFFERING
A COLLECTION FOR GENERAL USE
Single Copy, 25 cents. Prepaid
$1.80 Per Dozen, Not Prepaid
The seventh volume in our phenomenally
successful series of anthem collections
Anthem Offering contains seventeen numbers
in all styles, suited to various occasions, ali
by successful writers. Some of the ex¬
posers represented are Berwald, "

THE ETUDE .
Woman’s World

Introducing Famous Melodies
FOR THE PIANOFORTE
Jy GEO. L SPAULDING
Price, 50 cents
A volume of 27 pieces, each containing
one of the Imperishable melodies of the
great classic and modern masters, preceded
by original introductory material by Geo
Li. Spaulding and ad libitum text by Jes¬
sica Moore. A really unique idea. The
cover page of the-, book contains half-tone
portraits of all the composers represented.

NEW RHYMES AND TUNES
FOR LITTLE PIANISTS

FOR THE PIANOFORTE
By H. L. CRAMM, Op. 20
Price, 75 cents
Price, 50 cent*
A most interesting book for elementary
students, which may be taken up in con¬
collection
of dance music suitable to
nection with any primer or instructor, and
be used while the young students are still
learning the staff notation. The pieces are
simple and as tuneful as it is possible
ate^dlffictd^y^^Tlieyn
are rextremely ’vari^ti
make them; most of them have verses
accompanying them which may be sung.
The music throughout is pleasing and ap¬
propriate and at the same time the book is coneSon.tC- An enUrely ** and original
really helpful and instructive.

FOR VIOLIN AND PIANO
SELECTED CLASSICS
FOR VIOLIN AND PIANO
Compiled and Arranged by F. A. FRANKLIN
Price, 50 cents
Some of the gems of classic melody sected from the works of all the great
asters and arranged in playable but effiec,’e form for amateurs and students. This
iu™.e
s?rve J13 a Preparation for more
tended study of the classics and afford
luable practice in ensemble., playing. AU
e selections are In admirable taste.

THEO. PRESSER

TWENTIETH CENTURY
DANCE ALBUM

THE STANDARD VIOLINIST

OPERATIC FOUR-HAND ALBUM

The Modem Priscilla

THE ETUDE .
Modern Priscilla .
Home Needlework

.:|!2-

! THE ETUDE
Woman s Home Companion
McCall’s (free pattern)

J

TWO-PART SONGS

1

A COLLECTION OF SACRED DUETS,
TRIOS AND QUARTETS
Edited by E. E. HIPSHER
Price, 50 cents
A collection of sacred music for women’s
voices suited to all occasions ; the best book
of the sort ever issued. AU the pieces are
either specially composed or newly arrnneed.
There are twenty numbers
aurni
In all. The pieces
adapted for duet,
quartet work,
— for chorus singing
glng in two. three or four
parts. All are of int
intermediate difficulty and
Ive
xceedingly effective.

THE ETUDE . .
Home Needlework

1*1 ~

Price, 75 cent*
h17Athl0,let:tJ.0n. of the most popular
?L ,h« celebrated French woman con
including such favorites as Oir' de nonet,
/!’ Ca,llr,we’ 77,« flatterer, Piercltc,
editedD^C/’ 6,e'.'en»de and others, all newly
Srsnhleei
teTls°ed’ tether with a Morhamlnod kctch °,f,tlle composer, and Mme.
of tbi ele S 0WIVdirections for playing
itself Pl ces', A Chaminarie Album ]
ell« of
ef drawing-room
d‘per!lor collection
of the very
class
music.
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Modern Priscilla
Pictorial Review
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Woman’s Magazine
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Mother’s Magazine
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THE ETUDE
Scribner’s . .
- World’s Work .
Outlook (weekly)
)$Q00

1

1 Save $1.50

ss. WfclVi
and cents
that should be senl
nodo,llars
class
eiven. magazine is
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emu price
of < number is
full price. THE ETUDE is Class
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Christian Herald

Save $1.50
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Review of Reviews
Save $1.50
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Current Opinion
Save 75
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Everybody’s .
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Price, $1.50

wht as°nitJI?P0rtan,t work for n11 teachers
line* !P fe I? conduct their profession on
widely approved in modern music
and
Tapt?er shows what knowledge
then m u len^y ,ho teacher must have and
tained Ts clf'ar, how this may best be obacd d' T le bcch Is finely bound in cloth
and comprises 224 pages.
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FOR WOMEN’S VOICES
Price, 50 cent*
collection of bright, melodious and singablei numbers
i
for women’s voices, adapted
--- use in schools, seminaries, for high
school choruses and for women's clubs. The
very best possible material has been drawn
upon in the making of this book, our reI
*“ this purpose being unexcelled.

By THOMAS TAPPER
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To-Day’s (pattern).
McCall’s (pattern) .
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Pictorial Review.
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Mother’s Magazine
J Save 51-25
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Designer
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FOUR HAND COLLECTION—MUSICAL LITERATURE

FOR THE PIANOFORTE
FOR VIOLIN AND PIANO
Price, 50 cents
Price, 50 cents •
One of the best collections of Violin and partiiufirlvtr|fflctive°nsif0r f?.ur hands are
liano music ever compiled. It contains 27 f^jWe toy arrange the^i^ the‘orchestral
pieces, many more than one usually finds
er. Our new volume is modeled unon
in similar collections, and there is a larger
r two recent collections which have nrnS «
f" ^election. The pieces are of all
successful namely, “Standard Opera Al
styles and suited
all possible occasions,
F
and„“Operatic Seltcl
The pieces are nc„
_ v,HUtC4,A
uimvun
equal difficulty,
but are within the range of*the" average Fn the
good player.
difficulty,

S .miuSfscrfc," *“pl’1'r * rMy “l"tk>n of tie gift p,obkm.
holiday or hirtbd
■? T£ of
magazines listed here makes
a noliday or birthday gift that will be appreciated.

Save 25 cts.

PIANO COLLECTIONS

SOUVENIRS OF THE MASTERS

Magazines
as Gifts

R™i‘ b* «h«k, ■»»"</ «*,.

FOR THE ORGANIST AND CHOIR MASTER
43 PIECES FOR THE PIPE ORGAN

r :
_
*an arj1C‘ foreisn P°ataSe additional. Canadian postage on THE ETUDE
2i cents; on other magazines about SO cents. Foreign postage on THF FTT IDV 79
i
«o.h„
Ast for
T.rcrB:

S msiGmn

&

MASTERING THE SCALES AND

t£J

CONCENTRATED TECHNIC

FOR THE PIANOFORTE
ARPEGGIOS
By ALOIS F. LEJEAL
Price, $1.00 By JAMES FRANCIS COOKE
Price, $1.25
A technical work for more advanced
-- . -V
PUJ]
students, to be used in daily practice, to
— to the highest degree
ef¬
foster and conserve flexibility of the fingers -„
and wrist, insuring perfect evenness of touch ficiency with advanced students. It has
and smooth, pearl-like scale playing. All original features contained In no other work,
including a preparatory section, totality
Mte If
' are fully covered in exercises,
radiating exercises, velocity exer¬
cises, the story of the scale, complete ar¬
peggios ; contains all the standard scale
and arpeggio material demanded for leading
conservatory examinations.

reeuk/orices of tLC^f„UilF ar-ra^.ed maga?1I?e c?mbinations costing much less than
rch Iess thap
close co-operation of other publishers and are as I™ ' fg6 posslble only because of the

Ico
? us

PIANO TECHNICS AND STUDIES

Greatest Savings in Magazines Ever Offered

VOCAL METHOD AND STUDIES

MAGAZINE GUIDE ”-36 PAGES

company,

cpivn

Companion/j Save
25 ct
no-Companion
s^kc,

PuBL^Ear^Tr-r.

PA

IVERS 8P0ND PIANOS
HIGHEST QUALITY
The slogan of to-day, “American made goods for
Americans,” entails no sacrifice ol quality
applied to pianos—for American pianos admittedly
lead the world. Embodying half a century s ex¬
perience and preferred by over 400 leading Amer¬
ican Educational Institutions and nearly 60,000
homes, the Ivers & Pond occupies a leading
position among America’s best pianos. In value
and ultimate economy it cannot be surpassed by
any piano you can buy. A catalogue showing all
our grands, uprights and players (free) on request.
Write for it.
How to Buy
If we have no dealer near you, we can supply you from
our factory as safely and satisfactorily as if you lived near
by. We make expert selection and guarantee the piano to
please, or it returns at our expense for freights.
Liberal
allowance for old pianos in exchange.
Attractive easy
payment plans. For catalog, prices and full information,
write us today.

Ivers & Pond Piano Co.
141 Boylston St.,

Send to-day for
sample tube
FREE
Get this; sample tube and notice
how easily Vanishing Cream is
applied.
It: does, not require
massage.
. It contains a wonderful, skin-softening
ingredient, prepared for Pond’s Vanishing
Cream, which has a special affinity for
the _ skin. It immediately vanishes,
leaving no gloss or shine, and without
the tendency to come out on the face.

Pond's (pirvpartyi
.Vanishing cream
POND’S EXTRACT

s Standard for 60 Years.”

Particu

BOSTON, MASS.

Sectional
Music Room Furniture
A Delight to Music

No. 1640 Sheet Music S
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Maniifaeturing Co.,

73 Uraon Street, Monroe. Mich

